Documentation detailing horrid retaliation and cover-up including as a fired
whistleblower at a powerful university housing the State of Florida overseeing
Tumor Registry, and at one time, perhaps still, the second largest CIA hub …
involving state, local, and federal entities … protect patients, and all of us – now!!

JUDITH FUTERFAS
OURCONSTITUTION.INFO
NONPROFIT NONPARTISAN

Irwin S. Futerfas WW II - Corporal - Sq A 350 1st Eglin Field
Radar Mechanic Navigation 853
Dad - You served Our Country and Constitution honorably.
You served our community selflessly as a prosecutor with the State
Attorney, as the Asst. Director of Administration for Legal Services’ War
on Poverty, as staff attorney with the Juvenile Court, and you helped
create the General Master program for our 11th Judicial Circuit, becoming
the second General Master in Dade County. You have helped many to
succeed, along with those in need -- as a kind, generous human being.
We all love you and miss you.

DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF ALL THOSE DELIBERATELY KILLED, INCLUDING THE
HEALTHY, VULNERABLE, ELDERLY, AND ILL …
VIA HIGH-LEVEL LETHALITY - IN AND OUT OF MEDICAL FACILITIES
EXTRAJUDICIAL: SANCTIONED AT SOME LEVEL BY PEOPLE OTHERWISE IN
POSITIONS THAT WOULD APPEAR TO REQUIRE, AND INDEED SHOULD REQUIRE,
UPHOLDING THE US CONSTITUTION
NO ONE HAS A RIGHT TO TAKE A LIFE-NO ONE IS ABOVE OR BENEATH THE LAW
THESE FORMS OF KILLING ARE PARTICULARLY EGREGIOUS BECAUSE OF THE
FURTHER SUBVERSION OF OUR CONSTITUTION …
IT APPEARS AS THOUGH THERE IS NO CRIME …
NO DUE PROCESS PRIOR TO KILLING … AND NONE AFTER
THIS MUST CHANGE, AND THIS BARBARITY TREATED AS THE CRIMINALITY IT IS…
INVESTIGATORY METHODOLOGY AND OVERSIGHT MUST TAKE THESE FORMS OF
KILLING INTO ACCOUNT, AND PERPETRATORS AND FACILITATORS CHARGED…
TO ALL STUDENTS – YOUR ROLE IS BIGGER THAN YOU REALIZE
HEED EISENHOWER’S WARNING - HOLD TRUTH AND HUMANITY TO POWER
If WE are not that BEACON, and YOU are not that HOPE, who will be?

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America.

There is no standard US Student Bill of Rights.
Laws and/or regulations must include:
*All People working with one or more Students, in and/or outside of the academic
institution(s) and regardless if these institutions are public and/or private, or any
other combination of designations, must be vetted, and abide by the US Constitution.
**All People working with one or more Students must fully disclose to these Students
and the academic institution(s) any and all Intelligence related work and/or activities,
paid or otherwise, for the US and/or all other entities. https://www.intelligence.gov/
*** All Students have All Rights as conveyed by the US Constitution, including a
Right to Self-Determination and to Due Process.
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Civil Rights, Extrajudicial Killings – in/out of medical facilities, First
Amendment, High-Level Lethality - chemicals – biologics – radioisotopes,
History, Medical-Military Industrial Complex, National Security State, Patient
Rights, Student Rights, US Constitution, Whistleblower Retaliation

I responded to my boss at the University of Miami Tumor Registry that his vile
threat, of a malicious act against me at a recent surgery, was “attempted murder”.
He replied, “You have to prove it”. He made this threat also stating that I had
“complained about a lot of people”. Murder, or high-level lethality, these days
can and is perpetrated as appearing natural, or at best unknown. It can be
induced at home, in a medical setting, or at a restaurant. Death can be as
immediate as a chemical heart attack or a varied timeframe “due to” “abnormal
labs”. A certain biologic will cause one to briefly (or never) wake up (then die)
hours after ingestion. Cancer seeding can be done during a medical procedure or
via ingestion of radioisotopes or other carcinogens in food or drink. Lethal agents
can be transmitted via touch or air. Investigations into the true causation or
etiology of death, even of cancers, must now be as sophisticated as our DNA and
other technology is. We must all be aware of these horrors in order to protect
ourselves. We can NOT depend upon the government, and in instances they are
indeed the perpetrators. Protect patients, students, and all of us. I have some
recommendations enclosed (page 13). The referenced 40-page Court submitted
document with much personal detail regarding specific circumstances, names, and
dates is available upon request. Demand that these complaints are investigated!!
For an overview of concerns also see www.ourconstitution.info Home page.
HELP ENSURE THAT NO ONE IS ABOVE THE LAW – NOR BENEATH IT
THIS IS OUR REPUBLIC - OF, BY, AND FOR THE PEOPLE AS LONG AS WE CAN KEEP IT

From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 11:10 AM
To: Sharyl Attkisson <jamesattkisson@gmail.com>
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Subject: Re: Sharyl Attkisson: The Curious Timeline on Impeaching Trump
(PODCAST)
Epstein as well. Take a look at the h_ll going on... ourconstitution.info. Epstein's
escalation of charges correlated with my reporting on some of the worst
unconstitutionality we have seen (up to the highest of levels). See my site.
Perpetrated mainly under Obama, Trump is likely too scared by the military
industrial to do anything... I believe his intentions to "Drain the Swamp" were real
… They all are scared since JFK -- but as an attorney and constitutional "scholar",
Obama had a particularly disgusting, weak "backbone" … The military is running
the Country (along with Intel). Everyone should be protesting -- words aren't
enough.
Judy
From: noreply+feedproxy@google.com <noreply+feedproxy@google.com> on
behalf of Sharyl Attkisson <noreply+feedproxy@google.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 6:58 AM
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Subject: Sharyl Attkisson: The Curious Timeline on Impeaching Trump (PODCAST)
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Note: Some information, names, and phone numbers are marked xxx.
See more information at www.ourconstitution.info. The communications enclosed as well
as referenced here are not inclusive of all of my written concerns to these and other
entities. Most of these complaints were under Obama although I am still waiting for
someone to investigate. Our Organization is nonpartisan, and I believe, as did
Washington, that political parties are destructive to Our Democracy. We should heed his
warning... All of these letters and notes are quite concerning, with important history
updated as time has passed, and the horror has continued. Occasionally important points
are repeated. This story should concern everyone to the core of their being … It is vile,
barbaric, and beyond unconstitutional. Please email any comments and questions to me at
info@ourconstitution.info. Judy

ABSENT DUE PROCESS AUDACITY OF EVIL

America’s Hell on Earth – Medical-Military Industrial - Audacity of Evil
Comments by Judith Futerfas
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/edward-snowden-explains-how-he-pulled-offone-of-the-largest-leaks-in-us-history/2019/09/13/eb64e4a0-d62c-11e9-934340db57cf6abd_story.html
1/2 Thank you for the informative article. The quote from Obama is interesting, as he was no
friend of whistleblowers and truth-tellers...
…https://www.spiegel.de/international/world/interview-with-edward-snowden-about-hisstory-a-1286605.html
Snowden: "…Intelligence reduces the likelihood of war. The problem is when these services
become an institution of their own that is not responsive to the desires of lawmakers,
policymakers and the public, but in fact is shaping it and directing it..."
Thanks so much again Ed for standing up for Our Constitution, and that line beyond which
we should never have crossed. What a horrid, horrid tragedy 9/11 was … and the aftermath
continues to be the worst hell internally we could never have imagined. We can only imagine
if the FBI, or the Military personnel who had voiced concerns about these soon to be
hijackers, and about these same people wanting to learn to take-off in planes, but never to
land … what if these concerns had resulted in actions that had prevented 9/11?
There were at least 7 hijackings between Feb 2000 and 9/11, and at least 18 in the
1990s https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_aircraft_hijackings. Did no one really imagine
that someone might try to commandeer our planes? I find this a huge puzzlement … Would
people have balked had these preflight checks been deemed necessary without 9/11?
Probably, but I think we had cause based on what was occurring in these other countries.
2/2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4nFGOEeSP0 CBS news, 15 mins
2:00 Snowden: I was required to swear an oath … not of secrecy … but an oath of service to
support and defend ... the Constitution … against all enemies, foreign and domestic...
What happened after 9/11 in terms of our privacy and freedoms seems like a horrid overreaction to our failure at 9/11. We didn't need all these processes to prevent 9/11 ... we needed
someone to listen when people voiced concerns (see comment 1/2), and we needed to beef up
security checks in light of the history of hijackings elsewhere. We certainly don't need to
surveil all or most Americans. There are even more horrid things going on now, the MedicalMilitary Industrial - "a lot of killers" - see ourconstitution.info.
It does seem that the Military and Intel apparatus are indeed institutions on their own, shaping
policy and running the Country as Snowden and others have alluded to. They are responsive
to the desires of lawmakers, policymakers, and the public, as long as it suits them. Likely
more than one president since Kennedy has felt concerned enough to kowtow to their wishes.
Stopping bulk collection is important, but it seems we must fully hear and heed Eisenhower's
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and Truman's warnings, and demand valid, reliable, and verifiable oversight of these
organizations, in line with Our Constitution, and Republic Of, By, and For The People. The
fact that these agencies are made up of career employees, who will wait out a president,
ignoring his/her wishes when it suits them, is a very big concern, that must also be remedied.
https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/matt-taibbi-podcast-john-kiriakou-ciaespionage-act-906981/?
Thanks again to John Kiriakou for his service and integrity, and letting us all know the horror
that was going on in these prisons. The US can antagonize others (and our own) very well,
and it sure as hell is likely to always come back and bite us. Our military and Intel better learn
the ethical, just, and constitutional way, or it will be the downfall of any civilization we
would wish to live under. It is a disgrace what happened to Kiriakou and all the other
whistleblowers and truth-tellers now in jail or exile. Free them all, expunge Kiriakou's record,
and let Snowden home without charges or fear of retaliation. Assange has already been
confined and isolated for a number of years, compensating for any wrongdoing the US feels
he has committed. Spend NO MORE time on him - we have far more important concerns.
These people deserve wide latitude in light of an outdated Espionage Act and wrongful
skewing of the document classification system towards secrecy, both of which undermine Our
First Amendment Rights, Due Process, and hinder and entrap these brave souls. Beware also
the rise of the Medical-Military Industrial, "a lot of killers', in and out of medical facilities -high-level lethality and biologic use ... see my site. Protest with me in Miami, or wherever
you are. Heed Eisenhower's warning now!!
Email From: www ourconstitution.info; Mon 11/25/2019 2:28 PM
To: JOHN/C KIRIAKOU <xxx>; www ourconstitution.info
What do you think about the necessity of telling people ASAP (like via radio, etc.) about
these concerns for the medical-military-industrial -- as I wrote - falsifying tumor markers so
that people know too late (to treat for cure) and as a means to kill (die "naturally", but costs to
treat for extended life i.e. profits, are huge) ... or high-level ("secured") biologics being used
to kill other Americans? Threats in those regards like happened to me? Is that something you
or someone else might want to publicize via airwaves, etc. and demand protections from such
hell? The murder of Joan M, that I have much information about in the book -- is horrid. I
have more concerning situations as well (even beyond the 40 pages)... We can and should
have protections (suggestions on page 13 of the book or my website). I will be glad to help
get this word out via your show, or however I can... Isn't this worse than torture?
From: JOHN/C KIRIAKOU xxx Wednesday, November 27, 2019 11:08 AM
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
I would love it. I'm sorry to say, though, that I have a current events news show. I could
never get approval for your story.
From: www ourconstitution.info To: John Kiriakou Sun 12/1/2019 2:34 AM
Thanks. As I outlined below, this is still going on, and current, the 7 page complaint to FIU
Wiles (and many others) was just in August -- I sent that to you and if you want to see what I
have been subject to more recently in terms of the powerful medical industry and the seeming
total control over the doctors (here anyway), please take a look at that...
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IDEAS TO HELP PROTECT PATIENTS & ALL OF US - NOW!!
MORE AUTONOMY AND POWER TO PATIENTS - NOW!!
DEMAND PATIENT RIGHT TO TUMOR MARKERS, LABS – ANONYMOUSLY* &
WITHOUT MD APPROVAL – WE ALL HAVE A RIGHT TO THAT CHOICE
*ASSIGN RANDOMLY GENERATED NUMBERS – DON’T LOSE OR REDO
DEMAND REAL TIME MONITORING OF ALL CHEMICALS & BIOLOGICS
INGESTED & INJECTED – CAN BE TRANSMITTED BY TOUCH, AIR
NEVER LEAVE PATIENTS ALONE FOR X-RAYS & ANY PRIVACY REQUESTS
DEMAND PATIENT PROTECTION - CAMERAS AS AN OPTION IN ALL ROOMS

WAYS TO KILL THAT APPEAR ‘NATURAL’
FALSE TUMOR MARKERS/LABS - DISEASE//PROGRESSION REALIZED TOO
LATE TO CURE – ALSO MORE $$$ FOR THE FACILITY TO TREAT
LETHAL HIGH-LEVEL BIOLOGIC INGESTION: HOURS AFTER INGESTION
NEVER WAKE UP OR WAKE-UP SICK AND DIE
LETHAL INGESTION HOME OR?? CARCINOGENS, RADIOISOTOPES:
BLADDER, COLON CANCER
LETHAL CHEMICAL INJECTION: DEATH BY HEART ATTACK,
"ELEVATED LABS"
SEEDING CANCER AT SURGERY - "You have to prove it" (UM)
Reasons to kill/make ill include: costing $$/no ins., make $$ treating, hate, cadavers/parts

*
http://www.billoreilly.com/video/video-of-the-day?vid=-305286774943659178#play
USE THIS LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJunlmuwDmg
2.5.17 Trump begins 2:09; This portion (Putin) 6:58; At 7:42:
O: He's a killer though. Putin's a killer.

T: There's a lot of killers. We got a lot of killers.
Well, you think our country's so innocent?
Do you think our country's so innocent?
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Findings at Nuremberg led directly to:
United Nations Genocide Convention (1948)
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
Geneva Convention on the Laws and Customs of War (1949)

*

“…we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or
unsought, by the military-industrial complex.
The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.
... We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic
processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our
peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together…”
President Eisenhower - January 17, 1961

*
MEDICAL - MILITARY - INDUSTRIAL
KILLERS AMONG US
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI - STATE - MIAMI-DADE COUNTY
SAEK - STUDENTS AGAINST EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS
SAEK.INFO - FOR THE SAKE OF HUMANITY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student_rights_in_higher_education
(See excerpts pages 135-136)

*
DESANTIS, SCOTT, & RUBIO ALL KNOW –
MASSIVE COVER-UP AT THE HIGHEST OF LEVELS

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/us/
billionaire-lifts-marco-rubio-politically-and-personally.html
Call Gov DeSantis 850-488-7146 and demand an investigation - Remind him that NO ONE
is above the law, including Marco Rubio and his UM benefactor Braman's billions –
Who killed UM patient Joan M, Rubio?
Mucarsel-Powell has done nothing to help - WHAT IS SHE DOING IN OFFICE?
See concerns CIA/FBI/*Intel/Military/powerful Jews & non-Jews
Is the CIA/MILITARY running the Country? (Flamm/UM linked to both)
OBAMA - 2009-2017 - MDC Mayor Gimenez- What do they know?
President Trump – Demand Arrest of the Guilty Regardless of Who They Are

*
JEWS & NON-JEWS
AS A JEW - SHANDE AGAINST SOCIETY
JEWISH (YIDDISH) HORRID SHAME, SIN, DISGRACE
GOOD JEWS & ALL DECENT PEOPLE DEMAND DUE PROCESS & JUSTICE
NO AMERICAN IS A LAB RAT FOR ANY ENTITY - NO ONE, ANYWHERE, SHOULD BE
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Emails with FIU Professor - High-level Lethality (Last at top) 10.30.19
Judith Futerfas
Wed 10/30/2019 7:46 PM
Thank you again. I think you will find this excerpt interesting ... Eisenhower was beyond
insightful... Eisenhower's Farewell Address 1.17.1961
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyBNmecVtdU
9:55 “... Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has been overshadowed by task forces of
scientists in laboratories and testing fields. In the same fashion, the free university, historically the
fountainhead of free ideas and scientific discovery, has experienced a revolution in the conduct of
research. Partly because of the huge costs involved, a government contract becomes virtually a
substitute for intellectual curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of new
electronic computers. The prospect of domination of the nation's scholars by Federal employment,
project allocations, and the power of money is ever present and is gravely to be regarded. Yet in
holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we should, we must also be alert to the equal
and opposite danger that public policy could itself become the captive of a scientific-technological
elite… 12:00 ... We want democracy to survive for all generations to come, not to become the
insolvent phantom of tomorrow. During the long lane of the history yet to be written, America knows
that this world of ours, ever growing smaller, must avoid becoming a community of dreadful fear and
hate..."
Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx >
Thank you. I was referred to you by someone knowledgeable in the field. Respectfully, shouldn't it be
something FIU addresses, in some department, ethics, yours, etc.? A university offers more openness
than the government, most of us would agree. I don't think any of us, in this day and age, want the
government being the sole 'guardian' of knowledge and physical oversight of these unconstitutional,
very dangerous (to society as well as physically) agents. The public should at least be aware. What
about a forensic pathologist or toxicologist? Do you have these academics on campus?
Thank you again.
From: xxx@fiu.edu>
To: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Judith: Your concerns and questions are as they say ‘above my paygrade’. I do not know the answers
to those concerns but perhaps if you contacted someone in Dept of Homeland Security they could help
you understand better? Reach out through https://www.dhs.gov/ and see if someone can help you
answer your questions. I cannot so there is probably no need to meet later in Nov. This is not a subject
matter that FIU or our institute deals with so I’m afraid I cannot help you.
Xxx
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 at 3:52 PM
To: xxx@fiu.edu <xxx>
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Thank you. I am not sure what questions I would have in total -- I am sure I would have some followup depending upon what I learn from you. I have some basic questions about the security of these
things, and how the public can know: what they are, how they act, any antidotes, and can they be
detected in an autopsy, are there some that are not detectable, etc. I am also speaking of "high-level",
supposedly secured agents. I think the public should have access to this information, certainly not
enough to acquire or get a hold of ... but to be aware. I have very serious concerns that these agents are
being used in our society, with one in particular that I did some brief inquiry on. My concerns are in
the interest of right to know and to allow our population to protect itself, and perhaps better secure these
agents. Another important issue is that there cannot be due process if no one knows a murder was
committed -- a 'strange', unexpected, or concerning death doesn't reach that bar, and undermines our
Constitution and system of Justice. Also, our important credo that "no one is above the law - or beneath
it" is circumvented as well. This is the gist of my interest in these regards.
Later November is fine -- I would be glad to call your secretary for an appointment that third or fourth
week.
Judith Futerfas
From: xxx@fiu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 3:11 PM
This week is completely booked solid as is next week; the following week I am out of town. Can you
send your questions via email and perhaps later in Nov we can meet?
Xxx Florida International University
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2019 at 2:51 PM
To: xxx@fiu.edu>
Dear xxx
I am a 2003 MS Environmental Sciences grad from FIU. I have some questions about high-level agents
of lethality (including biologics, etc.) and concerns for their illicit and/or other use in society. I wanted
to come in and speak with you about this a bit a more if you have some time this or next week?
Thank you, Judy
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Emails to National Cancer Registrars Association (NCRA) 12.2019
Judith Futerfas
Mon 12/9/2019 10:39 AM
You; xxx
Dear xxx,
xxx told me that she forwarded my email (below) to you earlier this morning. Just to provide a bit
more information -- I had discussed the falsified follow-up verbally (and with some emails) to two of
the Ethic's Chairs in the past ... I also communicated with xxx on a few occasions via email, FedEx, and
at least one call, with information conveyed regarding this follow-falsification, Ms. Arias Morales'
rehire, and the blacklisting. Thank you for your attention to these extremely serious concerns.
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, December 5, 2019 2:54 PM
To: xxx@ncra-usa.org <xxx@ncra-usa.org>
Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: CTR/NCRA membership
xxx,
Hello. I hope this note finds you and yours well. For reasons I will not greatly detail here, I am being
blacklisted from working as a CTR. I was fired in 2017 by UM (the University of Miami) after 12
years, after reporting a threat by my UM Tumor Registry Manager Stuart Herna, along with other
horrors. There is much information at my site ourconstitution.info (and in my new book linked to read
for no cost near the bottom of the Home page or the Outreach page). I reported this threat in the
response to my good 2016 evaluation and approximately $10,000 raise.
I enjoy the work, and am a diligent and conscientious abstractor. Unfortunately, NCRA has a very
weak ethics area, and can't even enter the facility without permission. I had also reported falsification
of follow-up (we were told to say we did the follow-up, but were told to only enter a past date for a
'phone call' and leave the other fields the same). I refused to do this and anything other than what was
within established and proper guidelines. I reported this to the NCRA Ethics Chair several years ago
(verbally), but without being able to access the data there was not much NCRA could do to even
investigate. I also reported deliberate non-submittal of cases that were required by Florida law. You
can see these cases minus their patient numbers in my book. There is much other documentation there
including copies of my complaints, letter to attorneys, etc. Much worse than this and the threat against
me (as vile as that was), has occurred. That threat alone has set me back 10's of thousands of dollars as
I went back up North after the threat (I wouldn't have my surgery here). My Aetna visits increased
100's of times from 4-5 visits per year to 160 I believe, that subsequent year... The rise of the MedicalMilitary Industrial was the point of writing this book -- we are scary beyond Eisenhower's Warning and
this is one of the worst kinds of horrors -- learned, medical professionals, besides being "primitive" as
one doctor described them, deciding who lives and dies... Herna and one of the supervisors Susanna
Arias-Morales know everything going on and I believe Arias-Morales is an instigator with approval of
higher-ups (she gave the instructions to falsify follow-up, Herna was in and out of the room) ... Some
attorneys I spoke with suggested settling, and for a very small amount compared to the h_ll I have seen,
been subjected to, and my debt (still as much as ever), so this was never litigated in court. There are
much more serious concerns that have no statute however...
I would still like to work in this area -- should I just forget about it and not pay my renewal? I have not
gotten all my CE's because I have been unable to find work. Some people tell me not to say I was fired,
but that's the truth. Should I pay my dues in hopes perhaps next year I will find work? Thank you and
greatly appreciate your advice and assistance again, Judith Futerfas
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Letter to Overseeing Agency /High-level Lethality /Standard of Proof 11.1.19
Judith Futerfas
Fri 11/1/2019 4:38 PM

•
•

You;
Xxx (overseeing agency)

Judge Economou 21-40 of 40 2.20.18.pdf
8 MB

More concerning information attached - the second half of my 40 pages submitted to
Manatee County Probate, Judge Economou. The 7 pages (FIU Mr. Wiles) in the first
email (along with the first 20 pages to the Court) is a further, more recent update...
More horror. I also have concerns UM is knowledgeable (or worse) regarding this (from
my website ourconstitution.info):

https://therealdeal.com/miami/2019/02/27/apotex-pharmaceuticals-sellsplanned-us-hq-in-miramar-at-a-loss-following-founders-mysteriousdeath/ ///// https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-apotex-billionaire-murder/
https://www.statnews.com/2017/06/16/generic-drugs-biosimilars-pharma/
"The temptation to avoid generic competition can be overpowering. Delaying generic
competition for as little as six months can be worth half a billion dollars in sales for a
blockbuster drug."

It is pretty evident to me that the standard of proof needs to be reviewed and revised,
and that police, pathologists, toxicologists, and medical examiners (and all of us) must
all be aware that: (1) high-level biologics, such as killed Dr. Cosmides, (mine and my
father's doctor - was not affiliated with UM, his sold practice now is) (see 40 and 7pp,
likely ingested in this case),xxx; (2) colon and bladder cancer seeding via
radioisotopes/carcinogens in food/drink (Dr. Torres-Salichs, my doctor, refused to see
patients at UM - they asked him for the past year or so, about as long as I was his
patient (the new doctor now sees UM patients) (b);xxx (3) falsified tumor markers (labs)
misleading patients to believe they are healthy or otherwise not as sick as in actuality
(my labs were deliberately falsified and altered and I have concerns about certain other
individuals including xxx); and (4) murders while in hospital (easily disguised as natural 'heart attacks', etc. as my recent complaint; Joan M., which I had sent you unfortunately
outside of the 1 yr limit, see my site - morbid, hacked emails time-lined her death, UM
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webinar restraint training sent to me afterwards and I realized she was illegally held- I
had no patient contact during my 12 years at UM and never a prior restraint training)
see list in the enclosed 40 and 7pp, more cases at my site Medical-Military page) ... are
indeed, absolutely and/or highly likely, occurring (there is documented evidence of
cases already online/referred to at my site besides my personal knowledge as reported).
There are other reasons I have concerns for nefarious activity regarding the demise of
the people I have listed here and in the 40 pages. Also, I am still reporting these entities
(7 pages is from late August, about two months ago). This has been sent to many of the
same entities the 40 pages was (that included Local, State, and Federal government
entities).
There are any number of possible reasons for this horror - including money (patient
costing the facility too much/taking too long to die in hospice, for example, however, a
sicker patient with insurance wanting treatment brings more money in), hate, revenge,
power, need for cadavers, perhaps body parts, etc. Eisenhower could have been giving
his warning today, with this 'adjustment' in settings, methodologies, and/or agents
(death by toxins is as old as humans). We however, do have Our Constitution, and some
call us a Civilized Society. Patients (and all of us) need better protection. I have
suggestions in these regards on my Medical-Military page (under Home).
Thank you again, Judy
Judith Futerfas xxx
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Letters to Overseeing Entities & Officials – More Horror After the 40-Pages
Vet All Those Working with Students – Review All Those in Government &
In Positions of Power – No One is Above or Beneath The Law
INVESTIGATE NOW! – 11.4.19

Judith Futerfas
Mon 11/4/2019 6:18 PM

•
•

You;
Xxx (overseeing agency)

Letter FIU Alumni Assoc D Wiles 8.20.19.pdf
125 KB

Judge Economou 1-20 of 40 2.20.18.pdf
12 MB

2 attachments (12 MB)Download allSave all to OneDrive

Please forward this email and atts to the appropriate person over my case. Important
ongoing concerns they should know about. Thank you.
Judith Futerfas
xxx

Regarding: xxx
Please see the important information in these two emails. I have submitted information
on this case previously via your web-form. The FIU 7-page note is also the first link on
my website ourconstitution.info Home page (at Richard Flamm). There is much similar,
ongoing, concerning information to my reporting to you in these atts, more than would
be "coincidence" in terms of circumstance, dates, timing, etc. The 40-pages was
submitted to Manatee County Probate and the reasons explained therein. The second
email in this send has pages 21-40 of that Court submission.
As brief history, Senator Nelson (top email thread below), at some point, referred my
complaints to Senator Rubio. Rubio did nothing to save Joan M (I have many
emails). Rubio receives a lot of money from Norman Braman, a wealthy benefactor to
UM as well. Rubio should not be in Congress, let alone on the Intel Committee, and
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likely should be in prison (along with several others I mention). Attached here originally
to Senator Nelson was the first set (1-20) of the 40 pages court submitted (with the note
to FIU, Mr Wiles included here as a recent update and overview). You can see some of
the others I wrote to below. Please see the email to Governor Scott below with more
extremely concerning events within a few weeks of this 40-page reporting to the Court.
It seems to me that protections must increase for patients, and that the standard of
proof as well as investigative markers need to be reviewed and revised, and that police,
pathologists, toxicologists, and medical examiners (and all of us) must all be aware that
high-level lethality and data/lab manipulation not only could occur in these times, but
are. This includes: (1) high-level biologics, such as killed Dr. Cosmides more in 7 pp,
(mine and my father's doctor - was not affiliated with UM, his sold practice now
is); (2) colon and bladder cancer seeding via radioisotopes/carcinogens in food/drink
(among other concerns Dr. Torres-Salichs, my doctor, recently deceased, young, staff
was shaken and concerned with circumstances, he refused privileges at UM - they asked
him for the past year or so, about as long as I was his patient) (the new doctor there
now sees UM patients- more in the 7 pages); (3) falsified tumor markers (labs)
misleading patients to believe they are healthy or otherwise not as sick as in actuality
(my labs were deliberately falsified and altered and I have concerns about certain other
individuals including long-time family friend xxx prostate cancer undetected until spread
despite regular PSAs died within the year); and (4) murders while in hospital (easily
disguised as natural - 'heart attacks', etc. as in my recent complaint xxx; Joan M., which I
had sent you at the time - morbid, hacked emails time-lined her death, UM webinar
restraint training sent to me afterwards and I realized she was illegally held- I had no
patient contact during my 12 years at UM and never a prior restraint training) see list of
other deaths and concerns in the enclosed 40 and 7pp, more links and concerning info
at my Home page and cases at my site Medical-Military page .... The morbid, hacked
emails time-lining Joan's death, an ATT email calling me "Judas", as well as other emails
of concern linked are at my Home page.
Thank you.
Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Wednesday, July 4, 2018 4:55 PM
To: Bill Nelson Bill@billnelson.senate.gov60
Cc: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: 1/7 Sen. Nelson Fw: 1/7 MDC OIG Fw: 1/7 xxx Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Staff Fw: 1/6
FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious
concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
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From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 1:11 PM
To: James.Schlotzhauer@miamidade.gov
Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: 1/7 MDC OIG Fw: 1/7 xxx Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Staff Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC
June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths,
threats, other harms
Dear Mr. Schlotzhauer,
Thank you for your information via phone yesterday. As mentioned, my complaints are
extremely concerning. They could (very likely) be referencing conspiracy and collusion
of the worst kind, involving several entities. This includes (1) the University of Miami
(where I was retaliatorily fired last year for complaining about a threat to my life [in my
evaluation response] from my manager at the UM Tumor Registry, Stuart Herna,
because I had "complained about a lot of people"; I have reported cancer data
manipulations in violation of State law, several times, to overseeing entities including to
the State, the State referring me BACK to UM!!), (2) the State (seemed to investigate
UM cancer data complaints for about a year then said they couldn't do anything
because UM employees are not State! Although, Inspector Pacchioli at the State HHS
OIG did want to audit but that plan was halted), and (3) Miami-Dade County. Much
more explanation is enclosed. In terms of MDC, I have concerns that the current MDC
Mayor and Dr. Susan Markley, a long-time high-level (ex) DERM employee, who I knew
during my FIU thesis research back in the early 2000's, and an associate of hers, Dr.
Richard Flamm (FWS Tampa), are highly involved with this horrid retaliation, including
suspicious deaths, that has gone on for a number of more recent years (more
enclosed). I have no doubt that some of those I have named should be in prison. I am a
firm believer of our founding principles and that NO ONE is above the law, nor beneath
it. Despite all my concerning information, and multiple links with suspicious deaths and
concerning dates of death (more enclosed), it appears that no one has interviewed
anyone I have mentioned in my reports, or cross-checked phone and emails. This
includes research regarding UM's Susanna Arias Morales and Herna. When you read my
notes below and enclosed, it appears that Flamm has had some level of involvement
that the FWS OIG may be aware of. I think it is all the more important that, particularly,
people in positions of power and authority (I did research for Flamm on my FIU thesis),
are carefully screened for their ethics and adherence to the law. This group of people
seems to feel that they are indeed above the law, and others beneath it. Extremely
scary, with First and Fifth amendment rights all but forgotten. These institutions do
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have access to high-level lethality, meant to mask murder. Hence, it is the
circumstances that are an important clue that nefarious and malicious actions have
taken place. I know there are links to the perpetrators out there, and I know Arias
Morales and Herna have MUCH information (as do Markley and Flamm). In this age,
"proof" takes on a new meaning, and we cannot depend upon overt evidence of murder
anymore. Nevertheless, those committing such crimes and those covering them up
must be found out and prosecuted, regardless of who they are. In the enclosed att I
name some of my prior lawyers who, it seems to me, were subjected to outside, illegal,
and undue influence, perhaps threatening or intimidating. They would also be
important sources of information. The Florida Bar was clearly obfuscating my
complaints about UM's Aileen Ugalde, who never returned one of my emails or calls
about the firing. The overseeing Bar attorney Schuyler I am sure also has information on
who reached out to them and others. Was it UM, the County, or State? Maybe the FBI - Arias told me pointedly that she had a relative in the FBI and I never received the first
call from them.
Thank you -- there is much more detail enclosed. I have much, much more
documentation as well. I am glad to send whatever is requested and answer any further
questions.
Judy
Judith Futerfas

From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Sunday, June 24, 2018 10:13 AM
To: xxx @miami-police.org
Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: 1/7 xxx Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Staff Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4
FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other
harms
Hi Sergeant xxx,
This is the latest major update to this h_ll that has gone on. It is pretty comprehensive
(about 7 emails, 70pp) and has gone to major Florida organizations and government
entities. Sorry for the extra emails, I wanted you to have this information. There are
some people mentioned herein who seem to advocate for extrajudicial killings/highlevel lethality for political or other motives, and otherwise seem to feel that they are
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above the Law, and others beneath it. They may themselves be killers, but if not,
certainly know how to mobilize such unconstitutional horror. As far as I know there has
still been no investigation or arrests ... I requested a meeting with Governor Scott with
minimal response for more information on my concerns, but that was it ... FWS OIG
seemed to acknowledge Richard Flamm's involvement by asking me (via phone) exactly
or similar to: "Did you think he was mad [because I did not get him his brief paper]?" ...
More on that enclosed.
Always glad to answer any further questions or otherwise try to help America. Very
scared for the Country - I hope we are not forever lost. Feel free to look at my website
ourconstitution.info. You might also put that site and LINKS (page) in a search bar.
Hope you and yours have been well. Much thanks again and appreciation as
always, Judy
Judith Futerfas
PS: UM fired me last year after I reported the vile threat that UM Tumor Registry
Manager Stuart Herna made to me. I reported this on my (good) evaluation response
and was fired within 2 weeks (after 12 years as an employee). Horrid -- medicalindustrial complex ... They also offered me a $10,000 raise. (The threat was reported to
the City of Miami Police in 2016, the day after I got back from medical visits up North. I
am still being followed due to that threat of something malicious happening at a
surgery. I would not even have this elective [or any] surgery here. My labs were also
manipulated here with multiple complaints to AHCA, Quest, etc.)

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, 2018 5:01 PM
To: jeff.woodburn@flcrc.gov; elisa.weber@flcrc.gov; william.spicola@flcrc.gov;
meredith.beatrice@flcrc.gov; admin@flcrc.gov
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/6 FLCRC Staff Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3
Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
Dear FLCRC Staff,
Please read below and enclosed documents regarding my extremely serious concerns
for our great State and Nation. I am respectfully BEGGING that my horrid, grievous,
concerns are addressed by your Commission. This reality, DOCUMENTED (I have much
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more than the 70 or so pages here), cannot wait another 20 years -- not even 1 year, or
day. Unchecked, even the smartest of "humans" can turn into unconstitutional
monsters -- and do. See below and enclosed here and in next five emails my concerns:
(1) medical procedure related ("medical-industrial complex") -- needs CLOSE
MONITORING; (2) law enforcement/intelligence outside of an academic institution/to
be vetted if allowed at all to work with students -- VERY CAREFULLY!!; (3) LIMITED role
for intelligence agencies in our academic institutions -- job fairs and teaching (those
retired) -- FULL DISCLOSURE ALWAYS; and there are also a number of countries one
could look to in terms of (4) humane incarceration. Numbers 1-3 are shockingly
concerning, as was 4 when I first learned about eye gouging and [scalding] showers,
etc... The prisons are, hopefully being addressed but my other concerns are shocking
and new to me, and I am sure to citizens of our great Nation -- and must be
addressed. I have not received the first call from anyone on your Committee about
these horrors, and would be glad to answer any further questions. People need to be
HELD ACCOUNTABLE -- and as far as I can tell no one has even been
questioned. (Names and more in the enclosed documents, 6 emails -- I can provide
much more.)
Thank you, Judy
Judith Futerfas

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 8:50 AM
To: Carlos.Beruff@flcrc.gov; Lisa.Carlton@flcrc.gov; Timothy.Cerio@flcrc.gov;
Jose.Diaz@flcrc.gov; Erika.Donalds@flcrc.gov; Don.Gaetz@flcrc.gov;
Emery.Gainey@flcrc.gov; Anna.Gamez@flcrc.gov; Tom.Grady@flcrc.gov;
Brecht.Heuchan@flcrc.gov; Darlene.Jordan@flcrc.gov; Fred.Karlinsky@flcrc.gov;
Belinda.Keiser@flcrc.gov; Frank.Kruppenbacher@flcrc.gov; Tom.Lee@flcrc.gov;
Gary.Lester@flcrc.gov; Patricia.Levesque@flcrc.gov; Rich.Newsome@flcrc.gov;
Chris.Nocco@flcrc.gov; Jeanette.Nunez@flcrc.gov; Sherry.Plymale@flcrc.gov;
Darryl.Rouson@flcrc.gov; Chris.Smith@flcrc.gov; Bob.Solari@flcrc.gov;
Chris.Sprowls@flcrc.gov; John.Stargel@flcrc.gov; John.Stemberger@flcrc.gov;
Pam.Stewart@flcrc.gov; Jacqui.Lippisch@flcrc.gov; Carolyn.Timmann@flcrc.gov;
Nicole.Washington@flcrc.gov
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/6 FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely
serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
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Dear FLCRC Committee Members:
I sent these emails to a few of the other members but was recommended to send to
all. As you will read, these concerns are beyond unconstitutional (State and Federal),
and must be addressed or, even as a Country, we will fall deeper into treachery. For
example, there must be verifiable, reliable, and rigorous oversight of medical
proceedings in hospitals and doctor's offices. Many people want medical procedure
recordings mandated, or at least for that to be an option for any/all procedures, and it
should be and can be deemed so by you in our great State of Florida. Also, the oversight
of those working with any students, in my case as a graduate, must be rigorously
heightened. Only those vetted should be allowed to influence and/or otherwise
associate with students in any academic (or other) capacity, including offering
funding. Furthermore, I believe those working in Government, Law Enforcement,
Intelligence, etc., where one has direct (or indirect) influence over the rights and
liberties of others, must be above reproach in terms of ethics and upholding the State
and US Constitutions. It is no secret as well that our prison system, particularly in
Florida, is in dire need of reform.
You will see why I have these extremely serious concerns in the enclosed atts and email
body in this and the next 5 emails. I have much more documentation and am glad to
answer any of your questions. These are extremely concerning issues, likely the MOST
concerning you will hear about. Although I wish I never had to report these things, and
the timing was out of my control, I apologize that it has not meshed with the dates as
stated in your procedures. However, this hostility and horror has been so concerning
that I believe these issues need to be addressed by you all, and remedies secured,
before your committee sunsets.
Thank you all for your important work for our State and Great Nation.
Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, April 5, 2018 4:21 PM
To: fsc@flcourts.org
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious
concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
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Dear June and Florida Supreme Court employees,
Per my phone discussion with June a few minutes ago, please see my extremely serious
concerns, only a small part of which are documented in these 5 emails (the first email is
a split of a 40 page document to facilitate emailing, hence 1a and 1b). These emails
were also sent to some of the Commissioners on the FLCRC, including the 3 appointed
by the Chief Justice (those were on a different thread to others, same information). I
have called several recipients back, including those three (Joyner, Coxe, and Martinez),
Governor Scott's Office, and others, and left messages, never receiving a call back. This
set of complaints (updated information) began around March 24, the last including to
Ms. Bondi on April 2. Except for once or twice to Ms. Bondi, I had never sent any of
these complaints to any of these people prior.
This HAS been covered up by multiple entities, including UM (my manager does "not
recall" the conversation when he threatened me; UM perpetrated the retaliatory firing,
etc.), the FBI, State, Boynton Beach Police (a UM patient illegally held in restraints at a
hospital there with her time-lined death in hacked emails to me -- she was NOT
mortally ill --this was in retaliation for my complaints about UM to the Joint
Commission), and the Florida Bar (among others). As I mentioned, a supervisor at UM
told me pointedly that she had a relative in the FBI and I have never received the first
call back from them. This information and more is enclosed in these emails.
I have MUCH more documentation including the 170 pages that go with the UM
whistleblower complaint to the HHS OIG (email 5 to you). I have those 170 pages of
documents on 4 emails/scans should you wish to have them.
These complaints are extremely serious and scary, beyond unconstitutional, and I hope
these things can NEVER happen to anyone else -- but people must be held accountable
and justice meted out. Also, changes are needed in medical facilities ... I refer to UM as
the "medical-industrial complex", in reference to Eisenhower's "military-industrial
complex". There needs to be very close monitoring on patient procedures not only in
hospitals, but all medical related visits. You will read that 2 of the younger women
involved with my complaints now have cancer -- something I was threatened with
(details enclosed in these emails).
It seems it is now up to the judiciary to ensure that Eisenhower's concerns for the
military-industrial complex are now closely monitored, and at this point, steps taken to
assure strong checks, balances and oversight of that industry and our medical and
policing institutions. You will see these concerns in more detail, and who is involved, in
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the attachments.
Please also be aware that since these more recent complaints, this week there have
been more military tragedies (I have documented in these emails also what occurred in
mid-March after complaints to Judge Economou).
http://www.ptonline.net/cnhi_network/air-force-jet-crashes-in-nevada-third-militarycrash-this/article_95533342-5938-5bea-97f3-650d9d68c8e3.html
Please call for any further information and document requests. Please keep me
informed about how these concerns will be investigated.
Thank you very much, Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, April 2, 2018 3:14 PM
To: Pam.Bondi@flcrc.gov; pam.bondi@myfloridalegal.com
Cc: xxx
Subject: 1a/4 Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious
deaths, threats, other harms
Dear Attorney General Bondi,
I know the 40 page document did not fit the FLCRC email limit so I have divided it, 20
pages enclosed here. Please see next the pages 21-40 (1b/4) and emails 2/4, 3/4, and
4/4. I have also sent this information to some of the other FLCRC Board members. I had
also tried to send the 40 pages to your MyFlorida email with the same problem. As you
can also read from the prior emails below, these are issues beyond any semblance of
constitutionality (State or Federal) and horrific beyond words. Particularly revolting to, I
am sure, most Americans and all those who believe in the ideals and principles our
Great Nation stands for and was founded upon. I am of course glad to provide you any
and all further documentation, of which there are 100's of pages, as well as speak with
you or your staff at any time.
Thank you, Judy
Judith Futerfas
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From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, April 2, 2018 2:25 PM
To: Commissioner@fldoe.org
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths,
threats, other harms
Dear Commissioner Stewart,
Please see this and the following 3 extremely concerning emails and enclosed
information. (If this email is too large I will send it in two emails, 20 pages each.)
These horrid concerns involve the State (OIG/HHS/FWS/FIU) and the University of
Miami (I was recently retaliatorily fired as a whistleblower after 12 yrs employment) and
Miami-Dade County, where I had been a member of the Manatee Protection Plan
Review Committee some years ago. I was also a graduate student at FIU and have very
serious concerns about people outside of the (any) university wanting to work with
students -- those concerns are also outlined. There does need to be vetting and
rigorous oversight of anyone wanting to work with students, outside of the university
system (should this still be allowed). FIU, the institution, provided a wonderful
education.
Thank you,
Judith Futerfas
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2018 9:09 PM
To: Jan.Ignash@flbog.edu; Traki.Taylor@flbog.edu
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other
harms
Dear Drs. Ignash and Taylor,
Please see my very concerning issues, including the seeming lack of oversight and
protocol for those outside of the University system who want to work with, including
funding, students. As a student, I was in this situation at FIU -- a wonderful school. It
should not be very easy for outsiders to do this, if at all. Unfortunately, I wish this was
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not an issue I have to bring to your attention. I am sending a series of 3 emails -- this
first one the largest, at 27MB. If you do not receive this first one please let me know a
different email address that will accept this size. I am sorry also to have to convey such
concerning events, but it would seem I am not the first to be subject to this -- but I
would like to be the last. Please be advised also that my concerns are horrific, scary,
and beyond unconstitutional. Complaints also involve the University of Miami, where I
worked for 12 years, and appear they might be intertwined.
I have not yet heard back from Governor Scott and members of the Florida CRC, who I
recently decided to also email about these issues. I had intended to send this to you
since contacting your offices in February but was hoping for some type of resolution or
further information. (You will see in the atts some of my outreach/emails to various
people in overseeing positions.) It would appear to me that criminal investigations are
warranted. I do not know if you could implement such actions. However, I am
requesting at the least that protections are put into place for students to ensure that
those people who are outside of universities, interested in working with students, if this
continues to be allowed, are vetted, follow the US and State Constitutions, and submit
full disclosure of anything possibly controversial regarding their job, opinions, contacts,
etc. I will also include this introduction in the 2nd email, to immediately follow.
I am glad to answer any further questions and send any other documentation, of which
there are hundreds of pages.
Sincerely, Judy
Judith Futerfas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 4:42 PM
To: GovernorRick.Scott@EOG.MYFLORIDA.COM
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/2 Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms

Second att (17pp) sending next -- too large.
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2018 4:09 PM
To: GovernorRick.Scott@EOG.MYFLORIDA.COM
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Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
Dear Governor Scott,
Please see the enclosed extremely important 40 pg document that I submitted via email
to the Manatee County Probate Court on 2.27.18 (and via USPS mail to them a few days
earlier) as well as via email to Bradenton Police on 3.1.18 (they had also suggested that I
send a copy to the Court). I sent a copy to my attorney at the time there (Trevor
Quinlan) via email on 3.2.18 (I am in Miami). There is a long-standing history of
retaliation and hostility against me by the University of Miami (UM) in response to my
Whistleblower reporting over the years of cancer data manipulations and other illegal
acts in direct violation of numerous laws including regarding cancer data collection in
Florida. This 40-page document outlines many of these more recent concerns. I am also
a 2003 FIU graduate and one of the people who secured a grant for me (Richard Flamm,
FWS) has apparently been angry with me for years since (?) This is also discussed in the
40pp att. I tend to believe that it is UM, however, that is behind this horrid timeline of
retaliation. This horror escalated after the State (HHS OIG) stopped their investigation
into UM stating that they could not do anything (in response) because UM employees
were not State employees. UM, it appears, and everyone involved, appears to be
protected. For example, I am positive that my boss at UM, Stuart Herna, and the
supervisor, Susana Arias-Morales, know A LOT of information in this regard. It appears
they have never been questioned. (Arias-Morales told me she had a relative in the FBI
and I have yet to receive the first call back from them.) Among others, I have reported
to Senator Rubio (some of the many emails enclosed), also to no avail and,
disconcertingly, to his seeming looking the other way. It seems he knows something, as
well as Flamm, and many others (see letter to Florida Bar, 40pp) -- very, very scary, in
particular in light of our democracy, laws, and Constitution. As far as suspicious deaths,
after I would complain at work (I have since been retaliatorily fired, described herein as
well), my boss would be absent from the office and something horrid would occur,
oftentimes an unexpected death of someone I knew (see letter enclosed to law
enforcement 17pp att). Also, concerning events followed other particular instances, for
example, while I have been handing out my pocket US Constitutions, outlined herein
(40pp) as well. These tragedies include the Muslim Judge found in the NY Hudson River,
as well as the recent downing of the plane in Costa Rica with a number of Jews from NY
and the Tampa area. The recent train crashes in South Carolina and Virginia are also of
concern in relation to timelines I know about (all discussed in the att). I have also
recently been protesting UM, with signs, at the base of their crossover bridge, over US 1
in Coral Gables.
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Also very concerning are the deaths subsequent to, within a number of days, my 40
page reporting of very serious concerns enclosed here. (I have also, within past days,
filed legal papers regarding the retaliatory firing from UM.) These concerning events
subsequent to my 40 page report submissions are:
Bombs in Texas 3/2, 3/12 (x2), 3/18 - 2 died
Sightseeing helicopter down in NY 3/11 - 4 died
Naval jet down in Key West 3/14 - 2 died
Military helicopter down in Iraq 3/15 - 7 died
Fire Cresson, Texas 3/15 - unk deceased
Walkover Bridge collapse FIU 3/15 - 6 died
You can also see from the smaller att (17 pages), that email conversations preceding
some of these horrific events seem out of place -- strangely, familiarly friendly, when I
do not even know the people and the circumstances are actually more (quite)
serious. For example, the day prior to [Joan's] suspicious death at Bethesda Hospital,
Senator Rubio's assistant Alyn Fernandez, knowing of my very serious concern about
[her] (also outlined in the letter to President Obama enclosed 17pp), ends her email,
"Have a restful weekend! Cheers!". Also, a legal administrator, who I emailed briefly
with regarding a referral, at the beginning of last week, seemed enthusiastic beyond
normal, stating, "We'll do all we can on our end to ensure you're in great hands. wishing
you all the best with this file." (File was a strange choice of words -- more like a Court
file (?) Also, I did not know her and had emailed because I saw her name on the firm's
website.) She also said , "Have a great rest of the week" which was "off" for reasons
mentioned, and reminded me of the sequence of events that had happened at UM: a
complaint (the 40 page document/court filing), the attorney I was referred to was no
longer there (people off of work) -- see also emails from the Quinlan firm -- three from
there were off (3.8, 3.9, 3.12) -- Trevor would have previously NEVER told me he was
"out sick" -- I wouldn't know the difference and he was not that personal. You will also
read about the severe hacking of both email and phone, at home and work (email and
internet). I absolutely believe that my attorneys also have been under undue influence
from some outside source (re: the Florida Bar letter 40pp). Today I also got a seeming
hacked email from a Private Investigator I haven't spoken with for probably two years
(enclosed 17pp). I have attempted to inform him of my concerns.
These are extremely important concerns and I am glad to answer any of your questions
and send further documentation. No one is above the law. However, in these
situations, it would appear that high-level acquaintances of UM, be they the State, FBI,
and/or Miami-Dade County, and/or quite frankly, CIA (UM is one of the largest and
longest CIA University locations), are acting horribly illegally to try to intimidate and to
try to scare me, and to retaliate -- against any semblance of their mandate, our legal
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framework, Constitution, or ethics. This antagonism is beyond counter-productive in
any society, and not at all what should be allowed to exist in America. This is too
complex (of a seeming conspiracy) for any one entity to be acting on their own, and
what I have described is most certainly detailed and deliberate efforts by several entities
and/or persons.
Will you be able to open an investigation or otherwise look into these extremely serious
concerns?
Thank you,
Judith Futerfas
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 6:50 PM
To: xxx@jud12.flcourts.org
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Fw: Phone 2.27.18 Fw: 2.22.18 emailed Fw: Scan 40pp Economou 2.20.18
ground ship, not emailed yet RECIPIENT ONLY PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL
Came back as too large -- resend of email below minus the proof of mailing. Also, what
is the protocol for the type of complaints I have submitted? What are the options for
how they are handled? Will I get notified?
Thank you again, Judy
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 11:03 AM
To: xxx @jud12.flcourts.org
Subject: Phone 2.27.18 Fw: 2.22.18 emailed Fw: Scan 40pp Economou 2.20.18 ground
ship, not emailed yet RECIPIENT ONLY PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL
Dear xxx,
Just confirming per our brief phone conversation a few minutes ago that my recent 40
page mailing was received. The scan of that mailing is again attached here. I reiterated
that due to the extremely serious nature of my concerns as I had written in that mailing,
I assume that these matters will be further looked into. I also restated that I am glad to
answer any further questions from Judge Economou or an investigator. I have much
more documentation on these and related matters should this be requested.
Thank you very much again, Judy
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 12:12 AM
To: xxx @jud12.flcourts.org
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 2.22.18 emailed Fw: Scan 40pp Economou 2.20.18 ground ship, not emailed yet
RECIPIENT ONLY PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL FOR RECIPIENT ONLY
Dear xxx,
A 40-page document sent to Judge Economou via USPS was received there Thursday,
receipt below. Because these matters are extremely serious, as you may have read, I
also send scans of the same documents that I send via air or ground. I have had letters
and packages, USPS and FedEx/UPS purloined, opened, and/or delayed. Hopefully this
arrived as intact as I had mailed it. There was a well-taped manila envelope inside the
USPS mailer. Each page had confidential stamped on it. Thank you again. I am of
course glad to answer any of the Judges questions, should he have some.
Thank you again,
Judith Futerfas

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 8:00 AM
To: J Futerfas
Subject: Fw: Scan 40pp Economou 2.20.18 ground ship, not emailed yet
Hello JF,
Your item was delivered at 8:02 am on February 22, 2018 in BRADENTON, FL 34206. The
item was signed for by D FRACEK.
Tracking Number: 9407810200828666509034
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Why Are You Not Investigating South Miami Hospital ??
Judith Futerfas
Wed 11/13/2019 4:34 PM
You; Xxx (An Overseeing Agency)

•
•

Dear Ms. xxx,
Thank you. Again, I respectfully ask, why aren't you investigating these concerns? It is, at
the end of the day, more about hospital "policy" and oversight, even of the County and
State, US Government, and powerful local universities/institutions, than any one person. If
what I am concerned about is true, there are others involved, and this person (XR tech "Jose
M.") is just a method; a horridly vile one, but you pay someone enough, or advance them,
and/or make them feel "powerful", and/or threaten/intimidate them, and many people will
do anything, even barbarically assault people and the Constitution.
Please reconsider the decision to (not) investigate. Is this your decision, or whose?
SMH clearly did not address my concerns, show me the tape (of a relatively brief amount of
time), or even tell me "Jose's" last name, which they are required to do apparently. One
would think the last name of a provider wouldn't require a second thought, but they
blatantly refused this request multiple times. This problem is much bigger than individual
"licensed medical professionals", as I responded yesterday, along with more information
about a few other horrors throughout the Country (those few, of no doubt many, that I
happen to be aware of). We must do more to protect patients (some suggestions sent
yesterday), and all involved in these assaults, threats, murders, etc. must be charged
criminally.
It appears some powerful interests may not want this extra protection put in place, but then
they should not be in positions to decide, especially if they serve for "political" purposes
and/or evil and unconstitutional intent. We have decent, good, caring Americans who
should be in these and all highly responsible jobs -- law enforcement, patient oversight,
education, etc. We also are powerful enough militarily to not have to worry about being
overthrown (from the outside). However, it is concerns stateside that we have been direly
warned about. Truman and Eisenhower decades ago feared the growth of horrid, rogue
agencies/elements, such as the CIA, within the military, and other entities, including stirring
up 'trouble', to justify their existence -- quite often with nefarious and lethal aims/and or
consequences. In any event, causing horrid problems where there were none is antithetical
to Our Constitution and American Values. You have no idea of the time and waste (and no
doubt taxpayer money) some highly intelligent people have put forth in retaliating against
me -- some of this is documented on my site (and in documents you have). Don't you think
your industry, and all of us, should stand up and make sure this hell stops? Thank you
again, Judy Judith Futerfas

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread59987/pg1#pid626088HISTORY
OF SECRET EXPERIMENTATION ON UNITED STATES CITIZENS
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Emails to South Miami Hospital - Suspicious Death
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2019 3:11 PM
To: xxx@baptisthealth.net <xxx@baptisthealth.net>; xxx@baptisthealth.net
<xxx@baptisthealth.net>
Cc: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Fw: Continue to hold tapes Re: SMH 1/3 Security Fw: SMH RM 4/4 Fw: Carmen 4/4 Fw:
Fw: Security tapes Re: Thank you - important information
Please continue to hold these surveillance tapes after the Joint Commission and/or
any other organization has completed any review of concerns related to xxx death.
Judith Futerfas
xxx

From below:
Just an update that there will be a complaint filed and to continue to hold these hallway
surveillance tapes of XR tech "Jose M" (I mistakenly wrote "Luis M" in some emails xxx. The timeline and circumstances have been emailed to you, Radiology Manager (xxx), Patient Services
(xxx), and Risk Management on or about 12.28.18. Please let me know if you need anything
resent. Again, I had asked several times to see these tapes and to know the tech's last name, to
no avail.
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2019 10:26 PM
To: xxx@baptisthealth.net <xxx@baptisthealth.net>; xxx@BaptistHealth.net
<xxx@BaptistHealth.net>; xxx@BaptistHealth.net <xxx@BaptistHealth.net>;
xxx@BaptistHealth.net <xxx@BaptistHealth.net>; xxx@BaptistHealth.net
<xxx@BaptistHealth.net>
Cc: Judith Futerfas xxx
Subject: Fw: Continue to hold tapes Re: SMH 1/3 Security Fw: SMH RM 4/4 Fw: Carmen 4/4 Fw:
Fw: Security tapes Re: Thank you - important information
Please continue to hold these surveillance tapes after the Joint Commission and/or
any other organization has completed any review of concerns related to my father's
death.
Judith Futerfas
xxx
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Separate sets of emails from/to Joint Commission (last at top)
South Miami Hospital - Suspicious Death
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 11:20 PM
To: patientsafetyreport@jointcommission.org <patientsafetyreport@jointcommission.org>
Cc: Judith Futerfas xxx
Subject: Re: Correspondence from The Joint Commission Office of Quality Monitoring: xx
What do you do if you are concerned a serious crime (murder, for example), has been
committed?
Judith Futerfas
xxx
From: ComplaintScheduling@jointcommission.org <ComplaintScheduling@jointcommission.org>
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 2:35 PM
To: JudithFuterfas xxx
Subject: Correspondence from The Joint Commission Office of Quality Monitoring: xx
Friday, December 20, 2019
Judith Futerfas
PO Box xxx
Miami, FL xxx
Regarding: South Miami Hospital
Incident #xxx
Dear Ms. Futerfas:
Recently, you shared a patient safety concern with The Joint Commission about South Miami
Hospital, a Joint Commission accredited organization. We conducted an inquiry with the
organization about your concern, and asked that they provide a formal response to us. Specifically,
we asked the organization to:
•
•
•

Analyze processes related to your specific concerns
Identify opportunities for system improvements if any were required
Describe how these improvements will be continued in the future (if applicable).

We used your report to better understand the organization’s systems of providing care. If
opportunities for improvement were noted during our inquiry, we worked with the organization so
that they met or exceeded our standards. The Joint Commission has completed a comprehensive
review and evaluation of the organization’s response, and we will continue to monitor the
organization in the areas of your concern. As we have stated in our previous communication
with you, based on our Public Information Policy, we cannot provide you with the
organization’s response, including any details about the event.
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Thank you for bringing your concerns to our attention and helping us with our mission of
continuously improving healthcare. This concludes our evaluation. We will keep your report on
file and we will continue to track this organization’s performance.
Sincerely,
Office of Quality and Patient Safety
_______________________________________________________________________________

Another set of emails to Joint Commission
South Miami Hospital - Suspicious Death
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2019 10:31 AM
To: patientsafetyreport@jointcommission.org <patientsafetyreport@jointcommission.org>
Cc: Judith Futerfas xxx
Subject: My case Fw: Call to SMH Re: Email 2/2 JC Economou 21-40/40 xxx
Please let me know who is working on this case (xxx). Thank you.

Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2019 2:03 PM
To: customerservice@jointcommission.org <customerservice@jointcommission.org>
Cc: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Call to SMH Re: Email 2/2 JC Economou 21-40/40 xxx
Hello,
Please forward this email to the person(s) working on my father's case (xxx South Miami
Hospital). I am still trying to learn the full name of the "XR Tech" who took xxx chest XR ("Jose
M."). According to other agencies (and probably yours as well) it is the patient and family right to
know the full names of hospital caregivers. Isn't that name abbreviation a violation of standards
as well?
I called the South Miami Hospital CEO a few weeks ago and left a message in these regards. I
called back today and after 3 phone transfers, the last to the Risk Management Manager Maribe,
(a department I had also previously reached out to but never received a call back from), she said
that they are not going to give me this "tech" "Jose's" full name. Maribe also said "we are
concerned why you want to know his name" (?!). I told her xxx that I was very concerned why
they are keeping that from me as well as the surveillance tapes. Please recall at the time of xxx
passing they had offered for him ("Jose M.") to come and speak with me xxx and felt I would
meet him later if I wished. Maribe stated to me that they knew xxx filed other complaints and
she mentioned the Joint Commission. I then asked if [the Joint Commission] had asked for the
"XR Tech's" name and if [the Joint Commission] had the hallway surveillance tapes of "Jose M."
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prior to him seeing xxx. (Phone/communication records as well might be helpful.) Maribe said
she did not think so but that, it appeared she was saying, someone else is manly dealing with
[the Joint Commission] and that she couldn't be sure. (I just called Risk Management back and
they confirmed it was Maribe whom I spoke with initially [a few minutes ago] and this lady also
said it was Performance Improvement who is communicating with you.)
This "tech's" full name and the surveillance tapes are of utmost concern for this complaint ...
xxx ... Is a chest XR warranted in these circumstances? xxx what was taking the "tech" so long
and that he was in the room about 4 minutes.
If you have not asked for the tech's name and surveillance tapes, please do so. This all goes to
standards of care, and malicious activity will not necessarily be discernible, especially in cases like
this.
Thank you very much again,
Judy

Judith Futerfas
xxx
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, November 4, 2019 6:18 PM
To: customerservice@jointcommission.org <customerservice@jointcommission.org>
Cc: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Email 2/2 JC Economou 21-40/40 xxx
Please forward this email and atts to the appropriate person over my case. Important ongoing
concerns they should know about. Thank you.

Email 2/2
Judge Economou 21-40/40

Regarding: South Miami Hospital
Incident xxx

Judith Futerfas
xxx
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OVERVIEW - LETTER FIU ALUMNI ASSOC - 8.20.19
Dear Mr. Wiles,
I had an unfortunate experience while at FIU (MS Environmental Sciences, 2003), with
an outside advisor who secured some grant money. He introduced himself at a manatee
related meeting at MDC DERM in or about the year 2000. I agreed then, with little
information, to help with his research. I met with him a few times after that for data
collection of this boater information. This person (Richard Flamm, FWS, Tampa) should
have been vetted prior to working with students. I did get him all his data (over 12,000
boat entries and related data) but not his brief paper; I felt my senior advisor Joel
Heinen had some problem with him. Regardless if that is correct or not, I wish I had
never met Flamm. I have offered any reasonable compensation in several letters in
those regards, but have heard nothing back. Joel Heinen, Hugh Gladwin (FIU IPOR
Director) and I had reached out to Flamm about 2011 and Flamm said he was not
interested in any further write-up because the study area had two manatee speed
zones, not one. (Flamm had known about the site since the data collection began.)
Flamm also declined any other write-up saying the data was too old.
It would appear, in hindsight, that Flamm is more nefarious than the friendly persona he
projects. He has apparently been angry about this ‘paper’ since 2003, and I believe
people have been killed, including a family friend in nearby Bradenton and her brother
in South Carolina (discussed more in the 40-pages referenced below, that the FIU
Student Ombudsman office also has). Also, at least two doctors whose practices were
large, and unaffiliated with the University of Miami (UM) suspiciously died (more
below). As brief background, I worked for UM reporting cancer data to the State and
was fired on 6.12.17, after 12 years, for reporting a threat by my boss on my evaluation
response for 2016 (it was a good evaluation). I had reported multiple instances of cancer
data manipulations, in violation of State law. I believe UM, the State (FWS and FL DOH),
the FBI, and Miami-Dade County (MDC) have all been aware of and involved in this hell,
which is still ongoing. I am still pursuing due process and justice for individuals harmed,
for America, Our Constitution, and Republic, Of, By, and For The People.
Because of family history, I see several doctors for follow-ups. One very recently
deceased doctor, Dr. Manuel Torres-Salichs (breast surgeon) was asked by UM to join
their practice apparently for about a year prior to his death, since about the time I left
Dr. Giron (Baptist) to be seen at his practice. Salichs continued to refuse UM’s offer.
Giron (a UM grad), it seemed, was sharing my personal information as well as family
health information to UM (and/or the County, State, etc.) and I was not, obviously,
comfortable with her. With the little information I know regarding Salichs’ death,
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including timing, it is concerning, and very possibly murder by a radioactive element in
drink, or some other carcinogen, leading to (I believe bladder) cancer. Whatever the
cause, it is quite suspicious to me and to those who knew him better than I.
As related background, a few years ago, after a threat in early 2016 by my UM manager
that something malicious happened at a surgery I had up North (this is the threat I was
later fired for reporting), I went back up North for exams and continued to follow-up
upon return here. (I was not comfortable having that preventative surgery here, for
obvious reasons.) I had reported this threat at the time to UM’s President Frenk and the
Joint Commission regarding both UM and the hospital up North. Locally, I had a followup appointment with Dr. Manuel Penalver (gyn, Coral Gables). Upon a return
appointment to him, an ultrasound supposedly viewed a bladder lesion. Work-up and
cystoscopy (with a different doctor) found nothing concerning. Dr. Penalver graduated
UM Medical and is currently Chair of his FIU faculty department. After that, I went to Dr.
Joyce Miller’s gyn practice. She received her undergrad degree from UM. It appears she
is also affiliated with Femwell, which is downstairs from Torres-Salichs’ practice. Salichs
referred many of his patients to Femwell. I had my breast exams at Femwell for years.
Last year I had an MRI at Femwell and the technician did not put pressure on the needle
puncture after pulling the contrast needle; she did not say anything to me, and blood
spewed all over my arm and copiously onto my sleeve, as I had quickly put my shirt on
and did not initially notice the bleed. I went upstairs and told (referring) Dr. Salichs’
secretary what had happened. She said Dr. Salichs wants to know about anything like
that occurring and she would let him know. Since his passing, a new doctor has been
hired to take over Salichs’ practice, which will now be under Femwell’s management.
This new doctor has agreed to work with UM.
A similar type of incident occurred at my last (ever) visit to UM’s Bascom Palmer Eye
Institute a few years ago. A few minutes after the technician put drops in my eyes she
asked me if it was “stinging”. Fortunately, it never did, and it is never supposed to. That,
I believe, was deliberate harassment, if not a threat. Also, my first breast MRI I had was
at UM (as an employee, per insurance agreement). At that time the nurse inserted the
saline too quickly (I believe deliberately), my hand painfully swelled, and she had to
change the needle to the other hand. More recently I saw Dr. Joyce Miller for my yearly
check-up and ultrasound, and she said there was a small nodule in my cervix and
scheduled me for a scoping procedure. I went for another opinion and ultrasounds and
nothing concerning was seen.
The other doctor I wanted to mention, Dr. Cosmides, was a long-time dermatologist in
Coral Gables. He was my doctor, and a wonderful person. They called him a ‘doctor’s
doctor’. He was a sole practitioner, and not affiliated with UM. He had a large and
distinguished practice. On the eve of his death, everyone knew he was going to a
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particular Greek restaurant for his 30th wedding anniversary. The next morning he woke
up feeling ill, went back to sleep, and never woke up. This was likely murder using a
high-level, supposedly secured biologic. He was very healthy and had a negative partial
autopsy. The doctors who took over his practice are affiliated with UM. More recently I
found out that my dentist, Dr. xxx had passed away. He had the flu, but everyone was
surprised at his death while hospitalized. The date and circumstances are concerning as
well. OTHER deaths (than those mentioned here) I reported in the 40-page court
submitted document. Many of these deaths are on birthdates of people I know and am
close to. My listings here, on my website, and in the 40 pages, are NOT inclusive; there
are other suspicious illnesses and deaths.
This horror escalated AFTER the State completed their investigation of UM a few years
ago (these cancer data manipulation complaints in violation of State law went up to the
FL DOH OIG, more below). I have much documentation submitted to governmental
overseeing agencies as well as at my website ourconstitrution.info. Flamm (and likely
some at UM, State, MDC, FBI) appear to feel they are entitled to take the law into their
own hands. Certainly, UM also feels they should be entitled to do whatever they want,
including illegally and unethically, without repercussion. It seems this horror I have
documented was sanctioned and/or allowed to continue at the highest of levels –
Senator Rubio knew about my concerns and did nothing. I had emailed President
Obama (and Rubio), specifically regarding the murder of Joan M (see website Home
page), with no response. Rubio is the recipient of large amounts of money from a very
wealthy Jewish benefactor of UM, Norman Braman. Flamm, and many administrators at
UM, and many entities I reported my concerns to throughout the State are Jewish (as
am I). See more names at Home page (Complaint to State, AG, CIG, AHCA).
There are good and bad people in all groups, and there are probably more regional and
global conflicts in the World due to religion, than anything else. While initially working
with Flamm in 2000 or so, he had asked me if I was Jewish, which I felt was an
inappropriate question in this situation; I strongly believe in the separation of church
and state. I answered yes, and he told me that he also was Jewish. Our other
conversations mainly focused on this research work and data collections. A few other
details are documented in the letter below. Of course, with my concerns, I should not
and do not at all feel comfortable further communicating with him, and in fact feel he
should be investigated, and perhaps in prison (along with many at UM, maybe the State,
County, and FBI). UM’s Susanna Arias Morales told me pointedly that she had a relative
in the FBI – I never received the first return call from them.
I feel bad that Flamm and some of these others I’ve referenced are Jewish – I was taught
that Jews should be representatives of society, people others look up to, and kind
personalities as well. For those Jews, and everyone, in the police and criminal justice
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fields, etc., it is even more important that they do their job beyond reproach. I don't
know how Flamm is even working for the government, but the Constitution does not
seem to matter to him (or UM, the State, County, and some in the FBI). I am proudly
Jewish, but as an American, believe in and uphold the US Constitution. I believe Flamm
(and any/all of the other Jews referenced) may have greater allegiance to Israel, and
may be an operative in those regards? An ADL representative told me they do not
condone any form of radicalism. That may be true, at least as far as that person knew.
Flamm could be a Kahanist/JDL or Mossad contact. That is likely treasonous, but Flamm
and the other co-conspirators and collusionists I have mentioned are indeed acting with
such impunity… Why are they so protected? Something awful is going on… Flamm
should not be working with students, and I want nothing to do with him, as I am sure
you can understand. I would also say the same about the individuals colluding and
conspiring in these regards, in this case from UM, the State, the FBI, and MDC.
It was horrid that I was allowed to be in this situation, and that Flamm was allowed to
‘carry-on’ with this ‘recruiting’ of students, for what reason I am not sure exactly. He has
an office at FWS in Tampa, and is not an academician. He did go to Texas A&M, which
has been known to be a CIA hub. Perhaps he is operating in that capacity? What I am
reporting is clearly ‘radical’, regardless of the etiology. I firmly believe the CIA should be
OUT of our schools (FBI as well if they’re there), but for job fairs and teaching as
retirees, with full disclosure. I do believe there needs to be a separate, new entity
dedicated solely to monitoring foreign agents on campuses.
As mentioned, I am also a fired whistleblower from UM, which, at one point, if not still,
was the second largest CIA hub to Langley. At UM I reported cancer data manipulations
in violation of State law, and do believe UM is involved in this high-level retaliation. The
retaliation escalated after the State finished its review of UM (stating that UM
employees are not State employees). At my website ourconstitution.info, Home page, I
have links to two of my UM complaints, the Joint Commission, and OIG HHS in DC. The
State overseeing Tumor Registry is located at UM’s medical campus, and UM hires and
fires those employees, hence overseeing its own data. My (then) manager’s wife, Meg
Herna, is a high-level employee at that Registry, the Florida Cancer Data System (FCDS).
As this horror has escalated years after I last saw Flamm for the research, I tend to
believe that UM and the State are involved, perhaps as major instigators along with
Susan Markley, whom I believe is also Jewish. She was chairing the DERM meeting when
I met Flamm. She likely told him I was Jewish, and so he actually knew that prior to
'recruiting' me. (I hardly knew Markley but assume she realized I was Jewish, from my
name, general knowledge, etc.) Markley may be radical -- it would appear so – in one
form or another. She is a UM grad. I believe UM is as dangerous or more so than Flamm,
and may be just as radical, if not more. UM is private, has a lot of money, and is known
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to have many Jewish employees and backers. Besides Norman Braman, who I
mentioned above, an elderly Jewish lady, Anne Adelman, worked in my UM department
for years and would often, vulgarly and beratingly, tell me to “go to Temple”. She was/is
apparently extremely wealthy and was/is, apparently, having a long-term affair with one
of the elderly, married, senior level UM MD administrators. I believe all of these
circumstances make UM my primary concern in the fomenting of my situation with
Flamm into further retaliation and horror, particularly after I reported UM to the State
for the cancer data manipulations and further retaliation. When Stuart Herna, my UM
manager threatened me, he said that I had, “complained about a lot of people”. Herna is
not Jewish, and I am sure the orders came from above him, regardless. Jews and nonJews are involved in this hell. As mentioned, Susanna Arias Morales, a UM lead worker
told me pointedly that she had a relative in the FBI – I never received the first returned
call from them. Herna and Morales I am quite sure are both knowledgeable about this
retaliation (including killings), and likely could be criminally charged. I am sure they have
not had the first interview or investigation of their calls, emails, etc. in regards to these
very serious complaints, despite my years of documentation and reporting. UM is a
powerful, evil protector …
UM seems to indeed feel that they are above the law, and as mentioned, you can see
my Joint Commission submitted documentation (and FWS, FIU, etc.) at my website
(Home page). I was fired on 6.12.17, within two weeks of signing off on my 2016
evaluation. This was after 12 years there, and after a good evaluation and approximately
$10,000 raise. I had reported a threat by my manager in that evaluation response (I had
also reported it when it happened, in 2016). I have been using the term Medical-Military
Industrial, and as Trump told O'Reilly, we do have "a lot of killers" (video at my Links
page), in and out of hospitals. If you go to my site please also see the link (Home page)
to the "Murder of Joan M". This death was a month or so after I reported UM to the
Joint Commission. Joan was a patient of UM’s, who I knew very well. She was killed in a
nearby hospital; she was not at all imminently, mortally, or lethally ill. The morbid,
hacked emails that time-lined her death and details of her in illegal restraints are also
there.
See also the Medical-Military page under Home. There's even much more
horror... Scarily as well, this is being covered-up by overseeing agencies, and Jewish
people and groups that know about this. UM is blacklisting me from work and defaming
me as well. Many are seeming to agree with such hell, or I think more likely, are just too
fearful to speak up. UM appears to be much more powerful than any university should
be, especially for all the wrong reasons. Patients, and everyone, need much more
protection – including options of recording cameras everywhere in medical facilities,
real-time monitoring of ingested and injected biologics and chemicals, tumor markers
and other labs available to patients without MD approval, and by using a pseudonym
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(for non-communicable illness), if requested. My tumor markers and lab work have
been deliberately falsified and altered, with virtually impossible results, as well as visit
documentation verified as false by the lab technician. I have no doubt that in the public,
tumor markers are falsified so that by the time one knows of disease progression or
diagnosis, it is too late for a cure (a way to kill), and the treatment is then more costly
(i.e. more lucrative). The medical industry has far too much power for their own good,
as well as the people’s. We have begun that steep and treacherous descent.
As mentioned, I agreed to help with Flamm's data collection at the initial DERM meeting
I had met him at, not knowing him (still don't), and not fully understanding the details of
the project. He wanted a paper, and I like to write, and said ok. I thought it could be a
paper on whatever I wanted regarding the research. I did do a thesis focusing on my
sociological interest and IPOR phone survey on boaters and manatees, data Flamm also
received.
It is unconscionable to me that any organization can know of, and/or participate in such
horror as I am describing, under any circumstances. There are legal means in America
whereby we handle such complaints, it is called our legal system (and Constitution), or
even a phone call or email as clarification is routine. The State has plenty of available
resources to do so, and one must be very concerned that THEY opted to, likely along
with UM, MDC, and very likely the FBI, go ‘rogue’. If people in such responsible positions
in this Country don’t believe in due process, and/or that ‘no one is above the law – or
beneath it’ – they should get in another line of work, or maybe leave? Many of those
involved, or with knowledge, should be in prison. They are scarily, lethally, and
unconstitutionally, affecting other people’s lives and society in general. Moreover, after
all the work I did on the research, but yet never heard from Flamm - I assumed there
was indeed some conflict between my professor and him.
I look at kindness and understanding as important traits; Flamm’s ability to help with
grant money was incidental, much less important to me, and again, I wish I had never
met him. I would have still continued with my studies and degree. I am glad to give
whatever amount is fair, back, but would have much more appreciated that he had not
facilitated and/or been a part of this hell to begin with, and that he never even began
‘recruiting’ me, or anyone. It would seem Flamm and I are very different people, and
have very different values. He did get all the data, and I do see this as being something
UM, the State, County, and possibly FBI have taken advantage of to foment this horrid
hostility, which I believe is retaliation for my reporting cancer data manipulations in
violation of State law. As I said, things escalated after the State DOH OIG finished their
‘investigation’ of UM. Regardless, it is all illegal and unconstitutional.
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I have written numerous State entities and lawmakers requesting that anyone working
with students be vetted, and abide by the US Constitution. I have also requested that
the CIA is OUT of our schools; they are known to have hubs at several universities. I am
glad to forward you these documents upon request, along with the 40-page court
submitted paper referred to below and at my website. I am glad to answer any further
questions in those or any regards. I believe the CIA and FBI, and all the Intel agencies,
must be reviewed and revised, or sunsetted. They certainly need valid, reliable, and
verifiable oversight should they continue on. As mentioned, in whatever form these
agencies continue to exist, I believe they should only be in schools for job fairs and as
retired teachers, with full disclosure. A new, unique entity should be developed for the
sole purpose of monitoring for foreign agents in schools.
In more recent years, Ronnie Austin at the FL FWS OIG had asked me how well I knew
Flamm; he inferred he thought that I knew him very well. I told him I didn't really know
him at all. The few times Flamm was here the conversation was mostly regarding the
data and project. I do not know him to speak of at all. It is horrid that I was allowed to
be put in this situation -- both by the State, which apparently does "know him", and yet
allows him to reach out to numerous students, and by FIU (and the State again), not
requiring vetting of outside entities (although now perhaps they do). Ronnie Austin had
also asked me, “Don’t you think he [Flamm] was mad at you?” I was incredulous, and
don’t recall what, if anything, I replied. Is he saying that killing people, or any of the
other horrors I mention here, would then be justified??
Maybe most of this horror has been instigated by UM and their State contacts, but it
seems Flamm and FWS (well, they are State…) clearly know what is going on. Flamm
even showed up as I was handing out my Constitutions here (Miami) on October 15,
2017… from Tampa… not saying a word as he walked by my table at a local market…
very concerning behavior. That was the same day, and around the same time, that
world-wide renowned botanist and wonderful humanitarian, Larry Schokman, had a
heart attack and passed at his home a few miles away. I knew him from several clubs
and gardens we both frequented; a very decent, kind person.
Flamm seemed nice enough initially, but there is clearly, and evidently, a much darker
side, that students should not have any risk of exposure to. If he does not follow the
laws and Constitution, or looks the other way when others don’t abide by them, he
should not be working with students (or in government/positions of authority). As we
know, students like to be helpful when asked, and usually can use extra funding. I, and I
think all students, prefer to work with someone genuinely kind, compassionate, ethical,
and understanding, without political, religious, or other motives and agendas, and
regardless of financial incentive.
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Please see my further concerns in this email below, and my request in that letter to
begin some type of inter-school communications throughout the Country ... I think we
are well beyond Eisenhower's and Truman's warnings, well beyond unconstitutional; it
may be up to the students, and those who join them, to bring us back, if that can even
be accomplished.
My duty as an American is to uphold and fight for Our Constitution, nothing less.
Anything less, by any other American, is at a minimum, unethical, or as documented
here, horridly illegal. No one is above or beneath the law, here in Our Constitutional
Republic, Of, By, and For The People. Some don’t seem to accept these important
principles we are mandated to live by. We must make sure that those people are well
aware of AMERICA’S founding principles, not what they think they are entitled to do -as they serve time for their crimes. In Judaism we call such horror by Jews a shande, a
sin, shame, and disgrace. As both an American and Jew, the fact that these are people
who society permitted and trained to be leaders and representatives, is all the more
disgraceful.
The disgust and abuse of the recently deceased Jeffrey Epstein’s horrid crimes pale in
comparison to what I have reported, and these perpetrators must answer
for their acts. As much as UM, Flamm, and Markley apparently believe that Jews should
act in a monolithic fashion, and those who dare do otherwise -- complain, or differ with
them, as they perceive it, are punished, as I have been – this attempted creation of a
Jewish monolith is illegal, and indeed detrimental to society and Jewish culture. Israel is
a Jewish state, perhaps that is a better option for them. America is for all people. I know
UM scares plenty of people, and/or entices them financially and otherwise … and some
just can’t leave work there with children in paid school (there), or for other reasons.
Recall my descriptions of the doctors and others above, those who wouldn’t join UM,
and those who acted highly unethically, even illegally, contrary to their oaths, in their
collusion with UM/State/MDC/FBI, regarding my fake scans, labs, etc. UM has wonderful
employees, however, in terms of my complaints, it is a disgrace to Jews and humanity.
We know there are good, decent, and ethical Jews who find this aspect of UM, and all
radical Jews in this vein, despicable, and antithetical to all that Judaism, America, and
humanity should stand for. No one is above the law, nor beneath it, and anyone and
everyone should be held accountable, especially for such outrageous deeds as I outline
here.
Thank you, and please let me know your thoughts on my requested availability of
student outreach across the Country via FIU, for any and all matters. Social media can be
biased, and will censor views they don’t agree with. So, something truly free and open
for valid concerns, ‘across the board’, should be available. In regards to my
documentation here, I am concerned for America; whatever is allowing these
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unconstitutional horrors to continue, must be halted forever, and due process and
justice meted. I wanted you to know what types of things have gone on related to my
time with FIU. Some of these concerns are matters for law enforcement and overseeing
authorities. I update them with any new information. Not sure why no investigation and
arrests have occurred… My website notes some of these reportings.
Judith Futerfas
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OURCONSTITUTION.INFO - LINKS PAGE - INTRO
WARNING FOR ALL STUDENTS, AND EVERYONE: OUR INSTITUTIONS OF
HIGHER EDUCATION ARE BASTIONS OF KNOWLEDGE AND NEW IDEAS,
ENCOMPASSING, AMONG MANY OTHER IDEALS, CONCERN FOR HUMANITY,
COMPASSION, THOUGHTFUL DISCOURSE, CURIOSITY, FREEDOM OF SPEECH,
AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION. THAT SHOULD NEVER CHANGE. BE SURE
THAT THOSE WHOM YOU DEAL WITH IN ACADEMIA, AND LIFE, AGREE WITH,
AND UPHOLD, THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OUR CONSTITUTION ENSURES. IF
NOT, EVEN AMERICA WILL EVISCERATE TO THE DEEPEST LEVELS OF
BEHAVIOR IMAGINABLE & BEYOND... BE VERY CAREFUL...
WE KNOW OF PEOPLE WITH AUTHORITY OVER OTHERS, FROM VARYING
INSTITUTIONS AND PROFESSIONS, WHO HAVE DELIBERATELY ACTED
CONTRARY TO THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF OUR
CONSTITUTION...
WE HAVE BEGUN THAT STEEP AND TREACHEROUS DESCENT. Editor

***
Demand Reform of the "Apparato di Intelligence" NOW
Back to HUMANITY... Back to our FOUNDATION…
Back to OUR CONSTITUTION
We know there are ethical, honest, and dedicated workers in our Intel & Law Enforcement
Agencies - Our concerns are not with them.
Demand review, reform, and valid, reliable, and verifiable oversight of the Intel
Apparatus. They should only be in our medical and educational institutions for teaching as
retirees and for job fairs, with full disclosure. We understand the need to monitor potential
foreign agents in our universities, but feel this should be a different entity, solely dedicated
to this mission.
Please also know that George Washington did NOT want ANY political parties - see OUR
BROKEN POLITICAL SYSTEM below. That antagonism and divisiveness wastes a lot of time,
$$, & is a false dichotomy-polytomy - our goals are more similar than not.
We deserve a much more productive political system.
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EXCERPTS UM DEPOSITION 8.1.11
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ONLINE COMPLAINTS TO THE FBI – UM
FBI Internet Crime Website 6.28.15 Submitted By: Judith Futerfas xxx I am a Tumor
Registrar at the University of Miami. On 6/24/15 I reported to the UM IT Department
that my work emails were being deliberately deleted from my desktop Outlook Personal
folders. I had initially moved these emails from my UM Outlook Inbox to several folders
under the Personal (folders) heading. I am required to enter Tumor Board meeting data
sent to me by four nurses. These deletions I reported include emails with important
Tumor Board information from two of those nurses, xxx and xxx. These deletions also
include a new abstract list (possible cancer cases that I must review) sent to me by xxx.
The deleted emails had arrived in my Inbox after I left work on Friday 6/19/15. I was off
from work on the 22nd and 23rd and had moved those emails to their specific Personal
sub-folders on 6/24 when I returned and saw them in my Inbox. When I looked for them
a short time later they were gone. I had to request that all three (xxx) resend their
emails. UM ITs xxx initially could not see that any emails from xxx had even been sent to
me in this timeframe. However, as mentioned, I had xxx resend her email. xxx then soon
discovered that not only these emails, but many others, had been fraudulently moved
to the Recovered Deleted Items file. When I tested moving the resent emails again from
the Inbox to the Personal folder, these had also disappeared when I checked later. I
have a print-out (also sent to Rubin) of nine pages of my emails that were in this
Recovered file. Xxx, logged in to my computer, copied and pasted emails (via screen
shots) from this Recovered file sorted by date Received. She then assisted as I copied
and pasted each of these screen shots after sorting by date Deleted On. In total there
are about 450 fraudulently moved emails, about fifty to a page. From the Received and
Deleted On dates on this files columns, it shows that the earliest email Received date
was 4/2/15 and the earliest Deleted On date was 5/26/15. The last dates for both
categories are 6/24/15. According to xxx, these emails remain in this Recovered file for
thirty days after the Deleted On date. I do not know if there were more emails
fraudulently deleted before 5/26; however, it seems this may have started on 5/26 if
Rubin is correct about the thirty days. Some of the Recovered emails I recognized as
those (the types) I would have moved to the deleted file. However, I have never
recovered any of my deleted emails and was not aware of this function in Outlook.
There appear to be many other emails that I would not have deleted including other
nurses Tumor Board emails and my daily log-in/out emails (stating am/pm in the subject
line) to my Manager Stuart Herna. xxx had said that UM IT is investigating this. However,
her latest email, 6/25/15, states that the investigation CANNOT uncover who was
behind this BEFORE 6/25/15 because my email was not being audited then. This is
clearly the most basic of internet sleuthing and I have no doubt that the perpetrators
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are traceable before 6/25. Although a UM computer, these were my personal emails,
addressed to me. They had important information that I needed in order to complete
my work accurately and fully. The Tumor Board notes are required by the Cancer
Committee to be sent to me weekly. The data from these notes that I enter is presented
as an Excel document to the Cancer Committee. These statistics include types of cancer,
stage of disease, prognostic indicators of disease, clinical trial information, and medical
departments present at the meetings. I have also communicated with xxx (UM IT) a
number of times (phone and email) about this complaint. //// In another computer
hacking, 2.27.15, I discovered that my printing requests were being rerouted to xxx
computer at the office right next to me. Initially, because my printing requests were
very slow, I had pressed print three times for the same email (as a test) but none
printed. I went to ask xxx if she was having a problem printing and she, seeming
perplexed at something on her computer screen, pressed a key (print, apparently) and
these three emails printed immediately. They all printed under her (xxx) name. UM IT
worker xxx had to come over and reenter my computer code on his work laptop. This
had disappeared from the main system he was linked to. He also appeared to adjust
something on the printer. He said this situation was highly unusual. This incident
happened after I had recently advised UM personnel that I had reported cancer cases
(and treatments) deliberately left undone, some for years, to the OIG. (State law
requires the reporting of cancer cases and treatments within six months.) I also
reported these missing cases at my evaluation 2.2.15 and in a letter to Joanne McCool
1.29.15. I know that UM, at some administrative level at the least, knew about these
deliberately undone cases shortly after my OIG reporting in September 2014. Dr. Jill
MacKinnon, the Director of FCDS (Florida Cancer Data System), which is managed by
UM, resigned within a week of that 2014 reporting (although she still has another
position there). I advised staff that I had screen shots (printouts) of the notations that
were on these cases before I did the abstracts. The notations stated that the cases were
Class 3s (they actually were classes 1 and 2 in some instances) or NRs (non-reportables),
which most definitely were not. //// I also am reporting that UM IT employee Fils
Emmanuel had accessed my computer 1.5.15 (the only time I know about since recently
learning about this particular [User Profile] tab). I was following the computer migration
instructions on or about 2.26.15 when I saw Emmanuels name under past User Profiles.
Emmanuel did not reply to my email inquiring about this but came to my office. When
he entered the view where I had seen the 1.5.15 entry, the entry was gone (those
entries are easy to delete). I am sure Emmanuel has accessed my computer at other
times as well. I have asked UM ITs xxx recently to request a listing of who has accessed
my computer and am waiting for that. Thank you. UM IT (Recovered Deleted Items):
1320 S. Dixie Hwy Coral Gables 33146. xxx
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FBI Online 11.8.15
I have reported not too long ago incidents to the FBI regarding my University of Miami
Outlook account and printer diversions. I have reported State submitted data
manipulations including omitted data in my department (Tumor Registry) and had
printed out screenshots of the deliberately left undone cancer cases, many Class 3s or
falsely labeled non-reportable (NR). These are all required by law to be submitted within
6 months to the State. The printer diversion was an attempt to halt this reporting and
printing of the initial screenshots with this labeling of Class 3 or NR. I have recently
reported on more cases, probably about 30, also deliberately not done going back to
2009. These are cases I happen to find while going through my list of possible reportable
cases -- it is not an inclusive number by any means and statistically there are very likely
many more of these cancer cases that were/are deliberately left undone back as far as I
know to 2005. (These are all SCCC cases-I was moved to doing SCCC cases in March 2014
and initially reported about 15 of these cases, one as far back as 2005, to the OIG in
September of 2014.) Today my Hotmail email was spammed by someone using a UM
email. Also today my password was changed by an unknown person, likely this same
individual. (I do not know who this is although have entered the name that was on the
email in this report.) I have the source documents from the two emails this person sent
and will be glad to provide them. UM IT Security is working on this there and I can only
assume, justifiably, that the email hacking today is related to what has and is occurring
at UM. Last week at UM my computer Citrix access was stopped for 2 -3 days after my
reporting to individuals about more (about 30) of these deliberately left undone cases
(the oldest of these is 2005). I can only assume this is further harassment and retaliation
for my reporting submissions of State required data that included deliberate cancer data
manipulations and omissions. I initially reported these data manipulations to the OIG
and to the NCRA (National Cancer Registrars Association). Certain individuals at UM may
have also wanted time to clean-up (so to speak) any more of these deliberately left
undone cases and hence denied me total access for several days. I also very recently
reported to the FDOH a nurse copying over data from tumor board patient report to
different patient reports. (I was taken off of entering this data and I presume there were
no repercussions to the nurse.) I would be glad to send you this nurses paperwork
should you want that. Also, several of my emails to JMH IT support (houses our server
Citrix), and their emails to me, were not received last week. As mentioned, during that
time last week my Citix access was denied (to complete the cancer abstracts). UM IT
Security has all these incidents and I am glad to provide the reports, emails, etc. to the
FBI upon request.
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UM CANCER CASES DELIBERATELY LEFT UNDONE -TO OIG
9.16.14
Dear Inspector Pacchioli,
Below is the same case list I sent you last week. Since I sent you this list on 9/6,
Manager Stuart Herna gave me an entirely new “suspense” list to work from (on 9/9)
although I had hardly finished the other list. (I have been back to working on SCCC cases
for a few months.) Herna and Arias can manipulate these “suspense” lists any way they
want to -- i.e. take out all the non-reportables, give me only very new cases, etc. By
editing this list for new cases, for example, they can in large part control any falsified
follow-up or intentionally omitted cases (like Arias’ case I found in 2012 missing two
primary cancers from 2009). That patient did have a 2009 accession number because
one cancer had been entered then. If they take out the non-reportables (“N”), I will not
find cases like I have sent to you this past week unless they happen to be left in
suspense, which I have also found. However, the numbers of these types of deliberate
deceptions found will decrease.
I have some more information on the cases I had already sent you. You will see that
they are being reported much later than the required six months— up to 5 years and
longer after the initial visit. I suppose if I had not looked at them they would have never
been reported to the State. I will include that information under the case number
(below). There were eleven cases sent, not nine (as I had written). One row had three
cases… Sorry about that. I am also including five additional cases, one dating to 2005.
Unfortunately, Herna/Arias will do everything they can to stop me from reporting to
you. This would be mainly by filtering the cases they give me (or they could give me
only UMH cases like they did before). We are also under a time constraint to complete
many cases per day. However, I will continue to send you whatever I find. I think it
would be virtually impossible statistically that the complaints I have told you about,
(since 2008 and now the case 2005 [below]), were the ONLY instances of such actions
ever and since that time period. Any audit probably should be forensic because I know
they have gone back and tried to redo follow-ups and completed (or will complete) any
Class 3’s that have been left intentionally undone, such as I have recently told you
about. As I was told and have reported, the entire staff was instructed to falsify followup in 2008. I know the staff, after my initial report to OIG, were all doing follow-up for
weeks. Moreover, upon initially reviewing an abstract, it may now appear to be in
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compliance. However, the date of any input (and hopefully who did the input) is forever
marked internally, regardless of what is typed in.
I don’t know if the State would be able to extrapolate any dollar fine for UM due to
what I have sent so far. As mentioned, the cases that I have documentation for (below)
go back to 2005. These I found from just a brief period of time working in the SCCC files
and are incidental findings as well… Herna knows what the rules are: UM has been
perpetuating ongoing instances of fraud because they have gotten away with it. All
their deceptions save UM money on employees besides possible other motives. The
Commission on Cancer only looks at Classes 1 and 2. Perhaps UM doesn’t care about
the Class 3’s because there is no benefit from the CoC for doing them? (They clearly
don’t care what the law states.) Perhaps a facility having a lot of Class 3’s does not
convey the best impression to potential patients? As I mentioned before also, survival
rates can appear to increase if the vital status remains the same (alive) when no actual
patient research is completed during follow-up…
Again, thank you very much. As always, please call with any questions. Judy
Judith Futerfas MS, CTR
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Futerfas
9.16.14 2/2
xxx – At Primary Site (Primary tab) – “NR-12” (no cancer mentioned in record) and had
been left in suspense. Lung ca mets. (UM Date of first contact: 7/25/13 – Date
abstracted 6/19/14 -11 months; Class 2)
xxx – Status tab - “04” and left in suspense. (UM Date of first contact: 9/9/13 – Date
abstracted 7/29/14 – 10 months; Class 3 breast ca)
Primary Site – “Class 3”:xxx (UM Date of first contact: 6/27/13 – Date abstracted
7/21/14 – 13 months; Class 3 colon); xxx (UM Date of first contact: 8/6/13 – Date
abstracted 6/2/14 – 10 months; Class 3 breast); xxx – this case was in suspense and has
been deleted by someone – it was actually non-reportable but the intent to leave it
undone by someone thinking it was a “Class3” is apparent (I have the page print
showing “Class 3”).
xxx – Primary Site - “Class 3” breast, blood ca. This was actually two primaries, a Class 1
and a 2. (These dates were close to the required six months when I completed them.
However, they were intended not to be completed.)
xxx – Status tab - “NR-5” (UM Date of first contact: 10/24/11 – Date abstracted 8/13/14;
Class 3 breast)
xxx – Primary Site – “Class 3” (this was actually a benign brain diagnosed prior to 2004
which is NR)
xxx – Status tab – “nr-4, nr-5” – (Both completed as Class 3s both blood ca) (Both cases:
UM Date of first contact: 7/15/10 – Date abstracted 8/14/14)
xxx – Case Status (General tab) set to “N”. Is a Class 2 breast. (UM Date of first contact:
7/15/13 – Date abstracted 8/20/14 – 13 months)
xxx– Status tab – “004 HX CA, NED” – First visit 2011 says bone mets prostate ca (This is
in the new program UChart. Pt actually came in 2009, notes in older CaneCare.) Class 3.
(UM Date of first contact: 12/2/09 – Date abstracted 8/18/14; Class 3)
Additional cases:
xxx – Status tab –“NR-5” – (UM Date of first contact: 1/20/11 – Date abstracted
9/16/14) Class 3 with breast ca mets. Also Class 3 Newly diagnosed blood cancer (about
6 months).
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xxx – Status tab – “004” - (UM Date of first contact: 6/30/10 – Date abstracted 5/21/14)
Class 3s (2) breast and melanoma.
xxx – Primary Site – “Class 3” - (UM Date of first contact: 8/11/05– Date abstracted
9/12/14) colon (another primary eye was already completed)
xxx – Primary Site – “Class 3” - (UM Date of first contact: 6/17/13 – Date abstracted
8/11/14 – 14 months) colon
xxx – This case was completed as a Class 2. Lung. (Initial visit 4/18/11 – Date abstracted
1/31/12). This is also outside of 6 months. The treatment at UM was after disease
progression and it should have been a Class 3. I do not know if this was intentional but
this abstractor has noted a number of the “Class 3’s” or “NRs” that I have seen on cases
never done (that should have been). This person is also a very poor abstractor in
general. This case was recently on my list so I made note of it. It was sent to the State
in 2012.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------More cases to report (not part of the above 9.16.14 letter):
6.4.15 update (further below is 11.1.15 update) IV= Initial visit; ABS= Date abstracted;
(xx) initial reviewer; and what was typed on computer when I first saw the case. All
classes (1,2,3). Purple – time from initial visit to abstract
xxx NR 004 HX CA, NED IV 6.10.09 ABS 3.3.15 Class 2 Breast 6 yr
xxx NR not malignant 11/1/11 IV 3.8.11 ABS 6.20.14 Class 3 (benign brain) 3 yr
xxx NR-5 CONSULT ONLY IV 5.23.13 ABS 9.17.14 00, IV 8.5.13 ABS 9.17.14 60 Both Class
3 Breast, pituitary 1 yr
xxx NR-12 IV 1.21.14 ABS 10.13.14 Class 3 Appendix 9 months
xxx CLASS 3 (xx) IV 7.5.13 ABS 9.18.14 Class 3 Breast 1 yr
xxx UNK STAGE, CLASS OF CASE THREE CA IV 10.30.07 ABS 10.20.14 Class 3 Kidney 7 yr
xxx CONSULT (xx) (N) IV 11.29.06 ABS 10.21.14 01, Class 3 Temple 8 yr
xxx Class 3 (xx) IV 4.15.14 ABS 4.30.15 Class 3 Kaposi 1 yr
xxx HX OF BREAST CA IV 3.13.14 ABS 11.13.14 Both Class 3 breast, ln 8 months
xxx CLASS 3 IV 9.23.13 ABS 12.18.14 Class 3 Breast 1 yr
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xxx 2012 Case IV 8.6.12 ABS 11.17.14 Class 1 Breast rt, Class 3 Breast lt 2 yr
xxx (No note) IV 10.27.06 ABS 12.10.14 Class 1 Prostate (2006), Class 3 Breast 8 yr
xxx CLASS 3 IV 1.15.14 ABS 10.31.14 Class 3 Breast 9 months
xxx N/R-5 CONSULT ONLY IV 7.15.13 ABS 5.27.15 Class 2 Breast 2 yr
xxx Only the Class 2 (02) was done 6.11.07 xxx/xx, not the historical Class 3’s I did 6/3/15
01 skin (IV 11.8.06) ABS 6/3/15 02 prostate (IV 11.8.06) AND A 2014 04 RETROMOLAR
TRIGONE. 9 yr
xxx 2013 CASE (xx) ABS 6.2.15 IV 7.25.13 01 Class 3 Breast, 02 Fallopian tube Class 1 (dx
UM 2013) 2 yr
xxx N/R-5 CONSULT ONLY IV 3.12.13 ABS 6.1.15 Breast Class 2 2 yr
Deliberately not done cases entered on this list 11.1.15:
xxx NR 003 skin cancer (xx) IV 9.23.14 ABS 6.17.15 leiomyosarcoma 9 months
xxx abs 9.8.14 IV 12.4.13 (xx) did 1 primary ONLY - left 2 Class 3s melanomas off and a
class 1 breast I ABS all three 11.14.14 iv 12.4.13 1 YR
xxx 2013 CASE (CLASS 3) (WAS ACTUALLY not reportable HX PROS CA)
xxx NR; 2ND OP IV 9.19.14 ABS 6.12.15 CLASS 1 THYROID AND CLASS 3 BREAST 9 MS
xxx CLASS 3 IV 9.11.14 ABS 5.4.15 BONE MARROW CL 3 8 MOS
xxx METS BR CA…NR-5 IV 11.16.10 ABS 4.21.14 CL 3 BREAST 4 YRS
xxx 004 IV 10.20.14 ABS 7.24.15 PITUITARY CL 3 9 MONTHS
xxx CLASS 3 IV 9/19/14 ABS 7/24/15 CL 2 BREAST 11 MONTHS
xxx NR 004 6/12/15 (xx) IV 9.3.14 ABS 6.15.15 CL 3 KIDNEY 9 MONTHS
xxx CLASS 3 IV 9.10.14 ABS 8.27.15 CL 3 STOMACH 1 YR
xxx NR-3 IV 9.15.10 ABS 10.15.15 CL 3 PROSTATE 5 YR
xxx CLASS 3 (RX IN UMHC) IV 11.12.14 ABS 8.31.15 CLASS 3 PROSTATE 9 MONTHS
xxx CLASS 3 (xx) IV 8.8.14 ABS 6.12.15 CL 3 THYROID 10 MONTHS
xxx CLASS 3 IV 10.20.14 ABS 7.17.15 CL 2 BRAIN 9 MOS
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OIG - UM AUDIT PLANNED THEN QUASHED
EMAILS RE: PLAN TO AUDIT UM
(My name is deliberately spelled wrong. This has occurred multiple times also from outside of
UM; more antagonistic, base behavior from UM/Susanna Arias [Morales])
J Futerfas
Thu 10/16/2014 1:24 AM
Pacchioli, Samuel;
xxx
Thank you very much. I will be sending some other information probably over the
weekend. I am happy to answer any questions Tara may have. Judy
From: Samuel.Pacchioli@flhealth.gov
To: xxx@hotmail.com
Subject: FW: Re: Audit Miami
Date: Wed, 15 Oct 2014 12:20:03 +0000
When I receive the results I will let you know what they are.
Inspector Pacchioli
From: Hylton, Tara
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2014 4:25 PM
To: Pacchioli, Samuel
Subject: RE: Re: Audit Miami
In our last correspondence, I did indicate that the program in question by Ms. Futeras
would be included in this year’s audit. I can submit to your attention audit findings.
Tara
Tara Hylton, MPH
From: Pacchioli, Samuel
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2014 3:13 PM
To: Hylton, Tara
Subject: Re: Audit Miami
Bases on the information provided by Ms. Futerfas have you determined if you’re going to
audit that program.
Samuel Pacchioli
Inspector Specialist
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UM AUDIT QUASHED

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2014 3:06 PM
To: Pacchioli, Samuel <Samuel.Pacchioli@flhealth.gov>
Cc: xxx@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: UM
Ms. Hylton told me last week that you were the investigating officer over this. She told
me on the phone a few minutes ago that she had not had a chance to meet with you as
she and you had planned last Friday -- she did not know you had that day off. That was
the day you went to the Speedway.
A few minutes ago she told me that she would get with you to view the documents I
have sent and that she would get back to me by latest next week...She had some
legislative meetings that came up earlier this week apparently. There seems to be quite
a disconnect between what you and she are saying and also actually between the
severity of this data fraud and the actions being taken (seemingly none).
Why wasn`t I told initially that this was out of your jurisdiction? You have had this case
for well over a year it seems. Your initial review was that the information was vague
and you had considered the "audit" from Arias' friend although the audit was regarding
her falsifications and instructions to staff to falsify data since 2008. This audit
"company" provided you no documentation as to what they did or were supposed to do
and would not even return your calls. I replied that I had submitted all the information I
had and that no one was going to tell me when more fraud was occurring. I suggested a
forensic audit since UM staff has tried to cover-up their tracks regarding data fraud
including falsification, omissions, and manipulations.
I have since found further deliberately not reported cases required by the State and
mentioned this to Ms. Hylton when I just spoke with her. (Including another case seen
today.) xxx has done a number of these nonreported "Class 3's" and others. There is
also UM administrative staff involved with this including MD's as told to me by Registry
"Manager" Stuart Herna. This was when the Registry was under investigation by UM
Compliance after Susana Arias (Morales') falsification of a 2009 case including four
"follow-ups" from 2010-2012 that were only dates. Two cancers and all their
treatments were missed until late 2012 when this case was seen and reported by
me. Herna told me via phone approximately three times during that period that it was
Dr. Aaron Wolfson whom UM Compliance should be looking at. I assumed he told
Compliance that as well. Wolfson was and may still be active on the Cancer
Committee. During these meetings the Tumor Registry statistics are reported, and can
include "follow-up" and other data. These statistics are also available to doctors upon
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their request. A UM Compliance officer told me that they found "irregularities" in the
data during their review; they did not even know the rules of abstracting and probably a
lot of what to look for...Missing cases and deliberately nonreported cases (and
treatments) are much more than an irregularity.
I would not be surprised if this fraud knowledge and/or instruction comes from UM
administrators...It is pervasive and ongoing. However, as the managing CTR, Herna has
the responsibility to see that the Registry is run ethically and fairly. Instead, he oversaw
Arias' instructions to staff to falsify data. Using his authority over a subservient,
dependent staff to make them commit data fraud is beyond unconscionable. Arias gave
the same instructions to Swaye, the volunteer, in late 2010.
Arias, as mentioned, instructed this above referred to fraud in 2008 to the entire staff;
"manager" Stuart Herna was present. In both 2008 and 2010 workers were given many
pages or had available to complete many pages with 35-40 patients per page. This
information was used to enter the
database and put a date of contact although no patient contact or research was even
attempted. That is why Arias' missed two cancers for four years in that 2012 case. I am
sure there were also many more cancers and treatments missed by Arias before and
after this case was "done". As you know I have all those pages Swaye worked
from. Swaye's father is a medical doctor affiliated with UM. Herna's wife Megsys is a
high level, long-term data manager at FCDS, the State's Central Cancer Registry.
However, although FCDS is the State's overseeing Registry, it is UM that oversees FCDS,
which is located at UM's medical campus. UM sets the salaries, hires, fires, demotes,
promotes, etc. FCDS workers. The State may approve final employees, however, it is the
UM workers who decide who is even in the running for a job, before the State is even
involved. Due to this serious conflict of interest I could not and would not go to FCDS
regarding my complaints. FCDS should be run by the State entirely, at a stand-alone
location.
You had also mentioned last week possibly referring this to the FDLE. Why is the DC
office of OIG better? You have spent time on this--isn't it best and most productive for
you to forward what you know to the agency that would be best suited for investigating
crimes regarding Florida law? As you are aware the statute requires all cancer cases and
treatment to be reported within six months. That includes all classes of cases: 1,2, and
3.
Judith Futerfas MS, CTR
xxx
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-------- Original message -------From: "Pacchioli, Samuel" <Samuel.Pacchioli@flhealth.gov>
Date: 10/31/2014 1:29 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: 'J Futerfas' <xxx>
Cc: "Hylton, Tara" <Tara.Hylton@flhealth.gov>
Subject: RE: UM
Ms. Futerfas, first, there are no active investigations open regarding your concerns. My
investigation done earlier is closed and I am not planning to re-open it. Your complaint
about UM employee’s is out of my jurisdiction and authority I cannot open
investigations on NON-DOH employees. Ms. Hylton and I have spoken and I have told
her the same thing I am explaining to you. If UM is not doing their job right you may
want to send your complaints to the Dade County Office of The Inspector General for
their consideration.
Respectfully
Inspector Sam Pacchioli
Office of Inspector General
Florida Department of Health.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2014 10:44 AM
To: Pacchioli, Samuel
Cc: xxx
Subject: UM

Dear Inspector Pacchioli,
Has Ms. Hylton met with you yet to go over the documents related to my UM
complaints? She has not requested any from me. Has there been any movement
on this case since we last talked?
Thank you again, Judy
xxx
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WHO OVERSEES THE UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ??
J Futerfas

Mon 5/7/2018 10:42 AM

•
•
•

Maleszewski, Joseph;
Weeks, Rebekah;
xxx

Thank you both again. Judy

From: Maleszewski, Joseph <Joseph.Maleszewski@flbog.edu>
Sent: Monday, May 7, 2018 10:02 AM
To: J Futerfas
Cc: Weeks, Rebekah
Subject: RE: 1/1 FBOG OIG Fw: 1/1 Email to ALL FLCRC+ FLBOG, FLDOE Fw: 1/6 FLCRC
Staff Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw:
Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
Dear Ms. Futerfas,
Thank you for contacting our office.
As previously indicated to you, in emails dated 1/26/18 and 4/18/18 from
Investigations and Audit Specialist Rebekah Weeks, the Board of Governors (and
subsequently our Office of Inspector General and Director of Compliance) does not
have jurisdiction over the University of Miami. Your general concerns about vetting
individuals outside of the educational institution who want to work with students was
provided to the appropriate unit within the Board of Governors for their information.
We have no other resource information to provide than what was already provided to
you in the emails from Ms. Weeks. We consider this complaint closed in our office
and will not expend any further resources regarding these matters.

Joe Maleszewski, MBA, CIA, CGAP, CISA, CIG, CIGA, CIGI, CCEP
Inspector General
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1614
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0400
(850) 245-9247 | Fax: (850) 245-9192
joseph.maleszewski@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu
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From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Friday, May 04, 2018 4:02 PM
To: Maleszewski, Joseph <Joseph.Maleszewski@flbog.edu>
Cc: J Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: 1/1 FBOG OIG Fw: 1/1 Email to ALL FLCRC+ FLBOG, FLDOE Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Staff
Fw: 1/6 FLCRC Fw: 1/5=1a/4 FSC June Fw: 1/4 FLDOE Fw: 1/3 Fw: 1/2 Fw: Extremely
serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
Dear Mr. Maleszewski,
Please review my several concerns below. I am glad to send you the complete emails
(atts) and and any other documentation you wish. These are extremely serious issues
on a number of levels. I feel there needs to be some considerable changes to: our
medical procedure surveillance, rules re: presence of intelligence agencies on student
campuses, rules re: vetting of those outside of the educational institution wanting to
work with students, and the prison (criminal justice) system. I do not know who else to
turn to in an effort to further encourage the FLCRC to try to begin implementation of
(some of) these changes before sunsetting ... I know the timing is not ideal ... But these
concerns cannot wait another 20 years -- Who else would you recommend that I also
bring these (respective) concerns to?
Thank very much, Judy
Judith Futerfas
_______________________
J Futerfas

Wed 4/18/2018 4:58 PM

•
•
•

Weeks, Rebekah;
Maleszewski, Joseph;
J Futerfas

Thank you again Ms. Weeks. The Commission for Independent Education assists with
things such as transferring between schools, etc. ... not my concerns
unfortunately. Appreciate all your help, again!! Judy
From: Weeks, Rebekah <Rebekah.Weeks@flbog.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2018 4:20 PM
To: J Futerfas
Cc: Maleszewski, Joseph
Subject: RE: Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
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Dear Ms. Futerfas,
I received your emails (dated 4/16, 4/17, and 4/18) and your voicemail messages (dated
4/16 and 4/18). I apologize for the delayed response, I was out of the office earlier in the
week and have been in meetings all day today.
As previously indicated on January 26, 2018, the University of Miami does not fall within
the jurisdiction of the State University System of Florida Board of Governors, as it is a
private university outside of the State University System. The only state oversight I am
familiar with for private universities is the Department of Education’s Commission for
Independent Education, although I am not familiar with their specific authority or the
breadth of their authority. I’m sorry I don’t have any other information to provide to you
regarding this matter.
Sincerely,
Rebekah Weeks, CIGI
Investigations and Audit Specialist
State University System of Florida
Board of Governors
325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1633
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
(850) 245-0335 | Fax: (850) 245-9192
rebekah.weeks@flbog.edu | www.flbog.edu

---------------------------------------------------From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2018 9:21 AM
To: Weeks, Rebekah <Rebekah.Weeks@flbog.edu>
Cc: J Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Re: Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
Dear Ms. Weeks,
What is the State oversight organization for UM? Judy
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 1:32 PM
To: Rebekah.Weeks@flbog.edu
Cc: xxx
Subject: Fw: Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
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Hi Rebecca,
What is the proper avenue for my UM complaint? Thanks again, Judy

From: articulation <articulation@fldoe.org>
Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 1:04 PM
To: xxx
Subject: RE: Fw: Extremely serious concerns, suspicious deaths, threats, other harms
Good afternoon Ms. Futerfas,
Thank you for your email to the Commissioner of Education. The University of Miami is
a not for profit independent postsecondary institution chartered in the state of
Florida. The Office of Articulation at the Florida Department of Education implements
jurisdictional requirements for the Department related to the independent colleges and
universities in the state per sections 1005.03, 1005.04, 1005.06, and 1013.11, Florida
Statutes. These statutory provisions are specifically related Fair Consumer Practices and
Physical Plant Safety. In this capacity, we occasionally receive communication from
individuals who have concerns about the educational services being provided by an
institution. For this reason, your email was forwarded to our office for response.
While we fully appreciate the concerns expressed in your correspondence, we are unable
to address them since they fall outside the jurisdiction of this department. We wish you
success in obtaining a resolution to your current concerns, and if we may be assistance
regarding any future postsecondary education, please feel free to contact us.
Regards,
Office of Articulation
(850) 245-9549
(850) 245-9542 fax

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: FL_GOV Inspector General <CIG@eog.myflorida.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 2015 8:26 AM
To: J Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: RE: attn: Ms. Robinson retaliation, IT/other concerns
Dear Ms. Futerfas:
As previously advised, you will have to contact the appropriate entities within the
University of Miami to discuss her position and payments. This office does not have
jurisdictional authority over the University system; therefore, you need to present your
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questions to the appropriate entities. The University of Miami Office of Audit and
Advisory Services has the proper jurisdiction to handle your concerns. As you previously
advised this office, you have retained legal representation. You may also contact your
legal representative to discuss your concerns and any civil remedies that may be
available to you. At this time your concerns are pending a Whistle-blower determination
with the University of Miami Office of Audit and Advisory Services, you may wish to
continue working with that office to ensure that they understand your issues. Your
information provided below was forwarded to Ms. Malagon to include in her ongoing
review. Upon the competition of their determination and review of your concerns, if you
are not satisfied, you may wish to contact the Board of Governors by calling
(850) 245-9247, or by writing to the following address:
Joseph K. Maleszewski, Inspector General
Board of Governors
325 W. Gaines St., Ste. #1614
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0400
Sincerely,

From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2015 4:00 PM
To: FL_GOV Inspector General
Cc: Jfuterfas
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] RE: attn: Ms. Robinson retaliation, IT/other
concerns

Thank you again. Yes, I have an attorney. However, he does not answer day-to-day
(general) inquiries regarding this as I would expect Ms. Malagon would want to know--if
she is acting impartially as a representative of the OIG. (Just as with Inspector Pacchioli
- I had an attorney then as well.)
If I understand you correctly, her loyalty is to the University -- hence, there is NOWHERE
you recommend that I can go to report to including other cases deliberately left undone
(of State mandated cancer information)? The salary is not the same issue as I had in
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2012 when reporting that 2012 case -- that 2012 incident makes me quite leery of
dealing with UM in terms of data or anything that may speak to their bottom line, either
money or data statistics related to Sylvester's cancer program and/or FCDS. However,
she should be able to address the salary issue as auditor. I am also glad to answer
general questions about my reporting and dates.
There is submitted hard evidence of the five falsified "follow-ups" from 2012, four of
which Arias did. She completed the "follow-ups" by only putting a date. Hence, it
looked like the patient's status had been reviewed at each of her entries, moving the
date of review up even further. (Follow-up should actually be done every 1-1.5yrs so it
is even more evident, with five "follow-ups" between 2010 to 2012 what was really
going on...) If she had only looked in the notes she would have seen that two cancers
from 2009 were missing (and all their treatments). This information is required by State
law to be reported within six months. I reported this missing information when I saw
the case in December 2012, about four years later. This was not the only case she was
working on then -- follow-up is completed using lists with many pages of up to 35-40
patients per page. The volunteer in 2010 did the same thing -- she was under Arias'
direction -- Herna was (is) based across the street. We were all instructed by Arias
(Herna was in the room) to do the same type of "follow-up" in 2008. This data also goes
Federally to the CDC and I can send you documentation of that if you like. Should I
return to the Fed OIG in Miami that referred the case up there?
It frankly sounds absurd that, basically as contractors for the State, the abstractors have
nowhere impartial (or on the side of law enforcement) to report to in situations like
these. Please tell me this is not the case... Much appreciation again, Judy

__________________________________________________________________
Subject: Re: attn: Ms. Robinson retaliation, IT/other concerns
Date: Mon, 11 May 2015 15:19:09 -0400
From: CIG@eog.myflorida.com
To: xxx
Dear Ms. Futerfas:
You will have to contact the appropriate entities within the University of Miami to discuss
her position and payments. This office does not have jurisdictional authority over the
University system; therefore, you need to present your questions to the appropriate
entities. The University of Miami Office of Audit and Advisory Services has the proper
jurisdiction to handle your concerns. As you previously advised this office, you have
retained legal representation. You may also contact your legal representative to discuss
your concerns and any civil remedies that may be available to you.
Sincerely,
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From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Monday, May 11, 2015 3:08 PM
To: FL_GOV Inspector General
Cc: Jfuterfas
Subject: [Spam:***** SpamScore] Re: attn: Ms. Robinson retaliation, IT/other
concerns

Thank you again Ms. Robinson. I have a few questions on the dual role Ms. Malagon
has. Do all universities have someone also as an OIG representative? She is a UM employee
and paid by UM, correct? What are her ethical obligations in this dual role? Has UM always
had this position?
Sorry about all the questions but I expressed my concern previously with dealing further
with UM and gave very sound reasoning. I did leave her a message last week and she has
not returned the call-- that sounds to me like a university employee's actions and not that of
the OIG. Are there any other OIG offices here (Miami) that I could contact regarding my
case? Please advise. Thank you again, Judy

On May 11, 2015, at 11:30 AM, FL_GOV Inspector General
<CIG@eog.myflorida.com> wrote:
Dear Ms. Futerfas:
Please see the attached correspondence from the Office of the Chief Inspector
General. As previously advised, your concerns were referred to University of Miami
Office of Audit and Advisory Services Chief Audit Executive Blanca A. Malagon. That
office acts as an Office of Inspector General for the University; therefore, your additional
information should be reported directly to that office. Regarding further retaliation, this
information should be reported directly to the Florida Commission on Human Relations.

Sincerely,
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VISIT TO SENATOR NELSON’S WASHINGTON, DC OFFICE
6.6.16 COVER LETTER 2 pgs
To: xxx – Senator Bill Nelson, Orlando – Fax xxx – 17 pages including this cover letter
From: Judith Futerfas
Hi xxx,
In looking over the 31 pages sent from you on 5.31.16 (to the DC office) that the
Senator’s Washington, DC staff gave to me there on 5.31.16, I see that some emails I
had sent you are missing, including attached documents. (I know you had, at some
point, told me that you had never received any emails from me.) These 31 pages you
sent were emails I had sent and faxed to you (via your offices including Orlando and
Tallahassee). You sent these copies to me via the DC office to let me know that they
had been forwarded to the FBI. Enclosed here, in this fax, are some (but not all,
probably about half) other pages that I had also sent to you or your offices. They
include email attachments and correspondence in the email bodies themselves. If you
want further proof they had been sent I will be glad to forward the actual emails to you.
I am also including a copy of the letter I wrote in your DC office on 5.31.16 requesting
that the FBI address the other more serious concerns I had written them about on
several occasions. (See the FBI letter to your offices dated 5.20.16 in reference to my
complaints. Their letter only responds to cyber hacking.) I had received a letter from
the Senator’s office a few months ago stating that the FBI would be investigating my
concerns. I do not have that letter with me currently but it seems that you should have
a copy of it. My other concerns were included in the 31 pages you sent to me via the DC
office on 5.31.16 and also again in these pages faxed here. The hacking the FBI refers to
in their letter dated 5.20.16 was quite serious; fortunately, it seems to have abated both
at work and home. I DID SEND A LETTER TO YOU, THAT WAS INCLUDED IN THE 31
PAGES TO THE FBI, THAT WAS ORIGINALLY SENT TO, AND DOCUMENTED A MEETING I
HAD WITH, UM’S IT SECURITY MANAGER, TIM RAMSEY, ON 12.10.15, AT HIS OFFICE. IN
THAT LETTER (DATED 12.11.15), I NOTE THAT I HAD GIVEN MR. RAMSEY, “eight different
correspondences with IT regarding: emails to and from me not being received; Metric,
Citirx, and/or IE most recently inaccessible for probably about five days; the deleted and
moved personal folder emails from June and October; printing rerouted from February;
and my falsely started and ended FCDS abstractor code renewal exam (July) was also
included.” WOULD THE FBI LIKE ME TO SEND THEM THESE DOCUMENTS THAT WERE
HANDED TO MR. RAMSEY? I had also reported probably three times to the FBI via their
online site and never heard back. Moreover, my local police department has at least
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five complaints including email and phone hacking including documentation that one
cell phone number was remotely forwarded to another of my cell numbers maliciously.
The forwarded phone (number) was at my apartment, and no one else was there. I had
the second phone with me at work. I also showed them documentation of my security
camera taking photos while it was disarmed. Numerous other hacking complaints were
also documented with the Apple store, and the US and State Attorney’s offices. The
same types of maliciousness occurred at home and work including deleted and
disappeared (before they were even sent) emails.
Futerfas pg. 2 6.6.16
Extremely seriously, at home my emails have also BEEN ALTERED. As I wrote your
offices about, Dr. Flamm (State of Florida) had initially refused my offer in about 2011 to
complete a research paper regarding my manatee study stating the reason being that
there “were two speed zones.” Well, there always were two speed zones at that site
and flamm had assisted in my work from the beginning. He had ended the email with
that justification. However, now, the emails appear as though Flamm (or someone else)
went on to write that he (Flamm) had agreed to the paper. The FBI would have to
retrieve the original emailed State documents to see that they are different. I assume,
even as proficient as these hackers are, that they cannot delete original emails from the
State system? As you probably know my thesis was very large and I did have to submit
three progress reports to the State. Moreover, Flamm has had all the data since about
2003. This research data encompassed the clear bulk of the work time due to
formulating, collecting, and analyzing both the boat collection on-site data as well as the
boater survey phone data. A research paper would have taken a comparatively small
amount of time to write compared to the research time. However, as I mentioned in
letters to your offices previously, if the State would like any further discussions to
resolve any issues they may have regarding my degree, I am more than glad to come to
a fair resolution. I hope there are no feelings of animosity or worse involved with this
issue. I intended no ill will, spent a lot of my own time and money on this education,
and will respond immediately to any negative inferences or statements to the contrary.
Also, just so you know, I am still paying off my school loans, the last of which was about
$12,000. Much of my own money was also spent in the preliminary classes before even
being accepted into the graduate program. So, although there was State money for part
of my actual research, that education cost much, much more in time and total expenses.
I also wanted to complain about Monica Fernandez, who was exceedingly rude to me
while I was at the DC office. She argued about almost everything I asked, including
regarding contact and communication with you, giving me another business card, giving
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me a copy of the letter I wrote that she supposedly emailed to you, my writing that
letter to begin with, faxing the letter vs. emailing, and on and on. The two other staffers
seemed nice but she should not be working there. She also told me never to come back
there… I am not sure who she thinks she is but that type of behavior is not acceptable,
especially in public service. I of course will return there if I feel it important to do so!
Before leaving, I “tongue in cheek” apologized if I had bothered her, and she didn’t say
anything…What a gem Senator has in her (!!)
Please call and let me know if you do not receive all 17 pages -- 11 prior emailed pages
different than what you had sent me in DC plus 6: (1) this letter plus copies of my
5.31.16 hand written letter that Monica Fernandez said she had emailed to you and that
you acknowledged receiving while on the phone with me. Besides the (2) page front
and back of that written 5.31.16 letter, I have included a (1) page typed note of that
same 5.31.16 letter Monica emailed to you. The FBI letter is also enclosed.
Thank you again, Judy
Judith Futerfas
xxx
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BACK UP NORTH - MD VISIT - UM MGR HERNA’S THREAT
Would Not Have Surgery in Miami
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, August 8, 2016 5:43 PM
To: xxx@mssm.edu <xxx@mssm.edu>
Cc: J Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Letter
Dear Dr. xxx,
Hi. I am still concerned regarding the issues I spoke with you about while up North. I
understand the reason you responded as you did in your letter to Dr. xxx regarding my
visit. However, the circumstances still leave me with questions. For example, you
stated in your letter at least two of my basic medical facts incorrectly, as if you wanted
me to correct them. It appears they were not real errors -- I do not think you make
those kind of "mistakes".
Furthermore, I believe my response letter to you may have been given to others as
very firm evidence of the threat that had happened to me at UM (and why I was even in
New York).
Please verify whether you or anyone else in your office did show my response letter to
anyone outside your office staff or not ... This is ok with me if you did. However, the
University continues to deny that I was threatened and I feel my letter did indeed have
consequences for some here (UM). Unfortunately, I was the one who went into debt
due to this threat -- something that clearly has no place in any American business let
alone at a university, medical facility, and hospital. I also had no further time off and so
my paychecks at that time were minimal to say the least.
This referenced response letter was from me and about my medical and other
concerns. Regardless of any confidentiality agreement that may have been signed or
inferred by anyone regarding this letter and related information, I have an absolute right
to know who else saw this letter.
Please let me know your honest response. Hopefully legal action will not need to be
taken by me to try to recoup monies from UM but, if so, my response letter to you may
be introduced.
Again, thank you very much for your concern and help. Hope you and yours are well.
Judy Futerfas
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US GOVT JOB APPLICATION – WOULD NOT HAVE SURGERY
IN MIAMI, THREAT, ALTERED LABS IN MIAMI BACK TO NY, LAB IN CANADA
Electronic Questionnaires for Investigations Processing (e-QIP)
Investigation Request #xxx for Applicant SSN xxx
Page 14 of 16
Archival Copy
Certified at 2018-09-XXX
Data Hash Code:
xxx

PRIVACY ACT INFORMATION
Not Required: { }
Confidential: { }
Secret: { }
Top Secret: { }
Sensitive Compartmented Information: {
Q: { }
L: { }
Other: { }
Bo x N OT Ch ecked!

Bo x N OT Ch ecked!

Bo x NOT Checked!

.

Box NOT Checked!

Box NOT Checked!

Bo x N OT Ch ecked!

.

.

.

Box NOT Checked!

}

.

.

.

Bo x N OT Ch ecked!

.

(End of List)

b. To your knowledge, have you ever had a clearance or access authorization denied,
suspended, or revoked, or have you ever been debarred from government employment?
(An administrative downgrade or termination of a security clearance is not a revocation.)
Yes: { } No: { x }
If you answered "Yes," provide the requested information below.
(No Entry Provided)
Box NOT C hecked!

.

Bo x IS Ch ecked!

.

Section 19: Foreign Countries You Have Visited
…
Dates of Activity
From (Month/Year): 03/2016 To (Month/Year): 03/2016
Purpose of Visit
Business: { } Pleasure: { } Education: { } Other: { x
Countries Visited
1.
Countries Visited: Country: Canada
.

Bo x N OT Ch ecked!

.

.

Box NOT Ch ecked!

.

Box NOT Checked!

.

Box IS Ch ecked!

}

.

.

(End of Countries Visited List)

Many Short Trips: { }
Additional Comments
This was a less than one day trip to Canada while I was in New York. I had been
vilely threatened by my boss at the University of Miami and went back up North for
doctor visits in light of that horrid threat. I also wanted my tumor markers checked
outside of the US. My labs had been deliberately altered in Miami as well and I had
documented these concerns with overseeing agencies. Among obvious untruths,
one lab was impossibly low and another said that I had left before all blood was
drawn, which was also false.
Bo x N OT Ch ecked!

.

.

(End of List)

…
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RAISE PRIOR TO BEING FIRED FOR REPORTING THREAT, OTHER CONCERNS
“…I was fired on 6.12.17, within two weeks of signing off on my 2016 evaluation… after 12
years there, and after a good evaluation and approximately $10,000 raise. I had reported
a threat by my manager in that evaluation response…”
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LETTERS TO UM ATTORNEY AILENE UGALDE – ILLEGAL TERMINATION

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 11:01 AM
To: augalde@miami.edu <augalde@miami.edu>
Cc: J Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Very concerning URGENT
Dear Ms. Ugalde,
In thinking about recent events, I have a substantial concern about Ms. Pruitt overseeing
this termination appeal. She has been contacted by me several times over the past
years with very serious complaints, however, to little avail. (There is a lot of
documentation at UM as well as with numerous outside organizations.) Furthermore,
the retaliation, hostility, and disparate treatment, including unequitable salary and false
write-ups (this recent horrid discipline termination letter being a further example), have
been ongoing. A short time prior to this termination letter I had complained to the
Florida Bar about Jessica Pacheco, the Equity supervisor under Ms. Pruitt. Ms. Pacheco
had definitive proof in the form of emails, showing that I am not being paid for my
relevant experience, while others in my department are. Ms. Pacheco again refused to
take any action. I had met with her a few years ago as well about this and other ongoing
issues. Ms. Pacheco maintained then that she was very fair and that no one could sway
her decisions.
I respectfully request that you, or someone outside this circle of work colleagues, fairly
evaluate my Appeal response. It is a sound response. Frankly, just the knowledge that I
had a good evaluation a few weeks before this retaliatory termination letter speaks
volumes to actually what has happened. It is clear that management did not like my
evaluation response, the truth of the retaliation that had recently transpired, and in fact
was looking to sweep the horrid events "under the rug". I won't go into details behind
the retaliation here. However, there are numerous, documented instances I have
reported of orders to manipulate cancer data. I have reported cases falsely marked as
non-reportable (hence cases reportable to the State left undone), cases falsely
misclassified, case follow-up we were told to falsify, and cases non-reported for years
although they appeared as though they had had (proper) follow-up. Also, I very recently
reported a worker, Monica Olivas, for abstracting a case I happened to see that was
non-reportable, and for not reporting a reportable case (as required under State
law). She has also been categorized as a Senior Tumor Registrar, which connotes that
she has her CTR (Certified Tumor Registrar) credential. (Having the CTR is the difference
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between being titled a Tumor Registrar versus a Senior Tumor Registrar.) However, Ms.
Olivas is not listed with our overseeing organization the NCRA (National Cancer
Registrars Association) and I doubt that she could have passed the exam. Ms. Olivas I
believe is a friend brought in by Susanna Arias Morales, who is a supervisor at the
Tumor Registry. Management has also helped to perpetuate this hostility against me by
rehiring Ms. Arias (Morales), someone whom I have mentioned several times in my
reporting of cancer data manipulations and instructions. She was rehired despite the
caveat that we were each told not to speak with each other (which I imagine we were
both fine with, given the circumstance). (There are numerous documented instances of
retaliation and hostility against me over the years fomented by or directly caused by Ms.
Arias [Morales].) Manager Herna's threat to me last year, as I also mention in my
evaluation response and as was in my complaint to the Joint Commission and law
enforcement, included the terminology, "You have complained about a lot of
people".
As my Appeal letter also points out, this (termination) was beyond an excessive
action. My concerns as stated in the evaluation response are true and indeed extremely
serious. My complaints have been reported to appropriate overseeing authorities
(more mentioned in my first email to you below). As mentioned as well, I should think
that UM would want to know the truth and gravity of such concerns. I felt the truth of
what has recently transpired must be stated, even though there was not a mention of
these concerns in the evaluation itself.
As I mentioned to you below, I do work from home and look forward to continuing to do
so as soon as possible. Please advise me of your thoughts about my concerns in this
note.
Thank you, Judy
Judith Futerfas MS, CTR

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2017 4:42 PM
To: augalde@miami.edu
Cc: b.pruitt@miami.edu; J Futerfas
Subject: Call from Ms. Pruitt Fw: Pls respond asap today or am Friday Fw: URGENT
Discipline Appeal of Judith Futerfas
Dear Ms. Ugalde,
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Ms. Pruitt just called me and said that she has my Appeal response from my attorney
and will be reviewing it. She said that she would have a response in one week. I
confirmed that by next Thursday (6/29/17) I would hear back from her.
Thank you both again,
Judy
Judith Futerfas
xxx

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2017 4:13 PM
To: augalde@miami.edu
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Pls respond asap today or am Friday Fw: URGENT Discipline Appeal of Judith
Futerfas
Please respond as soon as possible ... Thank you, Judy

From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2017 2:42 PM
To: augalde@miami.edu
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: URGENT Discipline Appeal of Judith Futerfas
Dear Ms. Ugalde,
I just spoke with Evette at your office. Please see the attached response dated 6/19/17
to my retaliatory firing from UM dated 6/12/17 (termination letter enclosed). Please
also see my good evaluation signed off on 5/31/16.
My response (enclosed) is quite explanatory. This is false, embellished, and
extreme retaliation for my documenting in my evaluation response my serious
complaints of 2016 (and earlier) as well as still current unfair, retaliatory salary
practices (my relevant experience is not being counted although it is for others in the
department -- see att emails). I have suffered severe retaliation for reporting cancer
data manipulations and other illegal data related complaints, as well as high level severe
phone and email hacking (home and work), to UM Compliance, UM IT, local police, OIG,
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FBI, DOJ, and to other overseeing authorities, as well as severe retaliation for this
reporting to the OIG, FBI, DOJ, City of Miami, and Joint Commission, among
others. Within a week or so prior to this retaliatory firing I had also reported attorneys
involved in my complaints, including one from UM, to the Florida Bar. I also
reported further to the City of Miami and to the DOJ within a short time prior to this
retaliatory firing.
Yesterday I was told that Ms. Pruitt was handling this Appeal, however she has not
gotten back to me. She told a worker in her office (Cristina Hernandez) that she would
call me today but she has not (I requested that she do so by noon and confirmed my
conversation with Ms. Hernandez via emails to both women). In fact it has been very
difficult to get any further information. Time is of the essence -- this firing is clearly an
extreme response, not to mention illegal and retaliatory for my reporting cancer data
fraud and manipulations, as well as other data manipulations and severe, hostile,
ongoing retaliation to overseeing authorities.
I work from home as a Senior Tumor Registrar and wish to continue to do so as soon as
possible. I am requesting that this illegal, retaliatory, and falsely based termination be
reversed.
Thank you,
Judy
Judith Futerfas MS, CTR
Senior Tumor Registrar
xxx
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UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI - LETTER SENT: TO ATTORNEYS - ILLEGAL,
RETALIATORY FIRING ON 6.12.17 – TO OIG HHS DC 4pp INTRO 10.5.17
I was illegally, retaliatorily fired from the University of Miami. Enclosed is the brief
summary statement and associated atts. The threat to my life by my boss Stuart Herna,
that I reported in my GOOD 2016 evaluation response (after which I was fired) is
detailed in the att Joint Commission complaint. The evaluation and response, etc. are
also att. A four-page time-line of the documents I sent to the OIG HHS (DC) is also
enclosed. I have all these documents (174pp) in 4 scans/emails I would be glad to send
as well. I have reported cancer data manipulations several times over my 12 years as a
Certified (CTR) "Senior Tumor Registrar" at the University of Miami. All cancer cases and
treatments are required to be reported by law to the State (those statutes and more
enclosed WB OIG). I reported cases deliberately left undone, poor abstracting leading
to missed cases (this I last reported in February 2017, months before I was fired), and
instructions to falsify follow-up data leading to missed cancer cases and treatments.
I was vilely threatened on 2.19.16 by my manager Stuart Herna for, "complaining about
a lot of people". My most immediate complaints about the data manipulation and
retaliation prior to the threat had been to the US Attorney, enclosed, 2.7.16. This was
also forwarded to Pam Bondi at that time. Within a few months prior to the threat I had
also reported my related complaint and retaliation concerns to the FBI, Florida Board of
Nursing, and UM IT. I have also enclosed some of my subsequent complaints about the
threat, with detailed information sent to the Joint Commission 7.24.16 and President
Frenk 4.18.16. This threat was also reported to the City of Miami Police. I received a
good 2016 evaluation and an approximately $10,000 raise in early 2017 (att). When I
told my boss Herna that I would be taking time from work to respond to the evaluation
he said, close to or exactly, "Your evaluation is good". I replied, "I know". I responded
truthfully to this good evaluation regarding the threat and other concerns on 5.31.17,
and was fired within 2 weeks (on 6.12.17) (see att). I also sent the evaluation response
to the DOJ and told a UM Equity Attorney (via email) that I had sent it, both within days
prior to my firing. Besides the fact that all of my reporting has been protected (including
to the FL OIG), in this instance regarding my evaluation response, I have specifically
named my manager, as the perpetrator he is -- a much different type of reporting than
previously (data manipulations that usually did not implicate him). I have little doubt
that the orders to threaten me came from management above Herna. Herna is a UM
"enforcer", and I am sure knows an immense amount of very harmful, extremely
concerning, information about UM. Also, if UM didn't try to protect him, he would not
likely do their nasty, retaliatory bidding again. No one at UM has questioned me about
the threat, and I am sure Herna had nothing written in his evaluation about
it. Moreover, I am quite sure he is still working there. Herna has also previously warned
me by stating exactly or close to, "We don't mention people's names here". I have
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much documentation of costs and other hardships due to this threat including expenses
for doctor visits and travel (my surgery was up North, I wouldn't have it here) as well as
a huge increase in medical visits for the year subsequent (per Aetna, about 160 vs. usual
4-5/yr). I also believe I am being blacklisted from working in this field -- someone with
12 years of experience should be a sought-after applicant. I am tracking all my job
applications and responses.
One of the reasons given for the firing was false -- that I didn't attend a required
meeting -- the meeting, per email, was recommended, not mandatory. The other
reason was something to the effect that my response was disturbing -- which I can't
disagree with -- unfortunately it was true, and my right to report. Please call or email
anytime with further questions.
Thank you again, Judy
Judith Futerfas
xxx
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TO OIG HHS DC 4pp INTRO 10.5.17
Page 1/4 Documents: Whistleblower Retaliatory Firing
Judith Futerfas - University of Miami employee for about 12 years – Senior Tumor
Registrar
xxx
University of Miami (UM) Tumor Registry
1400 NW 10th Ave Suite 604
Miami, FL 33136
305-243-5124
Manager Stuart Herna 305-243-4196
Please note: UM has several facilities. The complaints I have made are all regarding
UM’s:
Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center
1475 NW 12th Avenue Miami, FL 33136
305-243-5302

Retaliatory firing by the University of Miami in direct violation of Florida Statute 448.102
for reporting cancer data manipulations in direct violation of Florida Statute 385.202
and for reporting manager Stuart Herna’s threat to my life in direct violation of Florida
Statute 448.045.
Our State overseeing Tumor Registry, the Florida Cancer Data System (FCDS), is
managed by UM and is located at UM’s Medical Campus. UM hires and fires those
employees. Manager Herna’s wife, Megsys, is a high-level data manager at FCDS.
Hence, UM oversees its own data and I did not feel comfortable voicing my concerns
with FCDS. The State is not interested in making FCDS a stand-alone facility, which I had
suggested to them. FCDS is largely funded with grants from the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC). The National Program for Cancer Registries (NPCR) and American Cancer
Society (ACS) help manage the National Cancer Data Base (NCDB), where this cancer
data is housed. UM also receives millions in federal dollars otherwise.
Brief overview:
I have made numerous complaints to authorities over the years regarding cancer data
manipulations I was either told to do, told about by someone else, or discovered myself.
I refused to take part in any practices other than as mandated per our credentialing
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guidelines. Our credential is the Certified Tumor Registrar (CTR), which I earned by
exam in 2009. More recent complaints include cancer data manipulation and severe
retaliation reported (to the DOJ) days before I was threatened last year (2016). I also
reported again to the DOJ and other overseeing organizations days before I was fired
(6.12.17). Moreover, this firing was within two weeks of my responding truthfully to a
good evaluation that I signed off on dated 5.31.17 (for 2016) and a $10,000 raise. My
evaluation response, submitted to UM HR, UM Equity/Compliance, and Manager Herna,
detailed the threat to my life in 2016, by Mr. Herna, because I had (his words),
"complained about a lot of people". I have also specifically been told by Mr. Herna in
the past that, at UM, “we do not mention people’s names” (exactly this phrase or very
similar). The evaluation response also included excerpts from my Joint Commission
complaint regarding that threat as well as my complaints of cancer data manipulations,
both actions in direct violation of State law. All of these documents as well as many
others are enclosed. The seeming substantive reason UM gave for the firing, that I
hadn't attended a meeting, was proved false by emails (enclosed see 33) stating that the
meeting was recommended, not mandatory. Recently hired UM President Frenk had
also been notified of Mr. Herna's threat and the cancer data manipulations last year

Page 2/4 Futerfas
(letters enclosed). Many of these complaints have more documents associated with
them should you want more information. There is much more information available
than I have enclosed here; my reporting in this complaint is not inclusive of all my
reporting or documentation, including of cancer data manipulations and retaliation.
Contents:
Complaints (not inclusive) dated through the threat to my life by Manager Stuart Herna
(on 2.19.2016)
1 - 4.24.12 OIG Complaint Information on cancer data use; Met with UM’s Dr. Jennifer
McCafferty
2 - 12.31.12 Complaint to UM Compliance Dr. Jennifer McCafferty (She told me her
report on my complaints stated they found “irregularities”. She was going to give me a
copy but it was then deemed private. Dr. McCafferty left the Medical campus in duress
[per conversation with her, she had many concerns regarding what she saw at UM in
general]. She went to the UM Gables Campus but left there not too long afterwards.)
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3 - 4.8.14 Complaint to Manager Herna re: xxx abstracting noncompliance in violation of
FL Statute
4 - 9.16.14 Complaint cases and letter to OIG, Inspector Pacchioli (I have much more
documentation on other cases I saw after this submission, that I did not send in – the
State OIG closed this case shortly after this, saying that UM employees were not State
employees. They referred me back to UM [Compliance/Ms. Malagon] for further
complaints. I voiced my concern to the OIG about reporting to UM, but I was not given
any other option. I did spend about 2.5 hours showing Ms. Malagon some of the
documentation [emails with her below].)
5 - 10.14, 15.14 State OIG plan to audit UM (this was cancelled, no reason given)
6 - 4.10.15 FDLE data reporting timeline/info
7 – 5.14.15 Complaint to Blanca Malagon recap meeting I had with her the day prior for
about 2.5 hours in letter; outline of reporting; notes include Marla Swaye’s follow-up
falsification complaint and the 23 pages she gave me before leaving UM; email from
Herna regarding a falsified follow-up by supervisor Arias (Susanna Arias Morales) that I
had complained about to Compliance (Dr. McCafferty) in 2012
[ED NOTE: During the 2.5 hour meeting Ms. Malagon asked me what steps I
recommended for her to learn more about the falsified phone calls. I suggested she call
ATT. She said simply, “No.”]
8 – 5.20.15 Complaint to Blanca Malagon detailed letter of complaint history; emails GI
Tumor Board sign-in had been altered to show a doctor had attended; the sign-in
documents provided to me showed he had not signed-off
9 - 5.22.15 Complaint to Blanca Malagon late/missing tumor board reporting
10 - 5.25.15 Complaint to Blanca Malagon deliberate, malicious rerouted printing,
unauthorized computer access
11 - 7.4.15 Complaint to UM IT deliberately rerouted printing
12 - 7.10-13.15 Complaint to UM IT FCDS abstractor code renewal exam falsely,
maliciously started by unknown person; missing emails
13 - 7.27.15 Complaint HHS Office for Civil Rights xxx
14 - 9.30.15 Complaint to Jessica Pacheco (UM Equity) numerous things: disparate
salary, money stolen, nurse’s late/copied tumor board reporting, summary of data
complaints/complaints shown to Ms. Malagon
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Page 3/4 Futerfas
15 - 9.30-10.1.15 Complaints to OIG/State - nurse copying data, referred back to UM;
letter Jessica Pacheco concerns/details meeting with Ms. Malagon; Mr. Herna showed
OIG report to staff against Dr. McCafferty
16 – 10.1.15 Complaint to Blanca Malagon nurse copying over tumor board notes for
March and April 2015 with the actual sent documents attached to that email;
explanatory letter. (I can forward the actual document copies if requested via secure
line.)
17 - 10.8.15 Complaint Florida DOH Board of Nursing - I complained about a nurse
copying over tumor board data. I was taken off that assignment by manager Herna in
retaliation
18 - 12.11.15 Complaint UM IT multiple reports/issues/hacking/security concerns –
much documentation provided to them (I have copies if you would like them). (Tim
Ramsay is now at World Fuels. Jose Ruano last I knew was still at UM.)
19 - 2.7.16 Complaint to US Attorney detailing retaliation for data complaints, high-level
hacking
--- - 2.19.16 Date of THREAT by Manager Stuart Herna (Detailed in complaints below)

Complaints (not inclusive) dated after the threat to my life by manager Stuart Herna
20 - 4.18.16 Complaint to UM President Frenk; UM FMLA emails/denial notice
21 - 4.25.16 Police report City of Miami threat to me by Stuart Herna
22 - 5.9.16 Complaint AHCA; Joint Commission xxx Hospital (New York) re: threat
23 - 7.4.16 Complaint UM President Frenk
24 - 7.7, 11.16 Complaint to UM’s Judd Goldberg
25 - 7.24.16 Complaint Joint Commission University of Miami Hospital and
Clinics/Sylvester Cancer Center
26 - 7.24.16 Complaint OSHA; 7.30.16 Complaint OCR/HIPAA xxx, AHCA
27 - 8.16.16 Complaint Joint Commission Bethesda Hospital (Palm Beach County)
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28 - 8.16, 18.16 Complaints City of Miami Police, Boynton Beach Police (Forwarded to
Palm Beach Mayor and State Attorney February 2017 and City of Miami Police 1.4.17)
29 - 1.12.17 Complaint to manager Herna cancer data very serious errors Monica Olivas
leading to violations of Florida Statute (I have these case screen shots if you would like
to see them)
30 - 4.20.17 Notice of raise about $10,000 (supposed salary survey adjustment) I was
made aware of this raise some weeks later
31 - May 2017 Complaint to UM HR, UM Equity, Stuart Herna re: Monica Olivas being
titled as credentialed (CTR/ Senior Tumor Registrar) by her friend and supervisor Susana
Arias Morales but this is likely not true – she is an extremely poor abstractor (see prior
complaint at 29) and very likely would not have been able to pass the exam. Facilitates
violations of Florida Statute. Includes complaints of inequitable salary for me (not being
paid for relevant experience, as others were)

Futerfas 4/4
32 - 5.31.17 Sign-off good evaluation with truthful several page evaluation response
complaining of retaliation including threat to me by Stuart Herna for “complaining about
a lot of people” regarding cancer data manipulation complaints, also refers to Joint
Commission complaints
33 - Late May-6.1.17 Emails (*36) UM HR, Equity (Pacheco) showing the meeting I was
stated to have missed as the reason I was fired (6.12.17) show the meeting was
recommended, not mandatory. Also, again mentioning my salary inequity—not
including my relevant experience although this is considered for others
34 - 6.2.17 Complaint to the DOJ including my evaluation response detailing threat by
Herna, cancer data manipulations and other very serious concerns
35 - 6.8.17 UM complaints to Florida Bar (Pacheco is an attorney) – salary inequities,
complaints of retaliation including threat for reporting cancer data manipulations
36 - 6.12.17 Termination - Based on a false allegation that I had missed a meeting – the
meeting was not mandatory. (*33 See these emails regarding this meeting.) Also
vague, embellished complaints about my evaluation response. See also my emails to
UM Attorney Ugalde to no avail – I had not one response from her.
37 - 6.19.17 Termination Appeal
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38 - 6.26.17 Termination Appeal Denial Follow-up letters to Ms. Ugalde – she never
responded
Thank you. Please contact me with any questions. I have had numerous problems with
mail, including regular, UPS, and FedEx, being purloined, opened, “delayed”, etc. I have
made a scan of this complaint and am happy to forward that as well. It is too large to
submit via your online form. I have marked each of the 38 items above with a small
label on the initial page of that section, top right.

Judith Futerfas
10.5.2017

Pages per section:
1 – 11; 2, 3 – 1 ea = 2; 4 – 4; 5 - 2; 6 – 1; 7 – 3; 8 – 8; 9 – 2; 10 – 4; 11 – 2; 12 – 5; 13 – 1;
14 – 3; 15 – 5; 16 – 3; 17 – 5; 18 – 2; 19 – 5; 20 – 7; 21 – 4; 22 – 3; 23 – 4; 24 – 5; 25 – 4;
26 – 6; 27 – 3; 28 – 4; 29, 30 – 1 ea = 2; 31 – 6; 32 – 9; 33 – 7; 34 – 22; 35 – 3; 36 – 4; 37
– 2; 38 - 7 (170 pages total all sections + this 4 pg intro letter)
I will be glad to forward scans of document upon request:
Scan 1 – Sections 1-8 – 31pp // Scan 2 – 9-20 – 44pp // Scan 3 - 21-31 - 41pp // Scan 4 32-38 - 54pp
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LETTER TO FIU STUDENT AFFAIRS OMBUDSMAN 3.15.19
Mon 3/18/2019 11:49 AM
Hi Ms. Trelles,
Have you consulted yet with anyone there about my concerns and need for further
investigation?
Judith Futerfas
xxx
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2019 11:57 PM
To: STrelles@fiu.edu
Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: Re: 1/2 FIU S Trelles Fw: Closure of Complaint
Ms. Trelles,
Nice meeting you and thank you for your concern earlier today. I did not realize it was
the one-year mark of the tragic bridge collapse. The brief ceremony, with all joining
hands for a moment of silence with bells tolling, was very poignant and sad, and
important... I have concerns also in those regards because I have been protesting UM at
their cross-over bridge on US 1 -- and some UM staff (along with Dr. Richard Flamm and
others mentioned) appear to have distinct elements of evil in their make-up. I have
reported those concerns to authorities.
Regarding my emails to you yesterday, these are very serious complaints involving Dr.
Flamm. Any university, in this case FIU, should be very alarmed and want to get to the
bottom of this retaliation. You said that you had read everything I sent. Appreciate that
-- it was a lot!
As bad as the recent college entrance scam news is, I haven't heard that anyone's been
threatened, severely hacked, and/or physically harmed. My concerns are much worse,
as horrid as those complaints are. Alarms should go out at FIU and nationwide
regarding people using their seeming authority and supposed trustworthy, decent
nature, in this case as a State employee, to undermine the US Constitution, due process,
and the subservient, willing nature of students. Anyone and everyone helping students
must be vetted, as we know university professors are. Those working with students
from the outside must understand that a student has rights including to full disclosure
regarding this person's character and any opinions divergent from the laws and
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Constitution. Some of our own Intel agencies operate illegally, so this information
would also be important -- not everyone agrees with how those organizations
function. In America, no one should be above the law, nor beneath it.
Obviously, I (and another classmate) received some grant money from Flamm (he got it
from other State organizations) as an FIU student, towards work related to my degree,
and so this is indeed a matter for FIU to investigate and be quite concerned about. The
money was held by and distributed from FIU. I worked hard and diligently and Flamm
got over 12,000 detailed boater entries that I had submitted in Excel and a long (about
90 question) phone survey of about 300 boaters.
There is no place in our educational system for people like this, and I would like to think
no place in government either ... However, the educational system is of most concern
because of the power inequity and potential for greater harm due to the trusting and in
large part financially needy nature of that student population. Those working with
students must be above reproach and their ethics unquestionable.
Thank you again. You said that you would look into what the next steps might be and
keep me apprised.
Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2019 7:29 PM
To: STrelles@fiu.edu
Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: 1/2 FIU S Trelles Fw: Closure of Complaint
Dear Ms. Trelles,
I am a 2003 MS graduate of FIU in Environmental Sciences. I received some outside
grant money at that time from Richard Flamm, PhD, who works (then and now) with the
FWS in Tampa. Another student also collected some of this data using this grant money
from Flamm. (I received in total much more money from other grants and loans which I
am still paying back.) I did not know Flamm but met him at a Miami-Dade County MAG
(Manatee Action Group) meeting. I still don't know him much -- At that initial meeting
he asked if I wanted to collect manatee-boater data and submit a paper and he would
secure some funds. I like writing and felt sure, I could write-up a brief paper. I saw him
a few times after that, including three times when he came to monitor my data
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collection (this was all back in 2000 or so). He came to FIU once then and gave a
presentation.
I collected all of this data for the agreed upon time-frame -- over 12,000 boater entries
and a FIU IPOR extensive boater survey, which I had entered into Excel. I focused my
thesis analysis on the boater phone survey which was my main interest. I assumed I
could use that as the paper to write for him, or whatever else I wanted. I realized much
later (in hindsight actually) that the paper he had initially referred to was regarding the
boater collection data -- which I diligently collected but had little interest in analyzing.
I did not get him his brief paper and did not hear from him. It seemed at the time that
there was some conflict with my major professor and him, although that apparently was
not the case. I have since offered, multiple times, any reasonable compensation in
these regards. (In hindsight, I do believe that had I submitted my boater phone survey
paper he would have probably been angry and demanded another paper with the
boater observation data, which I would have done.) In 2011 approximately, after the
extreme cold and manatee deaths of 2010, my FIU professors and I contacted Flamm
about a paper. However, Flamm declined, stating that the data was old and that there
were two manatee speed zones at the data collection site (which there always had
been).
There has been horrid things (deaths, threats, etc.) that have occurred over the years,
briefly outlined below. It is apparent that Flamm is involved. I forgot to mention below
(to the OIG) that when I was on the Miami-Dade County Manatee Protection Plan
Review Committee about 2009, the County lead, Susan Markley, who knew Flamm,
deleted the "MS" from my nameplate. You will also see that I am sure UM and the State
are involved as well. (A bit more information on that below. Tim Ramsay was in charge
of UM IT when I met with him and reported multiple, documented issues with targeted,
high-level hacking against me when I worked there. I believe he is now at World Fuels.)
UM I have been dealing with. However, Flamm is a very serious concern as it seems that
anyone can approach a student and work with them, without being vetted. I would
never have worked with someone as vindictive and retaliatory as it appears he is. I
doubt he could ever get a job at a university and I wonder exactly why he has all these
papers to his name?
I am concerned that students be protected, and frankly, if Flamm has indeed been a part
of this horror, that he is brought to justice. I have not received a response from the FWS
OIG to my response to them below. This smacks further of the cover-up that has been
going on.
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You will see mention below of a 40 page document submitted to the Manatee County
Court. Pages 21-40 are att here and the first 20 next with an important email they were
sent with, should you choose to look at these atts. The gist of my concerns are here,
with further details of concern, dates, etc. in the 40-pages. I have an appointment with
you at 1pm tomorrow, 3.15.19, to further discuss this.
Thank you very much, Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, March 8, 2019 4:50 PM
To: General, Inspector
Cc: FL_GOV Inspector General; Judith Futerfas
Subject: Re: Closure of Complaint
Hi Isabel,
As I mentioned to you earlier this week on the phone, thank you for looking into this,
but I still have very serious concerns. My response is quite detailed and took longer
than expected. Because of the detailed, but more concise nature of this response, I am
also sending to the CIG as a reference. Apparently you reviewed my information, not
Ms. Weiskotten (Jana)? I was under the impression that she was looking into this. You
said that FWS is not responsible for looking into concerns regarding activities at other
agencies. However, you agreed that if someone from FWS was involved in nefarious,
concerning, etc. activity, anywhere, that that would be of concern to FWS. Apparently
my very serious concerns have not been investigated to the extent to know if there was
indeed some perhaps concerning or unethical, if not illegal, activity on the part of Dr.
Richard Flamm. You said my complaints were also reviewed by the IG. I had already
written much of the response below before we spoke -- just highlighting points of
concern ... many are in the form of a question ...
Exactly what did Mr. Austin (Ronnie) mean when he asked me if I thought Flamm was
"mad" that I hadn't gotten him his brief paper? It seems no one has ever cross-checked
email, phone calls, travel, etc. with names of those I believe are involved (you have
these names)? Have you (FWS) ever done that? You don't know definitively that Flamm
is not involved with those other complaints, including those sent last time (below), do
you? Do you know that this is not an effort of collusion/conspiracy? Just because other
concerns I have involve other entities, in other locations, does not mean they do not
involve your institution/employees, and vice-versa. Flamm does travel and has very
high-level computer skills and no doubt has computer access to whatever he wants (?) -if you recall I was subject to extremely high-level phone (personal) and email hacking at
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home and work (UM) ... Did you ask Flamm about that? I initially met Flamm in Miami
about 2000. As I have also reported, he was at the Pinecrest Market again here a few
years ago -- he stopped maybe 30 feet away in my direct line of sight, then just walked
by my table (with pocket Constitutions I hand out) not saying a word. I'd call that
suspicious and I did report this at the time. Did you ask him about that?
Where was Ms. Weiskotten these past few days and last week? Were you in the
office? Where was Flamm? You are aware that when I reported UM in the past (as I
recently did to you, CIG, and elsewhere), my UM "manager" Herna would take day(s) off
to be somewhere? Something similar also occurred regarding a surgery I had at a
facility up North which I later realized was strongly associated with UM SCCC's Stephen
Nimer (after I interacted with people several were gone for the following week or so
including the surgeon and medical records clerk). There are also other examples of this
strange "coincidence" also more recently and in the past as noted in other
documents. Did you, Jana, Flamm (Tampa), or anyone else from FWS ever meet any of
my co-workers/managers from UM (at any location)? Has anyone else from your offices
(FWS) traveled to Miami besides Flamm? There was an FWS pick-up truck driving
around and stopping at my last apartment complex here (Miami) a few years ago, driven
by a female with blond hair (ponytail). There was often something horrid that
transpired around that time period I would complain about UM. Where was Herna
these past few days/last week? At least once I believe UM's Dr. Wolfson also took off at
the same time as Herna.
xxx Please further clarify my concerns as to your investigation. Again, please recall the
connections -- State FWS employee Flamm is acquainted with Susan Markley, who is a
UM graduate. She worked for the County, DERM, here in Miami-Dade. I volunteered
there and knew her from brief conversations related to that. I met and spoke with
Flamm briefly at one of these County related meetings (in Miami). (I believe the County
is also involved with this h_ll.) Because of the high-level of retaliation and horror, I must
also consider the fact that UM is a long-time, large CIA hub, and that the County also has
had long ties to the CIA since the Castro era, at least. Also, Flamm graduated Texas
A&M, another large CIA hub (the CIA should not be operating stateside per their
mandate). In light of Flamm's work in the geo-spatial area (which I had no idea of
initially and thought he did manatee research like I was, specifically), and the type of
retaliation I have been subject to, it is not all unreasonable to be concerned for Flamm's
(and/or the State's/County's) possible horrid abuse of power and their high-level
"connections". One time while handing out my pocket constitutions a UM student told
me that his psychology professor answered questions from CIA emplo6yees who came
to him (related to people and psychology...). I won't delve into my opinions on this
involvement with our educational system -- but we should all be concerned and demand
it stop.
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Clearly, "one hand washes the other" and I am sure the CIA is not beneath doing
"favors" for organizations it is affiliated with and that do favors for it ... All the more
reason they should be out of our medical and educational institutions. I had also
mentioned my brief time with the ACLU and my concerns with some of those members
in clear relation to horrid events that transpired. There are emails that the City of
Miami Police have in that regard, that I have not sent out to you (as well as a lot of other
documentation I would be glad to send you upon request). According to tax research by
Sherman H Skolnick, the ACLU is a CIA front. I also elucidated in my 40 page submission
the connection with my religion, Jewish, that a number of the people I am concerned
about also share (and had mentioned them then and in the email below). Flamm had
asked me my religion, which I thought was kind of strange, as it can be a sensitive topic
and I have never had a professor ask that. I understand the sensitivity that people have,
as more hate, strife, and wars are stated to be in the name of one's beliefs or religion,
than anything else. Flamm told me he was Jewish, but I do not know his thoughts on
any related topic beyond that. In hindsight, full-disclosure by him was warranted, or he
should not have attempted to work with me/students. As mentioned previously, those I
have concerns about at the ACLU are Jewish, as well as Markley, as are many at UM
(although Herna, Arias and others are not). It would appear that Flamm has a much
different set of values than I do, scarily different, and that that is something I should
have known (or he should have), and we should not have worked together without
some further clarification, if at all. I believe in due process and that no one is above or
beneath the law; it appears that a number of entities I have mentioned in my reporting,
do not. This retaliation has been a travesty of the highest proportions and I am sure, as I
know you probably are, that most people in the World, most Americans, most law
enforcement, most intelligence employees, most students. most professors, most Jews,
and most people of all other beliefs would find my concerns horrid beyond imagination,
and demand justice and due process.
In terms of further associations, I reported UM's cancer data manipulations in violation
of State law to the FDOH. I feel that the State did not want to take any action against
UM (they said UM wasn't a State employer but I am sure that does not necessarily
preclude a State response to an entity not abiding by cancer data submission State
laws). The State Tumor Registry, the FCDS, Florida Cancer Data System, is located at
UM's Medical Campus and is managed by UM. (UM hires and fires those people -- UM
manages their own data.) UM Tumor Registry manager Herna's wife Megsys is a highlevel manager at FCDS. The person killed at Bethesda Hospital East was a UM
patient. You did get those hacked emails time-lining her death -- UM sent me a training
on restraints after her death ... I sent you the concerns with that (I don't have patient
contact and that was the first restraint training ever, in 12 years there -- I knew that the
patient [Joan M.] was held illegally in restraints from that training). The Boynton police
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said there had been an investigation but there was nothing in the file. (There are even
more horrid complaints sent to other local entities I have not yet sent to you, the
AG/CIG, etc.) I had even mailed then President Obama of my concerns, including
this Bethesda Hospital death, with no response. One wonders how "high up" this horror
was known? Many of those I have concerns about are Jewish and Democrats (as I
am). After going through this h_ll however, I will add that I think, as George Washington
did, that political parties are just as divisive (even worse) as anything else and should be
done away with. We all overlap in our opinions anyway and deserve a much more
productive and inclusive political process.
The manatee death (Snooty) in Bradenton, near Tampa, was also very strange and
concerning, it made the news. The date of that was also concerning and of course my
massive research that Flamm has was manatee related. Good friend Bea in Bradenton
(and her brother) also had concerning deaths, and dates of death (in the 40 pages you
have). Check with the Manatee County Probate -- all kinds of very strange, documented
events occurred during Bea's probate, which is still pending. It appears that someone is
relishing in my running up bills and having efforts thwarted as a recipient of a small
amount of money in this probate. (When Herna threatened me I went back up North
for medical visits -- I wouldn't have my surgery here -- and those credit cards are still
being paid off, with balances in the multiple tens of thousands of dollars.) Is Flamm
discounting all the data he got and feels since he didn't get his paper that the funds I did
use were for naught (I did not use all of the grant and am still paying my much-higher
school loans off)? I certainly hope that the State has used the large amount of boater
collection data as well as survey data that I collected. Multiple times I have offered any
reasonable solution to resolve this apparent conflict regarding the paper. Ronnie said
Flamm was indeed angry ("mad") about that ... Also, my initial probate attorney
(Quinlan) had links to the organization where Snooty died; a family member of his was
on that Board. The next probate attorney, Brice Zoecklein, has outright lied and acted
with unbelievable impunity -- obviously being protected. Could the FBI have a role in
this h_ll? Please recall UM's Arias-Morales told me pointedly that she had a relative in
the FBI -- I never got the first call from them. Very strange, right? Mail of all kinds
(USPS, FedEx, UPS) was "lost", "delayed", etc. in relation to this probate, Florida Bar, and
other complaints (all documented). Hacking of emails/phone home/work has been
very high-level and with documentation to police and UM IT. After I submitted the 40
pages with my concerns (including UM and Flamm) to the Court, horrid events occurred
(as documented again in the emails previously sent and below). There are all kinds of
connections here, even more than this, among entities throughout the State. I don't
believe anyone, FWS or elsewhere, has looked into these things?
Apparently Flamm has been mad at me for years, since 2003 or so, and UM's Herna had
threatened my life for reporting cancer data manipulations in violation of State law,
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saying that I had, "complained about a lot of people". There are too many concerning
events, deaths, dates of deaths, high-level lethality in and outside of hospitals (not
obvious murders - but at the least very concerning deaths considering the circumstances
and number of them), as well as high-level hacking phone/email,
purloining/opening/missing mail, UPS, FedEx, and/or their contents. These crimes were
committed by someone with high-level knowledge and access as a perpetrator or with
access to perpetrators, buildings, and perhaps are also killers with access to lethal
substances themselves. (We know people are killed in hospitals, where murder is easily
masked -- beside the obvious email time-lined Bethesda East Hospital murder of the
mobile, lucid patient, Joan M., with a non-lethal illness [in retaliation after I reported
UM to the Joint Commission for Herna's threat and concerning cancers in two younger
employees named in my complaints], there is information online about other murders
and threats of harm in medical facilities). I have some of this information also at my site
ourconstitution.info.
If I did not have so much circumstantial corroboration, multiple instances and dates,
links as described above (and more in prior documentation, concerns from my last email
below, etc.), one could say an event or two were coincidences. However, with this
much information an investigator's interest and concern should only be piqued. In light
of Flamm's anger at me and his associations with events as described again above and in
greater detail in the 40 pages, etc., it is only prudent that a thorough, in-depth
investigation be pursued. You have the list of people I am sure have information -- I
don't think it would take too much questioning for one of them to tell you the
truth. People who collude and/or conspire, or have knowledge of such horrid events,
even if not the perpetrators, can be found guilty as well.
This is beyond unconstitutional, and I am sure you agree that no one is above or
beneath the law. I think any perpetrators with a conscience (?), and perhaps as a
government worker, should confess and accept the punishment, just as a less powerful
person would have to do. If they don't have a conscience, or think the illegal and
unethical actions they are doing are somehow justified, that is even scarier ...
Government employees are held to a higher standard, and should be. People who work
with students should be held to a very high standard as well. One would think all
university employees would be held to a higher standard as well.
These are some of my valid, extremely serious concerns that I hope FWS OIG will look
into. Thank you, Judith Futerfas
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: General, Inspector <xxx@MyFWC.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2019 8:12 AM
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To: Judith Futerfas
Subject: Closure of Complaint
Good morning,
Thank you for your patience while the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission (FWC) Office of Inspector General (OIG) reviewed the information you
provided to the Office of the Chief Inspector General (CIG) on February 6, 2019, and
directly to this office through February 28, 2019. Pursuant to section 20.055(7)(b),
Florida Statutes, the OIG will “receive and consider the complaints…and conduct,
supervise, or coordinate such inquiries, investigations, or reviews as the inspector
general deems appropriate.”
After thorough review of all information you provided, it has been determined no new
or additional information regarding any FWC employees that would warrant further
investigative action by OIG has been provided, therefore, OIG complaint number 2019COM-0030 is considered closed at this time. This office’s jurisdiction is limited to
allegations involving FWC employees or independent contractors. FWC OIG has
previously addressed your concerns with Richard Flamm of FWC, however, we
regretfully are not able to assist you with the new information you provided involving
the University of Miami, Bethesda Hospital East, or Palm Beach County. These concerns
will be better addressed with your local law enforcement.
Feel free to contact OIG at inspector.general@myfwc.com with any questions regarding
the closure of your complaint.
Thank you,
Office of Inspector General
620 South Meridian Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600
(850)488-6068 (office)
Report Fraud, Waste, & Abuse
An Accredited Agency
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2019 2:25 PM
To: General, Inspector <xxx@MyFWC.com>
Cc: FL_GOV Inspector General <xxx@eog.myflorida.com>; Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Subject: Jana Weiskotten - Phone conversation
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CAUTION:This email originated from outside of FWC. Whether you know the sender or
not, do not click links or open attachments you were not expecting.
Dear Ms. Weiskotten,
Thank you for reaching out yesterday. I guess we spoke for 15-20 minutes about 3pm or
so. You said Mr. Troelstrup was busy and so you were returning my phone call to him. I
am also sending this to the CIG as I have included relatively new information that I had
not yet forwarded to anyone beyond the initial recipient communications.
I was just following up on my documents that were forwarded to Mr. Troelstrup by the
State CIG. I explained a very little bit about the situation to you. Since I last
communicated with Mr. Troelstrup and Mr. (Ronnie) Austin, a couple of years ago now I
guess, there has been more information to report. It is all extremely concerning,
including high-level hacking (my home/work, family/friends - phone/email), threats, and
suspicious deaths. For a number of reasons it would seem there is involvement, (at
least knowledge of), by Dr. Richard Flamm, from your Tampa offices, as well as by Stuart
Herna and Susanna Arias Morales, from the University of Miami Tumor Registry (UM),
my former employer (among many others I have listed). I have reason to believe MiamiDade Mayor Carlos Gimenez is involved. (Mr. Austin had said to me exactly or similar
to: "Don't you think [Flamm] was mad because you didn't get him his paper?" This begs
the obvious questions including what does "mad " mean, and if we are also then
justified to throw the Constitution and laws out the window, and whether we then are
allowed to continue to employ such people in government, much less [not] send them
to jail. See ** below.) It is all in my documentation, along with concerning dates of
deaths, suspicious circumstances, etc. Of course, no one is above the law, nor beneath
it. I am requesting an investigation and due process according to the Constitution. That
wording may sound strange to you, but it is quite apparent to me that some people
(dangerously) have their own version of the law, from any number of professions. I
seem to be having difficulty finding any oversight organization to cross-check
names/emails/phone calls among the list of people that I enclosed with the CIG
documents, much less question anyone directly. In regards to one death, a UM patient
at Bethesda Hospital East, besides a note from the initial responding Boynton Beach
Police Officer Jeanniton, no one from the hospital to the Mayor, City Attorney, and
including Palm Beach County Attorney responded in regards to that very concerning
death. They would not even tell me the patient's nurse Amy's last name, whom I am
quite sure was involved. (Much more on this in my emailed documents.) This is only
one of the very concerning deaths no one has investigated. The people involved in/with
knowledge of this horror are listed in my emailed notes (although that is still not an
inclusive list of everyone in this regard). The UM supervisor, Susanna Arias Morales,
pointedly told me a few years ago that she had a relative in the FBI. I never received the
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first call from them. UM retaliatorily fired me 6.12.17 after I responded to a good
evaluation and an approximately $10,000 raise. In my response I reported Herna's vile
threat to my life because I had, "Complained about a lot of people." I reported cancer
data manipulations in violation of State law and other concerns several times over my
12 years there. This firing was illegal but my complaint directly and solely implicated
Herna, unlike all of the others. I am still trying to secure legal counsel in this regard. No
one at UM asked me about the threat and I am sure Herna is still there. At another
point Herna had threatened me on the phone that, "We don't mention people’s names
here".
**This is from my email to Governor Scott, which FWS OIG has. I had also been
protesting UM also at their crossover bridge on US 1. These horrid events listed occurred
subsequent to my detailed 40 page report submissions in February 2018 to the Manatee
County Court (about concerns briefly mentioned in this email and others [FWS OIG also
has the 40 pp]):
Bombs in Texas 3/2, 3/12 (x2), 3/18 - 2 died
Sightseeing helicopter down in NY 3/11 - 4 died
Naval jet down in Key West 3/14 - 2 died
Military helicopter down in Iraq 3/15 - 7 died
Fire Cresson, Texas 3/15 - unk deceased
Walkover Bridge collapse FIU 3/15 - 6 died
Per our conversation yesterday, did you check what correspondence you thought I
might have been sent? There was a concerning phone call a few hours after we spoke
yesterday mentioning the name of (Judge) xxx whom I know, which has been reported
to authorities (besides here). This is not unlike the other retaliatory threats and
forebodings regarding people I know, that have happened for the past several years
after I reported something, or was attempting to report. I do believe the State, the
University of Miami, and Miami-Dade County are involved in this disgraceful and illegal
collusion and conspiracy, for reasons I describe in my emails.
See below for one of the complaints about the call last evening to my parent's home
and a prior strange interaction with ATT, referring to me as "Judas". A third complaint,
about a long-delayed Hadassah "life-time" membership and another concerning death is
the third description I am sending here. I am Jewish, UM has a lot of Jews, and Flamm
had told me he was Jewish. How dangerous it is to make this into a "religious conflict",
if this is indeed what is going on? Even as Jews, we have at least the same requirement
for ethical behavior as the Constitution mandates, including due process. Actually, as
Jews, and how I was raised, we always feel we should go above and beyond the statusquo, be beyond reproach, and both the US Constitution, and Jewish and American laws
and ethics should be held in the highest esteem and followed diligently. There are all
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kinds of Jews, including good and bad, like any other group. In America there are all
religions and I have friends who are good people of all faiths, not favoring one over the
other. Why should anyone who aspires to peace and the humane America I believe our
Founders envisioned have such strong partiality towards one religion, that results in
such h_ll? Unfortunately, there are radical branches of Judaism which are disavowed by
many Jews as well as the ADL. These actions I have described certainly fit that definition
of radical. It would be important to know if Flamm, or his Miami cohort at the time,
MDC DERM's Susan Markley, or some from UM, are affiliated with the extreme
organization JDL, more recently in the news again as Kahanists (after founder and
extremely radical Jew Meir Kahane, who was assassinated in 1990). Very recently, in
Israel, "The extremist Otzma Yehudit is the spiritual successor to Kahane’s Kach party,
which was barred from the Knesset under a Basic Law outlawing incitement to violence
and later banned entirely in Israel." https://www.timesofisrael.com/bennett-saysotzma-yehudit-extremists-unfit-to-be-in-knesset/
I am always glad to answer any further questions from you or the staff there and hope
that arrests are imminent. As I mentioned again yesterday, and again now, Flamm got
his multitudes of research and data I completed (2003!!). I am still paying off my school
loans, which in all were much more than the amount of the grant (which I did not use in
its entirety). I am receptive, as previously stated multiple times, to any further
resolution regarding his brief paper, financial, etc. I guess this was about him, more
than my education? My professors and I reached out to Flamm in 2011 and he did
decline a paper stating that there were two boater speed zones, which there had always
been... I have communicated with the FDOE (in my emails to FWS OIG) that all people
working with students need to be vetted, especially if outside of the teaching
institution. What has gone on here is a disgrace to America and all that we Americans,
and in fact the vast majority of Jews, stand for. I do wish I had never met Flamm -- I
hardly know him any better now -- really not at all. He seemingly has very little
comprehension of being a thoughtful, insightful mentor or role model to anyone, much
less to a student. Had full disclosure been forthcoming on his part initially, I would
never have agreed to help him. It would appear the ends justify the means to him (and
others I have mentioned) in certain situations of the type I have detailed -- a philosophy
directly contrary to the Constitution, Jewish ethics and law, and very dangerous for one
who has power over others, in America, and regardless of one's religion. As I have
stated before, as a Florida taxpayer, this type of personality appears best suited for solo
work, certainly not as a government employee, receiving my money, and entrusted to
uphold our laws. Thank you again. Judith Futerfas

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The letter I sent to ATT early this am about the concerning call from last night:
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Judith Futerfas
Thu 2/28/2019 5:04 AM

To Whom it May Concern,
I have sent you several situations of extreme concern, also under the email
xxx. Below is a draft of a situation from yesterday involving a complaint about a
high-level FWS worker in Tampa. I spoke with Ms. Weiskotten, at the FWS OIG,
from my cell xxx.
Later on yesterday, about 5:56pm, a call came into my parent's home (ATT line
xxx) from 302-261-5696. This caller, Angie Niccum (sp), asked for me and left a
message for me to call her at 866-517-3093. She said it was regarding xxx,
reference 274271.
I called them back from my parent's line at about 7 or 7:30pm? When I was
finally transferred to someone calling herself Angie Niccum (sp), she said that
that reference number did not exist and that she had no way to know what she
had called me about. This despite her having my name and the phone number
she had called me at initially.
For reasons I detail in the letter below (yellow highlights), the circumstances are
concerning for much more than a harassing phone call.
Thank you,
Judith Futerfas
(An earlier draft of the letter above, to you/FWS OIG, was included with the third
paragraph highlighted.)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This was another complaint emailed to ATT from December 2019:
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Judith Futerfas xxx>
Fri 12/28/2018 11:44 AM

Hi -- Wondering who addressed the emails (below) to me from ATT? They used
my other email which clearly has my name as Judy. My name as signed in my
initial email to them is Judy (or Judith) ... ATT usually does not make these types
of errors and I would appreciate this being looked into and corrected. Thank
you. Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: AT&T Order Status <attorderstatus.XX@oceff.att-mail.com>
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2018 8:13 PM
To: xxjudyxx@hotmail.com

Use these instructions to unlock your
device.
Device IMEI number:
Request number:
Hi JUDAS,
Your unlock code:
From: AT&T Order Status <attorderstatus.XX@ocedl.att-mail.com>
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2018 2:57 PM
To: xxjudyxx@hotmail.com
Subject: 24 hours to confirm your unlock request

We're working on unlocking your
device.
Device IMEI number:
Request number:
Hi Judas,
Confirm your request within 24 hours or we'll need to cancel it.
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Did you know that it isn't always necessary to unlock a device if you're planning a
trip?
Learn how you can use the talk, text & data you already have in over 100 countries
with International Day Pass.
Thanks for choosing us,
AT&T
This is an automated email. If you reply to this address, we won't get it.
CORD_X051EH
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Another of many more recent concerning events and deaths, this time regarding a "life
membership" packet that was mailed from the Jewish organization Hadassah in January
2018 and received in November 2018 (with a November stamp), after another
concerning death as outlined in the letter below. This is part of the email
communications in these regards.
Judith Futerfas

Tue 2/5/2019 9:50 AM
To: xxx@HADASSAH.org>

Can you find out what happened? For other reasons that I mentioned to you
and in even more detail to security, I am sure this situation is more than a
normal "resend". You have my address correct and the package would not have
come back. Even if it had, it is not reasonable (to me) to send out an entire new
package to the same address -- it did not come back. I have had that address for
50 years. This is not a unique situation and there is someone (or more)
deliberately hindering my proper mail delivery which is a Federal crime. It has
happened with regular mail, UPS, and FedEx as well (lost, delayed,
opened). Someone is involved at your facility. I can send you much background
information if requested.
Briefly, as I had mentioned to you (and to security in more detail), I was a fired
Whistleblower from the University of Miami (UM) where my life had been
threatened by my boss for complaining "about a lot of people". As a Senior
Tumor Registrar, I reported cancer data manipulations in violation of State law
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several times as well as other concerns. (The State feigned interest but in the
end wouldn't audit or take any other action against UM. Cancer is big business
and there is a lot of money going to the State overseeing facility [FCDS] which
UM manages [overseeing their own data is not ethical, but who cares??].) I was
fired in 2017 after 12 years, within 2 weeks of reporting the threat in my
evaluation response (to a good evaluation and approximately $10,000 raise). My
boss had also said to me at some point, close to or exactly, "We don't mention
people's names here". There is no place in a university, or reputable institution
for intimidation -- but that's how UM operates and my boss is likely still working
there though I reported him to overseeing authorities numerous times. I have
continued to report UM and the State of Florida (I believe they are also involved
in this horror), most recently in regards to a legal matter where there are
concerning deaths (one in a medical facility and one at a private home, different
counties and/or States). That most recent reporting (to the Manatee County
Court) was within weeks (in October 2018) of receiving this late Hadassah
membership packet. Shortly after this recent Court reporting in October, but
prior to receiving this "life-time" member packet with pin in late November,
someone (else) deceased under concerning circumstances (this was in a
hospital). Jews (and non-Jews) are involved with this h_ll. Unfortunately, UM
Medical (UM is known as a "Jewish" institution) thinks they're G-d and no one
should say a negative word about them. As an entity, they are very scary, think
they are above the law, and a disgrace to all Jews. (There are many wonderful
doctors and staff at UM, Jews and non-Jews, of course.) Just a little
background. I have 100's of pages (including more concerning deaths) if you
request to see more. Many of these illegally intercepted mailings occurred in
association with the timing of my reporting UM/the State of Florida to an
overseeing entity including the Court (as in this Hadassah mailing complaint), the
Florida Bar, DOJ, and other entities. A supervisor at UM (who I had also
reported) pointedly told me that she has a relative in the FBI -- I never received
the first call from them. Pretty scary, right? Beyond unconstitutional. Maybe
Hadassah should specifically advocate for Jews acting ethically and within the
law, both American and Jewish. Would you please suggest that??? The
President of my local here in Miami, xxx, may know something about the
instigators behind my complaints, but would not willingly tell me (if she did
know). Her husband is also a doctor for another medical entity and still
working. It is strong-arming and intimidation regarding Jews as perpetrators and
is beyond barbaric and disgraceful, especially for "legitimate" institutions. As a
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Jew, it is horrid and antithetical to the role models and leaders we are raised to
be and should all be. Glad to provide more information upon request.
Thank you again xxx, Judy

Judith Futerfas
xxx
From: xxx@HADASSAH.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 5, 2019 8:10 AM
To: Judith Futerfas
Subject: RE: Hadassah Security, pics of mailing, retaliation details Fw: Hadassah Life
Membership Packet

I see what you mean. I also noticed (thank you for the photos) that the label is not
one that we use when sending out the packets but it is one we use when creating
individual labels here. I suspect that your packet was returned to us for some
reason and that we sent it out again in November. I realize that that is a several
months after January, but we may not have gotten the returned packet for a couple
of months and returned packets can be put aside depending on the workload. I’m
not saying that is what happened, just that it is one possibility, given that the
stamp says November and the label is from our label machine.
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx >
Sent: Tuesday, February 5, 2019 8:04 AM
To: xxx@HADASSAH.org>
Cc: Judith Futerfas <xxx >
Subject: Re: Hadassah Security, pics of mailing, retaliation details Fw: Hadassah
Life Membership Packet
If you look at the stamp it is stamped November, not January.
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Letter to Florida’s Attorney General, Chief Inspector General 2.10.19
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Sunday, February 10, 2019 5:58 PM
To: FL_GOV Inspector General; xxx@myfloridalegal.com
Cc: Judith Futerfas
Subject: 1/6 AG, CIG Fw: 1/3 Witnesses Fw: Joint Commission update Bethesda 12.31.18
web form 2:15am
Dear Attorney General and Chief Inspector General,
I am including a few more documents (many, many more still available.) Please see a
partial witness list below. Most if not all of these names were discussed in prior
documentation I had sent to law enforcement. If some of the documents/names are
not in your emails from the AG I will be glad to send them to you. I believe all those
listed have some or a lot of information about my concerns. In reference to Ms.
Robinson's letter of 2.7.19, please note I have been in prior contact
with Troelstrup and Malagon and it would appear that my complaints, obviously very
serious, are of a highly political nature. (I am forwarding some of those emails next.) I
think a nonpartisan, nonpolitical committee should be appointed to look into this wide
concern for corruption, collusion, conspiracy, and suspicious deaths. No one has asked
me for the source documents for the hacked emails time-lining Joan's death at Bethesda
East (below). Am I the only one who finds it strange that UM sent me my only training
on restraints in 12 years, after Joan's death, and after she was illegally held in
restraints? What happened to her body? Why didn't Boynton Beach Police get back
with me? I have several emails with them available to send (as well as other
Boynton/Palm Beach attys, Mayor, etc.). I think you will find some very horrid and
concerning practices going on in this State. What about the circumstances of Bea's and
her brother's deaths (as described in the documents previously sent)? The other deaths
and dates also mentioned? Perpetrators should be held accountable, no one is above
the law, nor beneath it. Although I'm always hopeful, I am concerned that this will go
nowhere unless a special investigative committee is formed. My Joint Commission
complaints re: UM (threat to me, cancers in two co-workers involved with my
complaints [these illnesses were known by staff and co-workers], etc.) and Bethesda -Joan's death, are att here.
Stuart Herna my UM boss Susanna Arias Morales - UM supervisor - pointedly told me she had a relative in the FBI
- I never received the first call from them in these regards
Arron Wolfson, Steven Niemer MDs UM - Bosses of Herna and Arias // Perhaps also
some members of UM's BOD 109
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Harry Goldszmidt Chief Financial Officer UM’s SCCC Rebecca Butler and Sandy Roth (Fairchild), Jeff Borg (car plate then AEU A58) /Howard
Simon (ACLU), Kristen Wipier (Democrats of South Dade) Pat McKenna, Jack Calvar (ex-State law enforcement) - PIs Martin Saenz, Ilona Anderson -- my ex UM/labor attorneys - referred me to Jack Calvar
(I asked for a PI referral and they gave me three names other attorneys had given them
[they said]) - you have my comments re: Calvar in my prior email
Brice Zoecklein -- my ex probate atty in xxx estate (Manatee County) -- acted [with]
impunity at the mediation and settlement, very concerning circumstances - blatant lying
and obfuscation - all documented in my Court filings
Mayor Miami-Dade County Carlos Gimenez Susan Markley UM PhD grad, ex Miami-Dade County DERM employee -- referred me to
Flamm -State OIG - Inspector Pacchioli -- investigation of UM and what happened after that -State IG - Boyd I believe his name is/was -- I had emailed him some UM complaints FL FWS -- Ronnie Austin FWS OIG (asked me "Didn't you think he [Flamm] would be
mad at you?" (for not sending him [Flamm] his brief paper); Richard Flamm Tampa FWS
Senator Rubio - I believe he knows quite a bit - perhaps also Ileana Ros Lehtinen - did
nothing to save Joan M at Bethesda Hospital. I have emails with his staff.
Gov Scott - (now Senator) - never got back to me - How could he not know anything? All the people I sent emails to concerning the death of Joan xxx -- in prior
documentation from AG, can resend - includes Boynton Beach Police Chief and several
staff he referred me to (Asst Chief, Major, etc.), Officer Jeanniton, City Boynton Beach
Mayor/Atty, Palm Beach County attorney - never heard back beyond initial emails Joan's death and much of this concern was during Obama's presidency causing concern
regarding what he knew - I had written him a letter about my concerns for her safety
and never received a response. Two people who tried to ingratiate themselves with people I know are (seemingly) Mary
Beth Gregory and her husband (seemingly), Bill Robinson. They contacted a family
friend late last year. They gave false statements about having known this person and
my family from years ago and repeated this when I met up with them for lunch, along
with some other people I do know, on August 23, 2016 at La Carreta (Kendall). They
did state certain details they claimed to know about our past, some of which were
correct (and fairly general knowledge) and others were not correct. Their phones are
770-591-5499 and 404-886-3890. Address: 516 River Place, Woodstock, Ga. Car license
plate PBF 2869. They said they were in South Florida to leave on a cruise. Please recall
that mine and family members phones and emails (contacts) have been hacked. Also
when Rebecca Butler was at the house taking pictures for a party she likely stole some
family photos (and whatever else). I am sure she gave those photos to someone else for
malicious purposes. There have been aides in the home who had access to
everything. We absolutely never met these two people despite their protestations.
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What the h_ll is going on in this Country? This is again, beyond unconstitutional. An
agency stirring up trouble to justify their existence -- wonder which one that is? Decent
Americans don't need nor want that, and that is most of us. Who's going to do
something about this lawlessness and anarchy ... ... do something constructive for
America?
Gregory and Robinson were discussed in this email (header copied below). It appears it
was not in your series of emails I had sent to the AG. I can forward if you wish.
J Futerfas <xxx>
(ED note: At lunch ‘Gregory” mentioned my brother Neal, which was very strange… Stirring up Hell to justify
their existence… What pitiful garbage we are spewing out in this Country…)
Mon 2/20/2017 10:02 AM
xxx@bbfl.us;
xxx@bbfl.us;
xxx@miami-police.org;
J Futerfas

To Law Enforcement Officers:
First, thank you all again for your dedication to helping keep America safe...
Thank you again, Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 3:56 PM
To: xxx@jointcommission.org
Cc: Jfuterfas
Subject: 1/3 Fw: Joint Commission update Bethesda 12.31.18 web form 2:15am
Dear Ms. xxx
Attached are PDFs of two 2016 initial complaints to the Joint Commission. Bethesda is
accessioned as xxx and UM as xxx. There is updated information on the Bethesda case - I have included the morbid, hacked emails time-lining Joan's death. I also recently
reported these cases to AHCA, something I did not realize I could do initially. That
comprehensive complaint was sent to your organization on 12.31.18 and is included
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below. I have those source email documents should you want them. UM horridly and
maliciously sent me a training on restraints after Joan was killed, hence my realization
she was in them illegally (explained below).
I am requesting a further review of both cases. I am requesting that UM be reevaluated
due to the horrid threat from my manager Stuart Herna. I have since been fired after
reporting that threat in response to my good evaluation and approximately $10,000
raise (after 12 years). I think the nature of that threat should be a matter that the JC
takes extremely seriously and investigates. As you will read, I acted as best I knew after
being threatened and have those multiple of doctor visits (Aetna charges) and
exorbitant credit card bills from up North where I had had my surgery (I would not have
it down here).
There are three emails in this set -- I have not heard anything back since the December
2018 send.
Thank you and please let me know of any further questions. Judy
Judith Futerfas
From: Judith Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, December 31, 2018 2:19 AM
To: Judith Futerfas
Subject: Joint Commission update Bethesda 12.31.18 web form 2:15am
https://apps.jointcommission.org/QMSInternet/IncidentUpdate.aspx
Bethesda xxx
-----------------------------------------Enclosed is some added information to this original complaint to the Joint Commission.
At the time I did not realize that I could have (should have) also sent it to AHCA but have
now (even though it is outside of their submission time-frame), considering the
seriousness of the complaint. Thank you, Judith Futerfas xxx
Forwarded to AHCA 12.19.18
To: Joint Commission 8.14.16 Bethesda Hospital East Boynton Beach
The note below is a copy from my email sent to the Boynton Beach Police Department
8.10.16 outlining my very serious concerns regarding Joan xxx. I have reported to you
before regarding a threat to my life and I am sure those around me are being made very
ill and dying as retaliation for my complaints against the University of Miami related to
cancer data manipulations we have been told to do. My latest complaints went to ACHA
and several other organizations within the past two weeks regarding two fairly young
co-workers named in past complaints against UM who now have cancer. When my
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boss, Stuart Herna, threatened my health in February 2016, he told me about one of
these workers, xxx, and that she was "very sick". I recently found out she indeed was
when I was given her case to abstract. Another worker, xxx, also now has cancer and
was mentioned in my complaints. When Herna threatened me he asked how I was, to
which I replied "fine" -- my pathology was negative in my prophylactic surgery a few
months prior. He then said "Are you sure? You have complained about a lot of
people". I stated to him that "That is attempted murder" and he replied, "You have to
prove it". I am being followed for my health due to this threat. There is more
information and concerns in the note to the police below regarding Joan's time in the
hospital. I never got a call or email reply from the officer. Joan sounded even better
when I spoke to her Thursday 8.11.16. She had apparently recently been diagnosed
with myeloma and was doing well when I went to visit her last Sunday. She immediately
recognized me and was glad to speak with me and others at that time via phone. She
was hoping to leave soon. Joan had made a number of visits to UM for another health
issue that was under control. She was more recently at a nearby rehabilitation center
when she was admitted to the hospital. She suddenly died this past Friday 8.12.16 (I
was told yesterday/Sat. am she passed "yesterday" so I assume Friday) and I am sure
neither illness would have caused this directly or indirectly, had she been getting proper
treatment. I am glad to answer any further questions. Judy Futerfas xxx
8.10.16 incident number 16067585 Boynton Beach Police Department
Dear Officer Jeanniton,
I have tried to reach you to touch base about my complaint from this past Saturday
8/6. When will you be available to speak with? I had complained about someone
calling as me to Bethesda East Hospital that Saturday morning. This person had spoken
with Amy, one of the nurses there who had overseen Joan. I had mentioned other
concerns to you as well. xxx
As mentioned, because of concerns at my work (University of Miami [UM] medical
facility), including severe retaliation against me targeted also at those around me, I am
very concerned about Joan’s safety. (I have reported cancer data manipulations we
were told to do and other concerns over the past several years.) Joan lives by herself
although she has known this person xxx for some years apparently. I was up to see Joan
late in the day Sunday 8/7 and they had put restraints on her stating that she had tried
to take her catheter out early in the morning Sunday (8/7). Joan did not recall that she
had tried to take the catheter out and is not sure what happened. The nurse Amy
stated that Joan was "confused". However, Joan knew me right away, knew the hospital
she was at, spoke of family, and conversed with me and another person on the phone. I
do not know what drugs she is being given. Joan is a kind, quiet person and tries to take
care of her health, not injure herself. (end on typed portion 4000 character limit, entire
page submitted via upload AHCA).
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I also mentioned that two co-workers of mine mentioned in my UM complaints, young
women comparatively, now have cancer. My life has been threatened at work (that
something malicious occurred at a surgery), and now there is concern that Joan has
cancer? She has been down to UM for medical care on a number of occasions for
another health issue. I have also been subjected to severe hacking of my work and
home computer and home phone -- many instances documented with UM, local police,
and other law enforcement. My contact lists have been compromised and call logs
hacked. An ex-friend (Rebecca Butler) took family pictures and taped comments at a
gathering in January and has passed them to some unknown source. xxx Details are
with law enforcement. There is probably about 150+ pages of documentation on my
concerns sent to a number of entities, Senator Rubio most recently. So, there are many
very serious issues, including other suspicious deaths, should you wish to know more.
Thank you again,
Judy Futerfas
xxx
Note from this Web Form submission 12.19.18:
To AHCA staff,
I did report this suspicious death at Bethesda East in August 2016 to the Joint
Commission, forgetting that there was your separate State entity as well. This situation
and health concern reporting was new to me at that time. I am requesting that since I
do believe it was a murder, that it is looked into at this time. There is no statute on
murder under the law. As mentioned, I will upload that Joint Commission complaint
here. I am not sure of the exact date of her death, the 12th or 13th. I had seen her
within the week (the prior Sunday) and there was absolutely no way she was
imminently, lethally ill for any reason. She was alert, recognized me, spoke on the
phone, got up to go to the bathroom, etc. Apparently she was recently diagnosed with
Myeloma (?) -- and as a cancer abstractor I know patients live for years with that. She
was walking, alert, couldn't wait to go home. I spoke to her Thursday and she sounded
even better. I believe she was on Medicaid. No one would tell me nurse Amy's last
name. The police officer (Jeanniton) made a report but never returned my calls/emails
for follow-up. Per email with another Boynton police officer -- there was an
investigation. However, there were no documents regarding Joan at the information
portal he directed me to and he did not respond to my further inquiries. Joan was about
60 years old and had an apartment in the area. I believe her year of birth was
1956. Someone has mentioned to me that if this death indeed occurred as I believe, the
patient notes will have been altered. I however, am glad to answer any of your
questions.
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It is also important to note the I received morbid, hacked emails the week of and timelining Joan’s death and hospitalization. I initially did not relate them to her demise
because she was not mortally ill. The emails appear to be from xxx’s email – I thought
they were “phished” but was told someone had her password, which was immediately
changed. Those morbid, death time-lining emails are as follows (my highlight):
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From xxx
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 7:34 AM
To xxx
Subject: immediately
Cannot display full e-mail.
You can see it by clicking on here
Hotmail error msgID: c419689 (Wed Aug 10 7:34:27 2016)
From xxx
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 4:04 PM
To: xxx
Subject: Initiated
Cannot show full e-mail message.
You will view it by pressing here
Hotmail error messageID: 0110253 (Wed Aug 10 16:04:21 2016)
From: xxx
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2016 6:05 PM
To: xxx
Subject: Commanded
Not able to show full mail body.
You will see it when hitting here
Hotmail error message: bd1747 (Thu Aug 11 18:05:59 2016)
From xxx
Sent: Saturday, August 13, 2016 8:33 AM
To: xxx
Subject: Launched
Error 76: Your e-mail message refused to load.
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Go here to read the message. If your email is not viewed in 24 hours after displaying this
notification the e-mail message will be removed from our servers.
Hotmail debug message: c54441 (Sat Aug 13 8:33:51 2016)
Go here to read the message. If your email is not viewed in 24 hours after displaying this
notification the e-mail message will be removed from our servers.
Hotmail debug message: c54441 (Sat Aug 13 8:33:51 2016)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Also, for my 2017 yearly web-trainings at the University of Miami, I was sent a training
on restraints. Please note that I did NOT do patient care, and NEVER had a training on
restraints prior to that. It was then that I realized that Joan had been in restraints at
Bethesda East illegally. How horrid, vile, and disgraceful can anyone be … can a medical
institution be? I have these email source documents.
I am glad to answer any questions. Please use xxx
Thank you, Judy
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LETTER TO SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER 2.9.18
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Friday, February 9, 2018 7:37 PM
To: xxx@splcenter.org
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: 1/2 Re: Draft Re: Other concerns Fw: Thank you Fw: OIG FWS Flamm complaint
written note and 6 pg att 10.31.17 via online
To: SPLC Investigations Staff,
Below are condensed letters conveying some of my concerns that I have submitted over
the years to the City of Miami Police and other law enforcement and regulatory
agencies. It is retaliation of the worst forms involving the University of Miami and likely
the State and Miami-Dade County (at least). I have not yet sent the letter immediately
below to Ronnie, at FWS (more about that in the letter below). I am not sure I will,
because he never responded to the second letter below and likely would not to this one
either. This unconstitutional horror is being covered-up at the highest of levels,
including the Florida Bar.
I am a big supporter of the SPLC -- and agree with all the work you have done and all
of your concerns. However, sometimes we must look in our "own backyard". Although
a registered Democrat, I believe the left is much scarier than the alt-right at this point,
and I describe my concerns below. Not the least of my concerns are that these
individuals seem to be operating under the cover of legitimate organizations, including
the highest levels of law enforcement. This actually is probably not new to you -- but I
submit it is much more dangerous and scary than most of us want to imagine. At the
end of the day, it is the organizations that are most threatening to our liberties and
constitution are the most dangerous. Thanks in large part to your diligence, the alt-right,
I do not believe, rises to that level of a threat currently. However, I believe these left
leaning people (perhaps Deep State is the best term, maybe anarchists) work in our
Intelligence, among other professions, and hence are more of a danger to our
democracy and constitution than any other threat in the US currently. … George
Washington did not even believe in political parties and I agree with him -- we could get
rid of them but people would fight losing that power and money. (Regardless, we
should do that for the sake of the Country.)
I reference my online site ourconstitution.info below. If you read down a bit from the
top of that site LINKS page, under Extrajudicial Killings in the US, I have a long narrative
with the first few lines highlighted red. What happened to the white UM patient at
Boynton Beach's Bethesda Hospital is unspeakable. I will also say that the two younger
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women I refer to, now with cancer, are both black. (I sent a complaint to the Joint
Commission detailing the retaliation I had been subject to, the role those women had
played [I am sure just "following orders" at UM/University of Miami], and my concerns
for the etiology of their cancers. I am glad to send that report to you upon request.) I
was threatened by my UM manager that something malicious happened at a surgery
(elective, pathology negative) -- and am still being followed. I am also forwarding a
report I made to the City of Miami Police (one of multiple emails to them). In this email
(initially to Ronnie at FWS) I describe a concerning conversation on 4.2.17 at
Miami's Pinecrest Market regarding Judge Scalia and Judge Thomas. On 4.12.17, the
day after I reported that conversation to the Supreme Court Police (4.11.17), the black
New York State Appeals Court Judge Sheila Abdus-Salaam was found dead, floating in
the Hudson. She was the country's first female Muslim judge and first African-American
woman appointed to the state Court of Appeals. (Some accounts state she had not
been a practicing Muslim for many years.) She had marks around her neck,
although how long they had been there is unknown. She was last seen on video walking
near the river the prior evening. Her family and friends insist it was not a suicide. The
papers had also falsely stated that other family members had died of suicide. I have not
reported my concerns about this elsewhere but maybe you can do so or investigate this
and/or some of my other concerns.
See below for more horror -- we are in a rapid descent due to extremely powerful,
antagonistic, unconstitutional forces on our own soil. I
am sending this out because people must demand reform of our powerful
institutions/universities, intelligence apparatus, etc. -- and they must know about these
abominable acts. I am glad to answer any further questions and submit any other
documentation you request.
Thank you very much for your important work. Let me know how I can further help.
Judy
Judith Futerfas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Ronnie,
I did mention some further very disturbing events in my last email to you (below). Do
these concerns rise to the level of something you would investigate? I imagine if not
your department, someone at the State (Federal Government?) would want to know
about and perhaps look into these things? (There have been other very serious
concerns since. I have mentioned some in this longer letter.)
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You had asked me on the phone initially if I thought Dr. Flamm was mad that I did not
get the brief manatee/boater paper to him -- I answered that I guessed so -- Susan
Markley (or someone from the MDC [Miami-Dade County] MPPRC [Manatee Protection
Plan Review Committee]) had scratched out the "MS" (degree) on my desk name plate
for those meetings (in about 2009). This was after I spoke with Jay Gorzelany at one of
the MDPPRC meetings (Gorzelany knows Flamm from Tampa). Markley was a bit weird
to me, somewhat rude actually on a few occasions during the meetings. After the
Committee sunsetted, Markley told me that her students had been taken away from
her. She left the County (job) in 2011. While the Committee was meeting I did point
out that, in violation of the Ethics rules, some of the members who were land owners on
the Miami River were in a position to profit by some of the issues we were voting on, in
particular regarding boat docks. However, nothing changed and these same members
remained and voted on these and other issues. If you will recall, during my FIU MS
research (2003) which was quite extensive, Flamm did receive the over 12,000
Excel boat data entries I cataloged (and the many subcategories within them), these
same entries were also recorded in real time and then transcribed by me, and he also
received the approximately 300 boater survey results (very detailed, extensive
phone survey). I had also submitted three reports to the State and completed my
thesis. I have offered several times to discuss any reasonable steps towards a
resolution, also stating that this situation could have been handled better by everyone
involved.
However, respectfully, in regards to your question about Flamm's level of anger, I think
a much more important question is, "Is the vile hostility against me and those around
me, that I have reported, including the hackings (phone/email home/work) and other
extremely serious concerns, an appropriate response (from anyone for anything
)?" Particularly concerning also is the fact that someone (or persons) may be on a
taxpayer time-clock (or otherwise acting surreptitiously on someone else's dollars) while
doing this illegal and unethical activity. Might Flamm be/have been committing some of
these acts while on the FWS time-clock, or using FWS equipment? Markley as a County
employee? Jeff Borg (ACLU) who I mentioned to you previously? Borg also has very
extensive computer skills and I believe was possibly involved with prior phone/email
hacking and for other reasons also, I feel was involved with extensive, ongoing
purloining of my mail. These concerns have also been reported in detail to the police
and USPS investigations. …
… In looking up Flamm recently I see that he is a geo-spatial analyst. That is particularly
eye-opening in light of the horrid retaliation I have been subject to, and other very
serious concerns I have had. He no doubt has high level computer skills, and knows
others who do as well. Flamm probably also has the ability to track someone (or have
them tracked, or worse) via satellite assistance -- and in fact may do this as part of his
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job? However, the concerns I have would NOT be part of his job description, are indeed
beyond unconstitutional, and need to be investigated. Please recall that I did not know
Flamm and Markley much more than by name -- nothing of much importance was ever
discussed besides manatee/boat related. I do not know how Flamm ended up at that
initial meeting in Miami where I met him, probably in 2000. I assumed then that most
of his regular work time at FWS was spent on manatee/boater related research and data
collections. If his work (or views/personal activities) entailed anything controversial,
concerning, and/or unconstitutional, in my opinion, full-disclosure was necessary
and warranted from the outset. It may be that he should not be working with students
at all. I am also curious, as I have mentioned, why Flamm was briefly at the Pinecrest
Market those weeks ago, hours from home (Tampa Bay area), catching my attention
from over 20 feet away, walking right past my table where I was handing out US pocket
constitutions, looking straight ahead, and leaving -- not saying a word.
Another strange occurrence happened a few years ago. I had reported to the City of
Miami Police some years ago that two military members (a man and woman who said
they were from Homestead Base) came to Fairchild Gardens while I was volunteering
there. They had long lens cameras and were in uniform. (They said they were birdwatching.) They stopped to speak with me and at the time I thought the conversation
became somewhat strange -- somehow having them question my loyalty (they thought
Obama was not sending enough troops to the middle-east -- I was concerned about that
strategy and for increased deaths and maiming of our soldiers -- they questioned
whether I was referring to concern for our troops (versus civilians I guess [which I
thought I had made clear and quickly reiterated I was referring to deaths and maiming
of our troops] -- very strange incident). In hindsight, I do not think those military visitors
to Fairchild were "bird-watching" although I believe they did take photos. When I have
been handing out my Constitutions I have also had people stand right in front of me and
take head shots, not saying a word …
… Another extremely concerning event regarding Borg and Fairchild was reported to the
City of Miami Police -- Borg was at Fairchild one day a couple of years ago while I was
volunteering on a tram-ride with the children. I had recently been at an ACLU meeting (I
will never go back), and Borg heard me say that I was a volunteer at Fairchild. I believe
it was that next weekend that Borg was in the strangest pose as the tram came around
the corner. He was sitting at a lunch table, turned away from the table, staring up at the
morning sun, in a strong, deliberate pose, similar to a pose for a statute. It was a
planned position, directly in my line of sight. That was the first and last time I had ever
seen him at Fairchild. (I don't recall ever seeing him again since.) He is beyond scary
and I have since learned that the ACLU has been known to be a cover for the CIA. That I
believe -- I also know, however, that no one is above the law…
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COMPLAINTS TO THE JOINT COMMISSION
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI 7.24.16, BETHESDA EAST 8.14.16
UM Vile threat for complaining “about a lot of people” – “You have to prove it”
SLIGHTLY AMMENDED – PLEASE USE THIS INSTEAD OF EARLIER SUBMISSION DATED
7.23.16
7.24.16 3pp
To: Joint Commission University of Miami
From: Judith Futerfas
My name is Judith Futerfas. I am a Senior Tumor Registrar at the University of Miami
(UM). I am, timewise, the most senior CTR (Certified Tumor Registrar) at UM. I began
working in that department, at UM, about early 2006. In February 2016 I was
threatened that I was not as healthy as I thought and that something malicious had
occurred to me. This was during a conversation with my boss, UM Tumor Registry
Manager Stuart Herna. This was at his office in UM's Dominion Towers on or about
February 19, 2016. When we spoke on the phone earlier that day he mentioned for me
to stop by his office. (We are all UMHC employees but a few of us are housed at the
University of Miami Hospital [UMH] building.)
I went by the office at Dominion Towers about lunch time that day, February 19, 2016. I
stopped by the 7-11 convenience store nearby and purchased a pizza to share with the
staff. I went to Mr. Herna’s separate internal office after leaving the pizza at the
entrance offices with staff. Mr. Herna mentioned that xxx, a worker at UM’s medical
campus, at the Florida Cancer Data System (FCDS), was “very sick”. (FCDS is a State
facility. However, UM manages this entity and hires, fires, etc., those employees.) I
stated something to the effect that I was sorry to hear that and hoped she was better
soon. Mr. Herna then stated that he couldn’t speak more about her. Mr. Herna, also
knowing about my recent surgery, immediately then asked how I was doing. I said
“fine”. (This was a prophylactic surgery and the pathology and pre-surgery tumor
markers were negative.) Mr. Herna responded, “Are you sure? You have complained
about a lot of people.” I immediately knew this was an extremely serious threat and
responded to him, “That is attempted murder.” He replied, “You have to prove it.” I
had been severely retaliated against for years at UM because of my refusal to falsify
Sylvester Cancer Center (SCCC) data information and for my reporting of the instances
of falsified patient “follow-up” along with those omitted related cancer cases and
treatments (that I knew about). This retaliation included falsified evaluations, false
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write-ups, suppressed salary for years, vandalism and money taken from my office, “setup” confrontations with other staff, rerouted printing, a falsely started yearly
recertification exam (via FCDS) last year, high level computer hacking at work and home
(all documented with emails to and from UM IT Security and local police
documentation) including moved and disappearing emails, personal phone hacking,
home wireless security camera hacking, etc.
In April 2012 I reported to the OIG what I knew about from 2008 and 2010. (I had
reported this to UM legal in 2011 but got no response.) In 2008 the entire staff was
asked to falsify patient “follow-up” by doing no patient research however we were
instructed to enter that we had called the patient. These instructions were given by
Susana Arias (Morales). Manager Stuart Herna was in the room. As I stated, there were
no patients called or any other research. We were given pages of lists (as we usually
work from daily for abstracting cancer cases and patient follow-up), of 35-40 patient
names per page.
By not completing any actual patient follow-up, all patients appear alive, thus falsely
skewing survival statistics. This also takes much less time than valid follow-up, thereby
saving time and money on staff. Falsifying follow-up also causes cancer cases and their
treatments to be missed. State law mandates all cancer cases and treatments be
reported within six months of the patient’s visit. I refused to do this in 2008. In late
2010 a volunteer, Marla Swaye, gave me 23 pages of “follow-up” she was told to do by
Ms. Arias (Morales). Ms. Swaye showed me what she was doing – it was exactly as we
were told in 2008. Ms. Swaye left after only a few months but gave me 23 pages of
patient lists she was working from. On the day I found out about this 2010 falsification, I
had stopped by Ms. Swaye’s office across the hall to say hi and ask how things were
going. Ms. Swaye responded, “Judy, you don’t want to know.” I entered the room and
she then showed me and explained to me what she had been instructed to do by Ms.
Arias (Morales). A bit later she also told me that when she (Ms. Swaye) first began
volunteering there, Ms. Arias (Morales) said to her (Ms. Swaye), about me, “Be careful
what you say to her, I don’t trust her.” My other submitted complaints about UM also
included reportable cancer cases deliberately left undone (reported to the OIG in
September 2014) and in September 2015 I reported to the State a nurse copying over
unique tumor board patient data from one patient data sheet to the next patient’s.
As further background, I had been working mainly on UMH cases since 2008. However,
in late 2012 I was assigned to work on SCCC cases and quickly saw a case initially
abstracted at UM in 2009. The patient had three cancers in 2009 but only one cancer
was entered when I saw the case in late 2012. This was despite five “follow-ups”
between 2010-2012. Ms. Arias (Morales) had entered four of these “follow-ups” and her
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“best friend” Francis Moore had entered one of these. (Follow-up is actually supposed
to be completed only once per year or so.) (After UM was aware of my April 2012 OIG
complaint regarding these instances in 2008 and 2010, Mr. Moore never came back to
UM. He never spoke much with me when he was there.)
I completed these 2009 cases and reported these cancer cases and treatments missed
for four years to Dr. McCafferty, then head of UM Compliance. She has since left UM, it
would seem under duress. During this time of the compliance investigation, Mr. Herna
was somehow given a copy of my OIG complaint. Dr. McCafferty did not know how he
got the complaint copy. However, she told him not to show it to the staff as they were
to be questioned. However, Mr. Herna did show this complaint to the staff, disparaging
me, and I have no doubt scaring them from telling the truth.
I was immediately moved back to UMH cases after this 2012 reporting. In about March
2014 UM rehired Ms. Arias (Morales). I was told not to speak with her and was again
moved back to SCCC cases. I began seeing cases falsely marked as non-reportable and
in September 2014 reported about 15 of these to the OIG. I completed these cases
when I saw them in 2014. Many were years late, one dated back to 2005. I currently
have other documentation (perhaps 25+ cases) that were also falsely marked as nonreportable. These were indeed reportable to the State and I had seen and completed
them since that September 2014 reporting. In late 2015, after I reported to Mr. Herna a
nurse copying over tumor board data from patient to patient, I was taken off of that
assignment.
I have recently learned (on or about 6/22/16) that what Mr. Herna told me about xxx,
that she was “very sick”, is indeed true. I had not spoken with anyone about her since
he made that threat to me (discussed above) in February 2016. However, her case was
on my abstract list recently. Also, another young woman in our office, xxx, is now also
ill. I am concerned about the circumstances of their illnesses. Not only because they
are fairly young, but also because they were mentioned in my complaints about UM.
xxx is the contact person for my yearly credentialing exam, and likely knows who falsely
started that. xxx was the person my printing was maliciously rerouted to. This rerouting
occurred after I reported the cases deliberately left undone and had printed out the 15
or more screenshots showing the false, non-reportable documentation. Both these
instances are fully documented with emails. The complaints were also referred to UM
IT Security as well as outside law enforcement. In light of Mr. Herna’s threat to me and
other related circumstances, I am writing you now regarding this concern for malicious
activity that may have caused their illnesses.
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I am still following my health because of his threat. I do not know if these women had
any type of surgery or other procedures whereby these agents could have been
introduced. I feel that they may have been able to be introduced possibly in other ways
as well.
Thank you. I am glad to answer any further questions.
Judith Futerfas
xxx
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To: Joint Commission 8.14.16 Bethesda Hospital East Boynton Beach
The note below is a copy from my email sent to the Boynton Beach Police Department
8.10.16 outlining my very serious concerns regarding [Joan]. I have reported to you
before regarding a threat to my life and I am sure those around me are being made very
ill and dying as retaliation for my complaints against the University of Miami related to
cancer data manipulations we have been told to do. My latest complaints went to ACHA
and several other organizations within the past two weeks regarding two fairly young
co-workers named in past complaints against UM who now have cancer. When my
boss, Stuart Herna, threatened my health in February 2016, he told me about one of
these workers, xxx, and that she was "very sick". I recently found out she indeed was
when I was given her case to abstract. Another worker, xxx, also now has cancer and
was mentioned in my complaints. When Herna threatened me he asked how I was, to
which I replied "fine" -- my pathology was negative in my prophylactic surgery a few
months prior. He then said "Are you sure? You have complained about a lot of people".
I stated to him that "That is attempted murder" and he replied, "You have to prove it". I
am being followed for my health due to this threat. There is more information and
concerns in the note to the police below regarding Joan's time in the hospital. I never
got a call or email reply from the officer. [Joan] sounded even better when I spoke to
her Thursday 8.11.16. She had apparently recently been diagnosed with myeloma and
was doing well when I went to visit her last Sunday. She immediately recognized me
and was glad to speak with me and others at that time via phone. She was hoping to
leave soon. Joan had made a number of visits to UM for another health issue that was
under control. She was more recently at a nearby rehabilitation center when she was
admitted to the hospital. She suddenly died this past Friday 8.12.16 (I was told
yesterday/Sat. am she passed "yesterday" so I assume Friday) and I am sure neither
illness would have caused this directly or indirectly, had she been getting proper
treatment. I am glad to answer any further questions. Judy Futerfas xxx
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8.10.16 incident number 16067585 Boynton Beach Police Department
Dear Officer Jeanniton,
I have tried to reach you to touch base about my complaint from this past Saturday 8/6.
When will you be available to speak with? I had complained about someone calling as
me to Bethesda East Hospital that Saturday morning. This person had spoken with Amy,
one of the nurses there who had overseen [Joan]. I had mentioned other concerns to
you as well. …
As mentioned, because of concerns at my work (University of Miami [UM] medical
facility), including severe retaliation against me targeted also at those around me, I am
very concerned about [Joan’s] safety. (I have reported cancer data manipulations we
were told to do and other concerns over the past several years.) [Joan] lives by herself
although she has known this person xxx for some years apparently. I was up to see Joan
late in the day Sunday 8/7 and they had put restraints on her stating that she had tried
to take her catheter out early in the morning Sunday (8/7). [Joan] did not recall that she
had tried to take the catheter out and is not sure what happened. The nurse Amy
stated that [Joan] was "confused". However, Joan knew me right away, knew the
hospital she was at, spoke of family, and conversed with me and another person on the
phone. I do not know what drugs she is being given. [Joan] is a kind, quiet person and
tries to take care of her health, not injure herself.
I also mentioned that two co-workers of mine mentioned in my UM complaints, young
women comparatively, now have cancer. My life has been threatened at work (that
something malicious occurred at a surgery), and now there is concern that [Joan] has
cancer? She has been down to UM for medical care on a number of occasions for
another health issue. I have also been subjected to severe hacking of my work and
home computer and home phone -- many instances documented with UM, local police,
and other law enforcement. My contact lists have been compromised and call logs
hacked. An ex-friend (Rebecca Butler) took family pictures and taped comments at a
gathering in January and has passed them to some unknown source. xxx. Details are
with law enforcement. There is probably about 150+ pages of documentation on my
concerns sent to a number of entities, Senator Rubio most recently. So, there are many
very serious issues, including other suspicious deaths, should you wish to know more.
Thank you again,
Judy Futerfas
xxx
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“INVESTIGATION” OF THE DEATH OF JOAN M
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2017 8:22 PM
To: McNevin, Rich
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Fw: Police Public Records Request(s) :: P007134-022317

Captain McNevin,
Just confirming that the information below (nothing at the police department on
[Joan]) is correct? It seems, according to my understanding of what you told me,
that there should be some information? Judy
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: Boynton Beach,FL Public Records Center <BOYNTONBEACHFL@mycusthelp.net>
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2017 6:46 PM
To: xxx
Subject: Police Public Records Request(s) :: P007134-

We have no record with Joan xxx from August 2016.
Please check with the Boynton Beach Fire Department records department 561-742-6329.
This request is considered now closed.
Records Division
Boynton Beach Police Department
To monitor the progress or update this request please log into the Public Records
Center
From: McNevin, Rich <xxx@bbfl.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 11:14 AM
To: J Futerfas
Subject: RE: Investigation
They can. You can make the request in person. All you have to do is provide whatever
information you have and they will find the records that pertain to it. At this point I
have provided you all of the information you need to get the records that you need. I
am very busy and will need to work on other projects.
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Captain Richard McNevin | Intelligence and Analytics Section Commander | Boynton
Beach Police Department | 561.742.6124 office | xxx@bbfl.us | Follow Us On: Web;
Twitter; Facebook; YouTube
From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 11:12 AM
To: McNevin, Rich
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Re: Investigation

What is the name of the report? Investigation of Death? What is the
number? (Surely it is in your system?) Can people get police reports by going to
your station?
From: McNevin, Rich <xxx@bbfl.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 11:04 AM
To: J Futerfas
Subject: RE: Investigation
I don’t know. If you go to the Boynton Beach website you can make your request
online. www.boynton-beach.org

Captain Richard McNevin | Intelligence and Analytics Section
Commander | Boynton Beach Police Department | 561.742.6124 office | xxx@bbfl.us |
Follow Us On: Web; Twitter; Facebook; YouTube
From: J Futerfas [mailtoxxx]
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 11:00 AM
To: McNevin, Rich
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Re: Investigation
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How much is it and how long does it take? Does public records have a number?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: McNevin, Rich <xxx@bbfl.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 10:47 AM
To: J Futerfas
Subject: RE: Investigation
Because there is cost to reproducing records that must be paid. If I give it to you for
free then I have to do it for everyone else. There is a process in place and you must
follow it like everyone else.

Captain Richard McNevin | Intelligence and Analytics Section
Commander | Boynton Beach Police Department | 561.742.6124 office | xxx@bbfl.us |
Follow Us On: Web; Twitter; Facebook; YouTube
From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 10:26 AM
To: McNevin, Rich
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Re: Investigation

Why, are you not able to give it to me? It would seem it doesn't much matter
what it says -- there were many suspicious concerns surrounding her stay at the
hospital and I have just now further written to the City and State
Attorneys. They should have no problem getting the documentation? This
horror goes much deeper than whatever that paper states. Judith Futerfas
From: McNevin, Rich <xxx@bbfl.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 10:18 AM
To: J Futerfas
Subject: RE: Investigation
You can make a public records request.
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Captain Richard McNevin | Intelligence and Analytics Section
Commander | Boynton Beach Police Department | 561.742.6124 office | xxxx@bbfl.us |
From: J Futerfas [mailto:xxx]
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 11:11 AM
To: McNevin, Rich
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Fw: Investigation

I see you wrote "the matter was investigated ... we were not able to find any
criminal wrong doing." How would I get a copy of that report? Judy
From: J Futerfas <xxx>
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 9:36 AM
To: McNevin, Rich
Cc: J Futerfas
Subject: Re: Investigation

Thank you for the timely response. Your department investigated this? Judy
From: McNevin, Rich <xxx@bbfl.us>
Sent: Tuesday, February 21, 2017 9:01 AM
To: xxx
Subject: Investigation
Good Morning,
I am in receipt of your recent emails to the Chief of police in reference to [Joan’s]
death. This matter was investigated several months ago and we were not able to find
any criminal wrong doing. We will not be opening any further investigation as all
investigative leads have been exhausted and all necessary evidence no longer exists. I
apologize for your families loss. Captain Richard McNevin | xxx@bbfl.us
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“From: Southern Poverty Law Center <contactinfo@splcentermail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2018 7:48 PM
To: Judith Futerfas
Subject: Threats against the SPLC

Follow SPLC

FIGHTING HATE // TEACHING TOLERANCE // SEEKING JUSTICE
OCTOBER 17, 2018
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Dear ,
I’m writing you today about an internal matter — the safety of my SPLC colleagues.
I wish we could ignore the threats, but ones like this pour into our office with chilling
regularity:

I received this threat in the mail last month and the FBI is actively investigating
it. The fact is, more than two dozen people have gone to jail in connection with
various plots to blow up our building or kill Morris Dees, our founder, because of our
work exposing and suing violent hate groups…”
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HISTORY OF SECRET EXPERIMENTATION ON UNITED STATES CITIZENS
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread59987/pg1#pid626088
(Ed JF note: Other than this note and two sets of further links, this section is copied
from the link above. This section [discussion thread] is attributed to
abovetopsecret.com. I am familiar with many of these horrors by name. Readers
should do their own further research. [More on this also at my Links page,
ourconstitution.info.] There is no doubt “Americans” have done horrid acts in these
and other regards, upon our citizens and residents, and outsiders, and that this
barbaric unconstitutionality continues. We must demand this stop, and more
protections put in place for patients, prisoners, whistleblowers, and ALL of us.)

1931 Dr. Cornelius Rhoads, under the auspices of the Rockefeller Institute
for Medical Investigations, infects human subjects with cancer cells. He
later goes on to establish the U.S. Army Biological Warfare facilities in
Maryland, Utah, and Panama, and is named to the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission. While there, he begins a series of radiation exposure
experiments on American soldiers and civilian hospital patients.
(Ed JF note/links: Other information on Rhoads and these allegations:
https://journals.lww.com/oncology-times/pages/articleviewer.aspx?
year=2003&issue=09100&article=00007&type=fulltext The Rhoads Not Given:
The Tainting of the Cornelius P. Rhoads Memorial Award Rosenthal, Eric T. and
https://www.npr.org/2019/02/18/694700303/the-history-of-americanimperialism-from-bloody-conquest-to-bird-poop# Rhoades discussion about 3/4
way down, studying anemia in Puerto Rico. )

1932 The Tuskegee Syphilis Study begins. 200 black men diagnosed with
syphilis are never told of their illness, are denied treatment, and instead
are used as human guinea pigs in order to follow the progression and
symptoms of the disease. They all subsequently die from syphilis, their
families never told that they could have been treated.
1935 The Pellagra Incident. After millions of individuals die from Pellagra
over a span of two decades, the U.S. Public Health Service finally acts to
stem the disease. The director of the agency admits it had known for at
least 20 years that Pellagra is caused by a niacin deficiency but failed to
act since most of the deaths occured within poverty-striken black
populations. [continue…]
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1940 Four hundred prisoners in Chicago are infected with Malaria in order
to study the effects of new and experimental drugs to combat the disease.
Nazi doctors later on trial at Nuremberg cite this American study to defend
their own actions during the Holocaust.
1942 Chemical Warfare Services begins mustard gas experiments on
approximately 4,000 servicemen. The experiments continue until 1945
and made use of Seventh Day Adventists who chose to become human
guinea pigs rather than serve on active duty.
1943 In response to Japan's full-scale germ warfare program, the U.S.
begins research on biological weapons at Fort Detrick, MD. 1944 U.S.
Navy uses human subjects to test gas masks and clothing. Individuals were
locked in a gas chamber and exposed to mustard gas and lewisite. 1945
Project Paperclip is initiated. The U.S. State Department, Army
intelligence, and the CIA recruit Nazi scientists and offer them immunity
and secret identities in exchange for work on top secret government
projects in the United States.
1945 "Program F" is implemented by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC). This is the most extensive U.S. study of the health effects of
fluoride, which was the key chemical component in atomic bomb
production. One of the most toxic chemicals known to man, fluoride, it is
found, causes marked adverse effects to the central nervous system but
much of the information is squelched in the name of national security
because of fear that lawsuits would undermine full-scale production of
atomic bombs.
1946 Patients in VA hospitals are used as guinea pigs for medical
experiments. In order to allay suspicions, the order is given to change the
word "experiments" to "investigations" or "observations" whenever reporting
a medical study performed in one of the nation's veteran's hospitals.
1947 Colonel E.E. Kirkpatrick of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission issues a
secret document (Document 07075001, January 8, 1947) stating that the
agency will begin administering intravenous doses of radioactive
substances to human subjects.
1947 The CIA begins its study of LSD as a potential weapon for use by
American intelligence. Human subjects (both civilian and military) are
used with and without their knowledge. [continue…]
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1950 Department of Defense begins plans to detonate nuclear weapons in
desert areas and monitor downwind residents for medical problems and
mortality rates.
1950 In an experiment to determine how susceptible an American city
would be to biological attack, the U.S. Navy sprays a cloud of bacteria
from ships over San Francisco. Monitoring devices are situated throughout
the city in order to test the extent of infection. Many residents become ill
with pneumonia-like symptoms.
1951 Department of Defense begins open air tests using disease-producing
bacteria and viruses. Tests last through 1969 and there is concern that
people in the surrounding areas have been exposed.
1953 U.S. military releases clouds of zinc cadmium sulfide gas over
Winnipeg, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Fort Wayne, the Monocacy River Valley
in Maryland, and Leesburg, Virginia. Their intent is to determine how
efficiently they could disperse chemical agents.
1953 Joint Army-Navy-CIA experiments are conducted in which tens of
thousands of people in New York and San Francisco are exposed to the
airborne germs Serratia marcescens and Bacillus glogigii.
1953 CIA initiates Project MKULTRA. This is an eleven year research
program designed to produce and test drugs and biological agents that
would be used for mind control and behavior modification. Six of the
subprojects involved testing the agents on unwitting human beings.
1955 The CIA, in an experiment to test its ability to infect human
populations with biological agents, releases a bacteria withdrawn from
the Army's biological warfare arsenal over Tampa Bay, Fl.
1955 Army Chemical Corps continues LSD research, studying its potential
use as a chemical incapacitating agent. More than 1,000 Americans
participate in the tests, which continue until 1958.
1956 U.S. military releases mosquitoes infected with Yellow Fever over
Savannah, Ga and Avon Park, Fl. Following each test, Army agents posing
as public health officials test victims for effects. [continue…]
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1958 LSD is tested on 95 volunteers at the Army's Chemical Warfare
Laboratories for its effect on intelligence. 1960 The Army Assistant Chiefof-Staff for Intelligence (ACSI) authorizes field testing of LSD in Europe
and the Far East. Testing of the european population is code named
Project THIRD CHANCE; testing of the Asian population is code named
Project DERBY HAT.
(Ed JF note/links: see comments with this thread [link at top] by zero lift:
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread58681/pg1#pid613884
http://www.vva.org/shad/ [VA site, but “link not found”])

…During Project 112/SHAD - the acronym for "Shipboard Hazard and
Decontamination" - American sailors and soldiers from 1963 through
1972 were the often unwitting subjects of the testing of chemical and
biological agents, simulants, and decontaminants. These include
anthrax, sarin, and betapropriolactone, now acknowledged to be a
carcinogen and causes genetic damage. At the heart of the controversy is
that the military has been investigating its own misconduct…
1965 CIA and Department of Defense begin Project MKSEARCH, a program to
develop a capability to manipulate human behavior through the use of
mind-altering drugs.
1965 Prisoners at the Holmesburg State Prison in Philadelphia are
subjected to dioxin, the highly toxic chemical component of Agent Orange
used in Viet Nam. The men are later studied for development of cancer,
which indicates that Agent Orange had been a suspected carcinogen all
along.
1966 CIA initiates Project MKOFTEN, a program to test the toxicological
effects of certain drugs on humans and animals.
1966 U.S. Army dispenses Bacillus subtilis variant niger throughout the
New York City subway system. More than a million civilians are exposed
when army scientists drop lightbulbs filled with the bacteria onto
ventilation grates.
1967 CIA and Department of Defense implement Project MKNAOMI,
successor to MKULTRA and designed to maintain, stockpile and test
biological and chemical weapons. [continue…]
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1968 CIA experiments with the possibility of poisoning drinking water by
injecting chemicals into the water supply of the FDA in Washington, D.C.
1969 Dr. Robert MacMahan of the Department of Defense requests from
congress $10 million to develop, within 5 to 10 years, a synthetic biological
agent to which no natural immunity exists.
1970 Funding for the synthetic biological agent is obtained under H.R.
15090. The project, under the supervision of the CIA, is carried out by the
Special Operations Division at Fort Detrick, the army's top secret biological
weapons facility. Speculation is raised that molecular biology techniques
are used to produce AIDS-like retroviruses. 1970 United States intensifies its
development of "ethnic weapons" (Military Review, Nov., 1970), designed to
selectively target and eliminate specific ethnic groups who are
susceptible due to genetic differences and variations in DNA.
1975 The virus section of Fort Detrick's Center for Biological Warfare
Research is renamed the Fredrick Cancer Research Facilities and placed
under the supervision of the National Cancer Institute (NCI). It is here
that a special virus cancer program is initiated by the U.S. Navy,
purportedly to develop cancer-causing viruses.
It is also here that retrovirologists isolate a virus to which no immunity
exists. It is later named HTLV (Human T-cell Leukemia Virus).
1977 Senate hearings on Health and Scientific Research confirm that 239
populated areas had been contaminated with biological agents between
1949 and 1969. Some of the areas included San Francisco, Washington,
D.C., Key West, Panama City, Minneapolis, and St. Louis.
1978 Experimental Hepatitis B vaccine trials, conducted by the CDC, begin
in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Ads for research subjects
specifically ask for promiscuous homosexual men. 1981 First cases of AIDS
are confirmed in homosexual men in New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco, triggering speculation that AIDS may have been introduced via
the Hepatitis B vaccine.
1985 According to the journal Science (227:173-177), HTLV and VISNA, a
fatal sheep virus, are very similar, indicating a close taxonomic and
evolutionary relationship. 1986 According to the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (83:4007-4011), HIV and VISNA are highly similar and
share all structural elements, except for a small segment [continue…]
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which is nearly identical to HTLV. This leads to speculation that HTLV and
VISNA may have been linked to produce a new retrovirus to which no
natural immunity exists.
1986 A report to Congress reveals that the U.S. Government's current
generation of biological agents includes: modified viruses, naturally
occurring toxins, and agents that are altered through genetic
engineering to change immunological character and prevent treatment
by all existing vaccines.
1987 Department of Defense admits that, despite a treaty banning
research and development of biological agents, it continues to operate
research facilities at 127 facilities and universities around the nation.
1990 More than 1500 six-month old black and hispanic babies in Los
Angeles are given an "experimental" measles vaccine that had never been
licensed for use in the United States. CDC later admits that parents were
never informed that the vaccine being injected to their children was
experimental.
1994 With a technique called "gene tracking," Dr. Garth Nicolson at the MD
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, TX discovers that many returning
Desert Storm veterans are infected with an altered strain of Mycoplasma
incognitus, a microbe commonly used in the production of biological
weapons. Incorporated into its molecular structure is 40 percent of the HIV
protein coat, indicating that it had been man-made.
1994 Senator John D. Rockefeller issues a report revealing that for at least
50 years the Department of Defense has used hundreds of thousands of
military personnel in human experiments and for intentional exposure to
dangerous substances. Materials included mustard and nerve gas, ionizing
radiation, psychochemicals, hallucinogens, and drugs used during the Gulf
War.
1995 U.S. Government admits that it had offered Japanese war criminals
and scientists who had performed human medical experiments salaries and
immunity from prosecution in exchange for data on biological warfare
research. [continue…]
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1995 Dr. Garth Nicolson, uncovers evidence that the biological agents used
during the Gulf War had been manufactured in Houston, TX and Boca
Raton, Fl and tested on prisoners in the Texas Department of
Corrections.
1996 Department of Defense admits that Desert Storm soldiers were
exposed to chemical agents.
1997 Eighty-eight members of Congress sign a letter demanding an
investigation into bioweapons use & Gulf War Syndrome. © 1998-2000
Health News

ABUSE & MURDER OF PATIENTS – A FEW OF THE MANY HORRID INSTANCES

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/texas-doctor-found-guilty-role-325-millionhealth-care-fraud-scheme-involving-false-diagnoses
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/texas-hospice-ceo-ordernurses-overdose-patients-fbi-article-1.2584151
https://www.dallasnews.com/search/?q=make+the+patient+go+bye-bye
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/courts/2018/08/23/doctor-who-signedblank-prescription-forms-fordrugs-used-to-hasten-patients-deaths-reaches-plea-deal/
https://www.cleveland.com/business/2018/12/cleveland-clinicresident-who-made-anti-semitic-comments-onlineno-longer-employed-by-the-hospital.html
https://www.beaconjournal.com/news/20190115/ohio-health-system-saysdoctor-gave- 27-near-death-patients- potentially-fatal-doses-of-pain-medication
https://www.beaconjournal.com/news/20191226/wrongful-death-lawsuit-allegesmistreatment-of-psychiatric-patientsby-former-summa-nurse-still-licensed-in-ohio
https://www.beaconjournal.com/news/20190124/seven-more-patients-identifiedin-mount-carmel-death-investigation/1
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2016/04/07/
patient-hid-recorder-in-her-hair-as-surgeons-operated-on-hertheir-words-left-her-deeply-distressed/
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MEDICAL-MILITARY - AUDACITY OF EVIL - THE PEOPLE DEMAND
‘KILLERS’, BY GUN OR AGENT, BY HOBBY OR TRADE, NEED PEOPLE (TO KILL)
SEE PAGE 13 FOR ‘NATURAL’ APPEARING MURDERS AND IDEAS FOR PROTECTION

IN LIGHT OF HIGH-LEVEL LETHALITY, WHEN PEOPLE KILL SO THAT THE DEATH SEEMS
NATURAL – IN & OUT OF A MEDICAL SETTING – BY TOUCH, INJECTION, INGESTION
(INHALATION?) - WITH AGENTS THAT INCLUDE BIOLOGICS, CHEMICALS, AND
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS … WE DEMAND INVESTIGATIONS INTO THESE PRACTICES
AND AN IMMEDIATE HALT. WE DEMAND TO KNOW WHAT/WHERE ALL OF THESE
AGENTS ARE AND POSSIBLE CURES. WE DEMAND TO KNOW THOSE WHO HAVE
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AND/OR ACCESS TO THEM.
WE DEMAND THE KILLERS AND FACILITATORS ARE BROUGHT TO JUSTICE.
What can be done about those who have access to these lethal agents – and over
whom there is currently no oversight, or very little?
The number of people who can kill this way, is, as President Trump alluded
(interview with Bill O’Reilly, “a lot of killers”, see page 13), a great amount. Perhaps
no one can say exactly how many? This knowledge and number need to be
absolute.
How can these people be monitored? This knowledge about these people must also
be absolute. They are NOT entitled to the same freedom from surveillance the rest
of us are (and hopefully have). Those with this type of capability have a higher
chance of doing great harm, and the public demands a proportionate level of
monitoring. That we have a huge military (and medical) industrial complex
contributes to the greater numbers of people with this capability. The lethal actions
of these people, on our soil, should be unconstitutional in all circumstances. If there
is a (suspected) criminal, the law mandates due process. It is the legal system that
facilitates the judge, jury, and penalty – WE DEMAND THAT NO PERSON(S) OR
ENTITY OUTSIDE OF OUR JUDICIARY, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE, SHALL ASSUME
THE ROLE(S) OF JUDGE, JURY, AND/OR SENTENCER/EXECUTIONER.
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PRESIDENT ABRAHAM LINCOLN - GETTYSBURG ADDRESS
NOVEMBER 19,1863
(See full text under OUR HISTORY)
"... It is rather for us, the living, we here be dedicated to the great task remaining before us
that, from these honored dead we take increased devotion to that cause for which
they here, gave the last full measure of devotion that we here highly resolve these
dead shall not have died in vain; that the nation, shall have a new birth of freedom,
and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish
from the earth..."
PRESIDENT DWIGHT EISENHOWER - FAREWELL ADDRESS
JANUARY 17, 1961
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyBNmecVtdU
(See full text under OUR HISTORY & DRONE STRIKES)
Listen from 2:50 "... we yet realize that America's leadership and prestige depend, not
merely upon our unmatched material progress, riches and military strength, but on how
we use our power in the interests of world peace and human betterment. Throughout
America's adventure in free government, our basic purposes have been to keep the
peace; to foster progress in human achievement, and to enhance liberty, dignity and
integrity among people and among nations ...
7:06 ... Our military organization today bears little relation to that known by any of my
predecessors in peacetime, or indeed by the fighting men of World War II or Korea ...
8:41 ... In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of
unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial
complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will
persist. We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or
democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and
knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and
military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that security
and liberty may prosper together. Akin to, and largely responsible for the sweeping
changes in our industrial-military posture, has been the technological revolution during
recent decades. In this revolution, research has become central, it also becomes more
formalized, complex, and costly. A steadily increasing share is conducted for, by, or at the
direction of, the Federal government. Today, the solitary inventor, tinkering in his shop, has
been overshadowed by task forces of scientists in laboratories and testing fields. In the
same fashion, the free university, historically the fountainhead of free ideas and scientific
discovery, has experienced a revolution in the conduct of research. Partly because of the
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huge costs involved, a government contract becomes virtually a substitute for
intellectual curiosity. For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of new electronic
computers. The prospect of domination of the nation's scholars by Federal
employment, project allocations, and the power of money is ever present and is
gravely to be regarded. Yet in holding scientific research and discovery in respect,
as we should, we must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public
policy could itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite. It is the task
of statesmanship to mold, to balance, and to integrate these and other forces, new
and old, within the principles of our democratic system -- ever aiming toward the
supreme goals of our free society ...
12:00 ... We want democracy to survive for all generations to come, not to become
the insolvent phantom of tomorrow. During the long lane of the history yet to be
written, America knows that this world of ours, ever growing smaller, must avoid
becoming a community of dreadful fear and hate, and be instead, a proud
confederation of mutual trust and respect. Such a confederation must be one of equals.
The weakest must come to the conference table with the same confidence as do we,
protected as we are by our moral, economic, and military strength. That table, though
scarred by many past frustrations, cannot be abandoned for the certain agony of the
battlefield.
Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing imperative.
Together we must learn how to compose differences, not with arms,
but with intellect and decent purpose ...
13:35 ... I wish I could say tonight, that a lasting peace is in sight ... "

*
What is our valid, reliable, & verifiable oversight of the Intelligence Apparatus (IA)???
Does (can) the IA control the President(s) & members of the Intelligence Committees?*
Does the IA operate illegally, outside of their mandate, including in US States?*
*For many reasons (see our LINKS page), these answers appear to be YES
HOW & WHEN WE LOST OUR REPUBLIC
BACK TO HUMANITY - BACK TO OUR CONSTITUTION
JEWS & NON-JEWS
AS A JEW - SHANDE AGAINST SOCIETY
JEWISH (YIDDISH) HORRID SHAME, SIN, DISGRACE
GOOD JEWS & ALL DECENT PEOPLE DEMAND DUE PROCESS & JUSTICE

Findings at Nuremberg led directly to:
United Nations Genocide Convention (1948)
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
Geneva Convention on the Laws and Customs of War (1949)
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OURCONSTITUTION.INFO – EXCERPTS MEDICAL-MILITARY
https://www.fff.org/2019/01/25/explore-freedom/article/the-jfk-assassination-episode-29/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2014/08/no_author/a-murdered-doctor-a-secret-lab-and-thekilling-of-jfk/ and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_nEDt_Ha04 Judyth Vary Baker,
Oswald, death of Dr. Sherman/JFK - cancer as a bioweapon, use of introduced cancer to kill
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYi9R7534wE (Peter Janney Mary's Mosaic JFK)
http://www.marysmosaic.net/disc.htm "The Lone Voice of Justice in the murder of Mary Pinchot Meyer"
"...Someone had to pay for the murder of a woman like Mary Meyer. And everyone, from
the government’s attorneys to the CIA colleagues of Meyer’s ex-husband, assumed that
Ray Crump would be that person. Everyone, that is, except a lawyer named Dovey
Johnson Roundtree. From the moment she met with Ray Crump in his prison cell at the
request of his mother, Dovey Roundtree knew he was innocent..."
https://whowhatwhy.org/2019/01/22/the-deep-state-vs-democracy-can-we-now-handlethe-truth/ “ '…I think presidents who’ve come into office since Kennedy all have had this
in mind. There’s only so far they can go pushing against the CIA and the military and
challenging their policies before their own life is in danger…'Their policies? We…have
the Constitution and law on our side..."
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/ex-CIA Stockwell/John_Stockwell.html
Kay Griggs - 1998 tapes - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQNitCNycKQ
https://isgp-studies.com/an analysis kay-griggs-colonel-george-griggs
General Wesley Clarke https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m58jF8_KgzI&feature=youtu.be&t=236
Begin 2:10-23 “… we’re going to attack and destroy the governments in 7 countries in 5
years … 4:58 … The purpose of the military… it’s not to, sort of, deter conflict? ...”
https://educate-yourself.org/mc/spooklandtricks19oct2006.shtml Dr. Steve Mizrach:
"...if the CIA isn't willing to pack its bags and go home, perhaps it is time for Congress to
act. The National Security Act of 1947 should be revoked, or at least have many of its
provisions changed severely. The CIA should be turned back into what it was meant to
be, an intelligence-processing center with lots of number-crunching bureaucrats, like
elsewhere in Washington. But Clandestine Services and Covert Operations are fossils,
and should be scrapped. The "black ops" should be retired. Spying in peacetime - in the
absence of a clear and present threat - should be illegal. But most certainly interference
with the democratic processes of other countries should be made illegal, especially
paramilitary exercises. The shadow government's covert policy has often been at open
odds with the stated public policy of the elected government in many areas, putting us in
the position of considerable distrust by the rest of the world. In a free society, foreign
policy should be as open and democratic as domestic policy. If the President wants to aid
nations that have democratic values and protect human rights, or to sanction or use
military force against those countries that are true threats to the United States or its
allies (and not just ruled with a form of government we don't like), let him openly ask for
the support of the American people, not go behind their backs..."
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PHOTOS OURCONSTITUTION.INFO OUTREACH, MORE PHOTOS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student_rights_in_higher_education
“…Student rights are those rights, such as civil, constitutional, contractual and consumer rights, which
regulate student rights and freedoms and allow students to make use of their educational investment.
These include such things as the right to free speech and association, to due process, equality,
autonomy, safety and privacy, and accountability in contracts and advertising, which regulate the
treatment of students by teachers and administrators. There is very little scholarship about student rights
throughout the world. In general most countries have some kind of student rights (or rights that apply in
the educational setting) enshrined in their laws and proceduralized by their court precedents. Some
countries, like Romania, in the European Union, have comprehensive student bills of rights, which
outline both rights and how they are to be proceduralized. Most countries, however, like the United
States and Canada, do not have a cohesive bill of rights and students must use the courts to
determine how rights precedents in one area apply in their own jurisdictions…” (continue)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student_rights_in_higher_education
“…Students have the right to constitutional freedoms and protections in higher education.
Prior to the 1960s institutions of higher education did not have to respect students constitutional
rights but could act as a parent in the interest of the student (Nancy Thomas, 1991). In
1960 Shelton v. Turner found "the vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more
vital than in the community of American schools" and in 1961 Dixon v. Alabama found that
students were not required to give up, as a condition of admission, their constitutional rights and
protections.[3][136] ”
“…Healey v. James (1972)[176] found students have the right to self-determination. ‘Students—
who, by reason of the 26th Amendment, become eligible to vote when 18 years of age—are adults
who are members of the college or university community. Their interests and concerns are often
quite different from those of the faculty. They often have values, views, and ideologies that are at
war with the ones which the college has traditionally espoused or indoctrinated.’[176] Bradshaw v.
Rawlings (1979) found that ‘adult students now demand and receive expanded rights of privacy in
their college life’.[177] ”
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OURCONSTITUTION.INFO – EXCERPTS FROM HOME PAGE
Links*(1) below in this section - RICHARD FLAMM (LETTER FIU ALUMNI ASSOC D. WILES)
STUDENTS - BEWARE
(MORE LINKS TO COMPLAINTS BELOW INCLUDE UM, FIU, AG, CIG):
SHANDE AGAINST SOCIETY - JEWISH (YIDDISH) HORRID SHAME, SIN, DISGRACE
GOOD JEWS & ALL DECENT PEOPLE DEMAND DUE PROCESS & JUSTICE
What does*Richard Flamm know? FL FWS/Tampa "geo-spatial analyst", Texas A&M (CIA hub)
UM (CIA hub) - Editor is a Tumor Registry fired whistleblower - high-level retaliation, threat/worse
INVESTIGATE THE FBI - UM's Susanna Arias Morales - Who is her FBI relative (from El Paso?)
What does FL DOH/OIG know? UM's cancer data manipulations ignored (links below*), audit
quashed...State: "UM employees are not State employees" –
Retaliation escalated severely after UM case was closed
NO AMERICAN IS A LAB RAT FOR ANY ENTITY - NO ONE, ANYWHERE, SHOULD BE ...
NO ONE IS BENEATH OR ABOVE THE LAW - NOT DOCTORS, LAW
ENFORCEMENT, INTEL, STATES, MILITARY, OTHER STAKEHOLDERS, &
PRESIDENTS - WHAT DOES OBAMA KNOW?
https://www.ciaagentedu.org/florida/: "... the CIA became one of the largest employers in Miami. Its
base at University of Miami became the world’s largest CIA station in the late 1960s with
the exception of ... Langley ..."
https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csistudies/studies/vol49no4/Officers_in_Residence_3.htm "... fall of 2005...University of Miami ... three
new OIRs ... and Texas A&M ..."
*
Links* (1) - Part of note to SPLC concerns include incidences CANCERS, MILITARY, ACLU, FWS
See 40 PAGE REPORT AG/CIG/Governor, Senators, MDC OIG, State Atty Aronberg, Manatee
County Sheriff + Call Gov DeSantis 850-488-7146 and demand an investigation - Remind him
NO ONE is above the law, including Marco Rubio and his UM benefactor Braman's billions Who killed UM patient Joan M, Rubio?
To request a copy of the 40-page Court submitted, detailed report and timeline,
email info@ourconstitution.info
LINK See concerns CIA/FBI/*Intel/Military/powerful Jews & non-Jews - illegal roles/coercion
I am Jewish - SHANDE (Yiddish) - horrid disgrace, desecration of our ethics, & Constitution
See concerns Medical-Military page under Home - Is the CIA/MILITARY running the Country?
OBAMA - 2009-2017 - What did he "authorize"? What does he know? Is he a killer in these regards?
MDC Mayor Gimenez- What did he "authorize"? What does he know? Is he a killer in these regards?
*
Links*(3) - UM OIG HHS, UM JOINT COMMISSION, SENATOR NELSON/FBI DC OFFICES
UM LINKS*, HAVE MUCH MORE DOCUMENTATION:
My documentation is thorough, detailed - times, places, dates - hacking, threats, concerning deaths +
LINKS: *Click here for 4pg timeline/intro to 174 pg. UM complaint to OIG HHS Washington,
DC &*Excerpts 7.24.16 UM Joint Commission complaint Whistleblower cancer data manipulations & retaliation (Home page continue…)
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BRIEF UM COMPLAINT OUTLINE:
UM manager vilely threatened me for reporting cancer data manipulations in violation of State law
In response to his threat I replied, "That is attempted murder." He said, "You have to prove it." At the
time of threat he also said, "You have complained about a lot of people." I was fired after reporting that
threat (in my 2017 evaluation response). I also reported the threat soon after it was made 2016, to
Joint Commission, etc. At another time, in regards to my complaints, he told me that,
"We don't mention people's names here."
Reported the threat to the Joint Commission along with concerns about the cancers in 2 younger
women co-workers (who were also named in my complaints regarding retaliation)
UM patient (Joan M) was killed in a regional hospital within a month or so after that reporting - she
was fairly young, not naturally imminently dying or mortally ill - she had a chronic, managed illness
and had, "taken a turn" at her apt where she lived alone - her death was time-lined in morbid, hacked
emails over the week she was in hospital and she was illegally held in restraints (I know because UM
sent me a training on restraints for the first time in 12 years after she deceased - I did not have patient
contact and had no need to learn about restraints)
UM lead worker at the time of my 2011 UM lawsuit pointedly told me that she had a relative in
the FBI ... Was never contacted by the FBI despite several complaints to them - UM is also
a large, long-term CIA hub
LINK *Pg 1/2 6.6.16 Sen Nelson Re: DC ofc visit 5.31.16, FBI not addressing suspicious deaths
UM is private, receives millions in Federal money, and has MUCH less oversight than public
universities; An elderly Jewish lady in my UM dept. used religion vulgarly, berating multiple times I
should "go to Temple"; Doctors can't leave UM w/children in (paid) school there –
One Jewish doctor described UM as "PRIMITIVE"
SEE four complaints, timelines just below, more documentation at our LINKS page
*
Links*(7) - FIU/FWS OIG, AG/AHCA (MURDER OF JOAN M), HADASSAH & FOLLOW-UP,
STATE ATTORNEY, PATIENT PROTECTIONS, CONCERNING TIMELINES
BRIEF RELATED LINKS:
*Complaint to FIU, FWC OIG about Susan Markley (ex MDC DERM) ///
Richard Flamm, State FWC (Tampa)
EVERYONE WORKING WITH STUDENTS
(IN THIS CASE FROM OUTSIDE THE ACADEMIC INSTITUTION), MUST BE VETTED
Markley has apparently left government, Flamm is apparently still with FWC - Neither are the
character and caliber of people I want my tax dollars supporting as: representatives of the People, in
positions of authority/power, and/or working with students. Along with UM, MDC, and the State (DOH,
etc.), they need to be investigated, collaborators pursued, and due process implemented. See
video MDC Manatee Protection Plan Review Committee - Markley was Chair. This Editor (on that
Committee), noted PUBLICLY that some members stood to benefit financially from some of the items
THEY WERE VOTING ON -- They remained on, and voted on those items ...
*Complaint to IG, AHCA- Murder of UM patient Joan M. - Obama, Rubio did nothing to save her
RUBIO MUST STEP DOWN - MURDER OF JOAN M. - WEALTHY UM DONOR ALSO IS A
RUBIO BENEFACTOR - NO RESPONSE FROM RUBIO REGARDING MY CONCERNS FOR
THIS UM PATIENT
ANOTHER KILLING IN A STRING OF RETALIATION IN & OUT OF MEDICAL FACILITIES

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/us/billionaire-lifts-marco-rubio-politically-andpersonally.html (Home page continue...)
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*Complaint to Hadassah & *Follow-up - Malicious internal interference
w/membership mailing, suspicious death
Is X-Ray Tech Jose M. at South Miami Hospital a killer? No last name given, no tapes permitted to
be viewed.... What does nurse aide (LPN school) Janet Coulson know?
Hadassah pin return delay - on birthday SMH deceased
*HELL ON EARTH - USING THE MEDICAL-MILITARY INDUSTRIAL TO KILL UNKNOWINGLY INGESTING CARCINOGENS HOME, ANYWHERE - COLON, BLADDER
CANCER - LETHAL BIOLOGICS - JUST DON'T WAKE UP - READ HERE INITIAL PATIENT
PROTECTIONS THAT MUST BE IN PLACE
Complaint to *State Attorney, Miami- Horrid "coincidences" mocking very ill person
*VERY CONCERNING NOTE, TRAGIC TIMELINES AFTER MY COMPLAINTS
Includes link to Washington Post article and my comment (below) (the last one [posted 4.18.19])
See more on this article and my comment re: "a lot of killers" at
Medical-Military Industrial Page (link here or click under Home)
Links*(2) - Media Orgs Threatened? Concerning end of communications...
Others with "information" - see also links at our LINKS page (listing not inclusive):
Attorneys Brice Zoecklein/James Knowles (and his client Shirley Vermilion) - Bradenton (Tampa)
Laura Aiken (Hadassah) /// Libby Mahaffey, Jean Tong-Noon (Nat'l Council of Jewish Women)
Gladys Giron, MD, Jocelyn May (HR) - Baptist Health-Adam Stone - Harmony Healthcare (Tampa)
Karen Mason (nee Coyne) - FCRA 2011 Chair; Prior Mgr Tumor Registry Moffitt (Tampa)
Anastasia Boughter, Stephanie Rake - Dignity Health - Mercy Healthcare, Sacramento
Martin Saenz, Ilona Anderson Attorneys (for years re:UM, refused to handle the firing)
Isabel Sanchez, Chris Rawls - Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden
Joyce Miller, MD, Pilar Santana - Femwell – Death Dr. Torres-Salichs - Refused UM
LINKS Media threatened (?): Common Dreams, *WhoWhatWhy (re FBI, etc.),
*Ian Trottier, Alex Proctor
See more under LINKS page, first topic Extrajudicial Killings
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/04/16/trumps-sympathyassassination/?noredirect=on#comments-wrapper
The most concerning comment was Trump's acknowledgment that we have "a lot of killers". I
believe this barbarity has been occurring here for a while. Trump was likely told about this early in
his presidency and made these comments at an O'Reilly interview in February of 2017. Everyone
should be extremely alarmed about this undermining of Our Constitution and due process, and
demand an immediate investigation and halt to any and all extrajudicial/medical
related/military/Intel related killings (for hire and not). We demand that these murders on US soil
are stopped; lethal chemicals and biologics secured (not sufficient currently); intensive and ongoing
checks, balances, and monitoring of those with these skill-sets; for hospitals, cameras in rooms as
a patient option to use; ability to monitor real-time chemical/biologic ingestion/injection; and due
process implemented against all perpetrators. I also have these horrid concerns as a threatened,
fired whistleblower at a powerful university and medical center that is a long-time CIA hub. A
supervisor pointedly told me that she had a relative in the FBI and I never received the first contact
from them. The CIA and FBI should be OUT of our universities and medical campuses but for job
fairs and teaching as retirees, with full disclosure. We do need to monitor for foreign agents at our
educational institutions, however, this should be with a new entity, and one solely dedicated to that
mission. It should scare everyone that our Intel agencies have been able to morph fairly insidiously
for decades, despite Eisenhower's and Truman's warnings. Demand review and reform of these
agencies and, should they continue to exist, demand valid, reliable, and verifiable oversight.
Defend Whistleblowers, Press Freedom, and Our First Amendment. Revise/update the Espionage
Act. Join me in protest in Miami, help me legally, email at my site ourconstitution.info... Protest
wherever you are, demand reform now, or one day it will be too late.
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More of The Author’s Public Comments
(See ourconstitution.info, Outreach, Other Public Comments)
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/judge-rules-florida-cant-block-felons-from-voting-evenif-they-have-unpaid-fines/2019/10/19/
Good! We should also 'wipe the slate clean' for minor offenses and/or those infractions a certain
number of years old... the least we can do to try to help people become more productive,
integrated, and a help to their families and communities. If we weren't so judgmental it might not
be a problem, but as a society we unfortunately are, and the system is indeed unfair and biased
against the poor and those of color. Moreover, we know innocents are wrongly convicted, and that
some guilty people are let go, or are never caught... all the more reason our criminal justice system
should be overhauled and focused on redemption, not retaliation. Demand an end to the Death
Penalty, and an end to the incarceration and killing of innocents!
Besides a vicious and counterproductive political system (party duopoly) we should change, our
justice system is also in part based on 'what you have' or 'can get' (or unfortunately also 'make-up')
about someone -- a very hateful and vengeful ideology. A theory as to why Epstein was not
stopped sooner by law enforcement (and was even allowed to 'carry-on' under their watch) was
that he may have been protected, possibly for documenting people for purposes of leverage and/or
blackmail for Intel; we know the FBI did this during Cointelpro, and the CIA has been known for
"stirring up trouble so they'll have something report on”
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/04/harry_truman_and_the_deep_state.html
No entity should be "stirring up trouble" and our justice system and society in general should be
focused on lowering incarceration rates and on rehabilitation, reintegration, and the reality of who
the person actually is, not retaliation, revenge, or their 'record'.
I have some thoughts on alternatives to politics without parties (and much, much scarier stuff as a
fired whistleblower - Medical-Military Industrial, "a lot of killers" in and out of medical facilities)
at ourconstitution.info, Home and Outreach, Comments.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/10/03/i-owe-my-new-life-my-marine-husbandshideous-death-i-pay-price-every-day/?wpisrc=nl_comments&wpmm=1
Others here have already stated the truth and empathy of my sympathy, sorrow, and concern for
Karie and Cleve. Thanks to the author, and all the commenters for baring your souls. Americans
and Our Vets deserve much better than this - to be able to live with dignity after injuries, and
always. Moreover, to be called to action for just causes only.
I think we should all consider a military conscription here. If everyone was invested, everyone
would demand a voice in all regards, including when we enter conflicts, benefits, healthcare, etc.
They say that countries with conscription also have reduced gun violence, and a healthier respect
for the costs and ramifications of war. These are important points, and conflicts, unfortunately it
seems, will always be with us. I live in an area with at least two large military facilities within a
few miles. Because we are not integrated, and 'us and them' as opposed to 'we', one would never
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know the military was so close. We continue our separation from the military at peril to us all...
Some say the military and CIA are running the Country -- they are career, and presidents and
congress are termed … They just wait out any person or president they want to, or otherwise... like
JFK. The rise in technology, especially since 9/11, should be a further wake-up call and warning.
What happened after 9/11 seems like a horrid over-reaction to our failure at 9/11. We needed
someone to listen when FBI and military voiced concerns, including about those learning to take
off and fly but not land a plane, and we needed to beef up security checks in light of the history of
hijackings elsewhere. There were at least 7 hijackings between Feb 2000 and 9/11, and at least 18
in the 1990s https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_aircraft_hijackings. There are even more horrid
things going on now, the Medical-Military Industrial - "a lot of killers" - see ourconstitution.info.
It IS Our Republic, Of, By, and For The People, as long as we can keep it.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/10/29/native-american-volleyball-players-werecalled-savages-they-walked-out-match-safety-reasons/
So disgraceful. Sounds like they need to focus on Indigenous history along with some type of
mandatory, multi-focal cultural training -- ongoing, for all years... here and probably a lot of
schools. These are likely the most important lessons students could learn. Our Original Cultures
have a lot to teach us, and we should listen. Unfortunately, we know this horrid problem of
ignorance and hate is pervasive, affecting many cultures, religions, and races.
We should also try to get away from our divisive, counterproductive political duopoly -- we teach
hate every day in these regards. Instead of causing people to tune out, let's be productive and
cohesive, and build unity -- across politics and all cultures. Some ideas for politics without
political parties at ourconstitution.info, Outreach, Comments.
http://www.newser.com/story/comments/273002/family-to-donate-10m-after-learning-of-nazipast.html
What the family is doing is an important step -- they obviously care about the ramifications of that
history, and they should. There were large and well-known American companies and institutions
that also contributed to the Nazi machine. They still exist and (still) have their names on some of
America's most famous buildings. I have been waiting to hear from them ... See more information
about this by Edwin Black at ourconstitution.info, LINKS page
https://readersupportednews.org/opinion2/277-75/56756-rsn-iraq-all-over-again-and-where-iskatharine-gun
Thank you. Very concerning. Our Soldiers and all Americans everywhere should work, fight, and
die for just causes only, upholding Our Constitution, and Republic Of, By, and For The People,
nothing less. If we do not set that bar, if we are not that Beacon, who will be? Walk softly with
moral and ethical incentives - people don't want war - disincentives are a last resort.
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My Eldest Wonderful Brother, Neal Daniel
Mom visiting in Israel - We all miss You and Dad so very much
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Doral Resort - Miami, Florida
Mom’s 80th, Mom & Dad’s 50th Anniversary
May 2007
(That’s me to the side)
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We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America.
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(2 blank pages)

Our Founding and Philosophy
OURCONSTITUTION.INFO

Judy feels that, as a society, we have veered far off-course from the law and
humanity conveyed by the Constitution, which our Founders worked and
sacrificed so much for. Though not perfect, and many suffered through Our
Nation’s formation, Our Constitution has evolved through these times with steps
to rectify wrongs. Judy’s letter to the Miami Herald specifically mentions
concerns regarding people with authority over others. It is beyond shameful that
there is such widespread maliciousness and often lethality inflicted upon one
another, randomly and otherwise. We also teach hate daily with our politics.
Washington disliked political parties - we should heed his warning.
To further elucidate the hope for our efforts, our goals include, without political
affiliation, to increase public awareness that no one is permitted to be above the
law, nor will anyone be beneath the law. Moreover, to emphasize that
our Constitution specifically states, in Amendment V, that "No person shall be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law..." Also,
our Declaration of Independence gives three examples of unalienable
rights…"Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness". Furthermore, a government
is created to protect these rights and to ensure that justice, including due process,
proceeds ethically and with integrity -- blind to outside influence, and weighed
with fairness, objectivity, and impartiality -- equal for all.
PROTECT PATIENTS, STUDENTS, AND ALL OF US

Documentation detailing horrid retaliation and cover-up including as a fired
whistleblower at a powerful university housing the State of Florida overseeing
Tumor Registry, and at one time, perhaps still, the second largest CIA hub …
involving state, local, and federal entities … protect patients, and all of us – now!!

JUDITH FUTERFAS
OURCONSTITUTION.INFO
NONPROFIT NONPARTISAN

